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Chair’s foreword

This report presents a summary of the Legal Affairs and Community Safety Committee’s examination of the Human Rights Bill 2018.

The committee’s task was to consider the policy to be achieved by the legislation and the application of fundamental legislative principles – that is, to consider whether the Bill has sufficient regard to the rights and liberties of individuals, and to the institution of Parliament.

On behalf of the committee, I thank those individuals and organisations who made written submissions and who attended our public briefing and public hearing on the Bill. I also thank our Parliamentary Service staff and the Department of Justice and Attorney-General for their assistance throughout this inquiry.

I commend this report to the House.

Peter Russo MP
Chair
Recommendation

The committee recommends that the Human Rights Bill 2018 be passed.
1 Introduction

1.1 Role of the committee

The Legal Affairs and Community Safety Committee (committee) is a portfolio committee of the Legislative Assembly which commenced on 15 February 2018 under the Parliament of Queensland Act 2001 and the Standing Rules and Orders of the Legislative Assembly.2

The committee’s primary areas of responsibility include:

- Justice and Attorney-General, and
- Police, Fire and Emergency Services, and Corrective Services.

Section 93(1) of the Parliament of Queensland Act 2001 provides that a portfolio committee is responsible for examining each bill and item of subordinate legislation in its portfolio areas to consider:

- the policy to be given effect by the legislation
- the application of fundamental legislative principles, and
- for subordinate legislation – its lawfulness.

The Human Rights Bill 2018 (Bill) was introduced into the Legislative Assembly and referred to the committee on 31 October 2018. The committee is to report to the Legislative Assembly by 4 February 2019.

1.2 Inquiry process

On 2 November 2018, the committee invited stakeholders, subscribers and the public to make written submissions on the Bill. The committee accepted 149 written submissions, as well as 135 form submissions including variants thereof. See Appendix A for a list of submitters.

The committee received a public briefing about the Bill from the Department of Justice and Attorney-General (department or DJAG) and Queensland Corrective Services on 12 November 2018; see Appendix B for a list of officials.

The committee also received written advice from the department in response to matters raised in submissions.

The committee held a public hearing on 4 December 2018 (see Appendix C for a list of witnesses).

The submissions, correspondence from the department and transcripts of the briefing and hearing are available on the committee’s webpage.

1.3 Policy objectives of the Bill

The objectives of the Bill are to:

- establish and consolidate statutory protections for certain human rights;
- ensure that public functions are exercised in a way that is compatible with human rights;
- promote a dialogue about the nature, meaning and scope of human rights; and
- rename and empower the Anti-Discrimination Commission Queensland (ADCQ) as the Queensland Human Rights Commission (QHRC) to:
  - provide a dispute resolution process for dealing with human rights complaints; and
  - promote an understanding, acceptance and public discussion of human rights.

---

1.4 Government consultation on the Bill
As set out in the explanatory notes, a range of stakeholders were consulted on the Bill prior to finalisation, including the ADCQ. The explanatory notes state that overall stakeholders were supportive of the Bill being based on the model of the Victorian Charter with the addition of social and economic rights. Stakeholders also supported the disputes resolution function for the proposed QHRC.³

However, some stakeholders considered that the Bill should include a stand-alone cause of action for the failure of a public entity to act or make a decision in a way that is compatible with human rights. Many stakeholders also expressed concern at the potential impact of the proposed amendments to the Youth Justice Act 1992 and the Corrective Services Act 2006.⁴

The explanatory notes for the Bill also refer to the content of submissions made to the previous Legal Affairs and Community Safety Committee of the 55th Parliament, which inquired into the appropriateness and desirability of a Human Rights Act for Queensland.⁵ These submissions were not however commenting on the Bill currently before the committee.

1.5 Should the Bill be passed?
Standing Order 132(1) requires the committee to determine whether or not to recommend that the Bill be passed.

After examination of the Bill, including consideration of the policy objectives to be implemented, stakeholders’ views and information provided by the department, the committee recommends that the Bill be passed.

**Recommendation**
The committee recommends that the Human Rights Bill 2018 be passed.

---

³ Explanatory notes, p 10.
⁴ Explanatory notes, p 10.
⁵ Explanatory notes, p 10.
2 Examination of the Bill

The aim of the Bill is to consolidate and establish statutory protections for certain human rights recognised under international law including those drawn from the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights (ICCPR), as well as the rights to health services and education drawn from the International Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights (ICESCR), and property rights drawn from the Universal Declaration of Human Rights (UDHR).  

The majority of stakeholders expressed support for the Bill, however many made recommendations for amendments to the Bill. This section discusses issues raised during the committee’s examination of the Bill.

2.1 Objects of the Act

Clause 3 of the Bill sets out the main objects of the Act:

(a) to protect and promote human rights; and

(b) to help build a culture in the Queensland public sector that respects and promotes human rights; and

(c) to help promote a dialogue about the nature, meaning and scope of human rights.

Clause 4 establishes how the objects are to be achieved. This includes through:

- stating the human rights Parliament seeks to protect and requiring that public entities act and make decisions compatible with those human rights
- when a new Bill is proposed in Parliament, requiring the tabling of a corresponding statement of compatibility with human rights, for a parliamentary portfolio committee to consider the Bill’s compatibility with human rights, and in exceptional circumstances, allowing Parliament to override the application of the Human Rights Act to a statutory provision
- requiring courts and tribunals to interpret statutory provisions in a way compatible with human rights to the extent possible that is consistent with the provision’s purpose
- granting the Supreme Court jurisdiction to declare when a statutory provision cannot be interpreted in a way compatible with human rights, and providing for a Minister and portfolio committee to report about declarations of incompatibility to the Legislative Assembly
- setting out how to resolve human rights complaints, and
- setting out the functions of the QHRC.

2.1.1 The dialogue model

The ‘dialogue model’, which is reflected in a number of jurisdictions that have implemented human rights legislation, including the Charter of Human Rights and Responsibilities 2006 (VIC) (Victorian Charter), is proposed under the Bill.

The explanatory notes state:

The ‘dialogue model’ of human rights protection as represented in this Bill... is considered to represent a good middle ground. Under this model each of the three arms of government – the...
executive, the legislature (parliament) and the courts – have a legitimate role to play, while the parliament maintains sovereignty.\(^8\)

Further:

*The Bill aims to promote a discussion of ‘dialogue’ about human rights between the three arms of government (the judiciary, the legislature and the executive).*

Each of the three arms of government will have an important role to play: the judiciary through interpretation of laws and adjudicating rights; the legislature through scrutinising legislation and making laws; and the executive through developing policy and administrative decision-making.\(^9\)

The explanatory notes provide that parliament has the role and obligations imposed under Part 3, Division 1 and 2 of the Bill, the courts under Part 3, Division 3 of the Bill, and the executive (or public entities) under Part 3, Division 4 of the Bill.\(^10\)

### 2.1.1.1 Issues raised in submissions – the dialogue model

A number of submitters considered the proposed dialogue model under the Bill.

In attaching her submission to the 2016 inquiry, Dr Julie Debeljak supported the inclusion of the dialogue model in Queensland. With reference to the Victorian Charter she explained the interaction between the different arms of government under the dialogue model.\(^11\)

Broadly, Dr Debeljak states ‘the pre-legislative rights-scrutiny roles of the executive and the parliament generate dialogue’, referring to the consideration of rights by the executive in formulating policy and drafting legislation, and in the parliament (legislature), during the consideration of rights in proposed legislation, including the role of the committee, debating of proposed legislation and the enactment of laws.\(^12\)

The judiciary becomes involved in the dialogue through interpreting whether legislation is compatible with human rights, and through the Supreme Court making a declaration of incompatibility (noting it cannot invalidate a law).\(^13\) Dr Debeljak notes ‘[t]he judicial opinion continues the dialogue loop, with the executive and parliament having a range of responses to the judicial opinion’. Such responses include deciding to amend the law to make it compatible or expressly retaining the incompatibility in the law.\(^14\)

(a) Comments on the dialogue model

Commenting generally, Professor Williams AO and Dr Boughey from the Faculty of Law, University of New South Wales, submitted that the Bill:

… follows the same general model as the human rights legislation in the United Kingdom, New Zealand, the ACT and Victoria. It does not seek to fundamentally alter the roles of, or relationships between, the three branches of government. Rather, it aims to encourage dialogue about human rights protection between the branches, and foster a human rights culture within government.

---

\(^8\) Explanatory notes, p 10.
\(^9\) Explanatory notes, p 6.
\(^10\) Explanatory notes, pp 6-7.
\(^11\) Submission 14, pp 32-34.
\(^12\) Submission 14, p 33.
\(^13\) Submission 14, pp 33-34.
\(^14\) Submission 14, p 34.
The Bill builds on the experience of the human rights legislation in those jurisdictions, and the ACT and Victoria in particular. It is the best drafted and most effective shield of people’s rights yet seen in Australia.\(^{15}\)

Similarly, the joint submission received from academics from the University Of Queensland’s (UQ’s) TC Beirne School of Law stated:

The Bill is modelled on existing legislation in jurisdictions including the United Kingdom, New Zealand and, in particular, the ACT and Victoria. It builds on a wealth of experience and is tailored to our Commonwealth system of government. In particular, it maintains the role of the courts in interpreting the law, and preserves the sovereignty of parliament. It is tailored to our existing constitutional structures whilst giving human rights a more appropriate and clear place in that system.\(^{16}\)

However, some submitters raised concerns with the dialogue model.

Professor Nicholas Aroney and Professor Richard Ekins, who do not support the Bill, stated with respect to the dialogue model:

… as four justices of the High Court of Australia pointed out in Momcilovic v The Queen, to describe the relationship between the three branches in terms of ‘dialogue’ is ‘inapposite’, ‘inaccurate’ and ‘apt to mislead’ because it suggests that non-judicial functions are being conferred on the courts in a manner that is unconstitutional.\(^{17}\)

Conversely, in response to the statements made about the dialogue model in Momcilovic v the Queen (relating to the Victorian Charter) and concerns about the role of courts under the model, Associate Professor Sue Harris Rimmer, ARC Future Fellow, Griffith Law School, Griffith University stated:

… at the moment the Victorian [A]ct stands. The High Court did not strike it down. It did not say to the Victorian parliament that what it was doing was unconstitutional and so there you have it. It was a judge having an opinion about that particular issue but it was not law. I think Professor Aroney is quite right to say that these are always live issues and in the particular case it could be a particular live issue, but at the moment we have not had any particular problems with politicisation. There is a lot of politicisation in other areas of the law—social security law, criminal law, parliamentary entitlements. There are endless political issues involved in what our High Court deals with and what our Supreme courts deal with. I do not see this as an order of magnitude different from the current issues that the courts deal with all the time.\(^{18}\)

The Queensland Council for Civil Liberties (QCCL), while rebutting concerns about diminishing parliamentary sovereignty through the enactment of a Human Rights Act and involving the courts in public controversy, also stated:

In respect of the first concern, the Council agrees with opponents to a Human Rights Act who state that the final say in matters should lie with elected officials. It is for this reason that a statutory Human Rights Act is an appropriate means of both protecting human rights and maintaining parliamentary sovereignty. Under this model a court cannot strike down legislation. It can only make a ruling of incompatibility and refer the matter to the Parliament. This leaves the final say on the issue to the parliament. In fact, the model proposed here is even more favourable to parliamentary sovereignty than, for example, the Canadian Charter of Rights where the parliament must take a positive step in order to overturn a decision of the court that

\(^{15}\) Submission 8, p 1.

\(^{16}\) Submission 39, p 1.

\(^{17}\) Submission 107, p 5.

\(^{18}\) Public hearing, Brisbane, 4 December 2018, p 30.
a piece of legislation breaches the Charter. Under the statutory model the parliament can do absolutely nothing and the law will not change. 

In regards to the second concern, the Council notes that the courts have always had to make difficult policy decisions. Some of them have been quite radical including the reform of the common law to accommodate the laissez faire economic and industrial system of the eighteenth century. Even the daily work of the courts in determining negligence questions has the potential to draw the courts into controversial areas. The Council does not believe that the courts will lose public confidence through the implementation of a Human Rights Act.\(^\text{19}\)

(b) Comments on the constitutional model

Some submitters suggested consideration could be given to implementing a constitutional model, whereby human rights are constitutionally entrenched and enforceable through the courts (including laws being subject to a declaration of invalidity by the courts).

Private submission number 55 raised concerns with the operation of the dialogue model in a unicameral parliamentary system as operates in Queensland, recommending that ‘the Human Rights Bill 2018 should be amended to enact a ‘constitution’/entrenched model of Human Rights in Qld’.\(^\text{20}\) In this respect, the submitter stated:

In the context of this Bill, both the ACT and Victoria have parliamentary houses of review – therefore a dialogue model of a Charter of Human Rights may be appropriate in those jurisdictions – because there already exists a parliamentary body and process that has authority to act as a check on the legislature and the executive.

In the absence of a parliamentary upper house in Qld that has the power to fulfill a review role and, as such, ensure that legislation does not excessively override Human Rights, it becomes essential for a Human Rights Bill to give this authority to the Judiciary – as the only other arm of government capable of exercising prudent authority to ensure that both the legislature and the executive do not unnecessarily or excessively exercise authority that is incompatible with Human Rights.

While appreciating that it is less than ideal to hand authority to the judiciary (non-elected people) over the legislature/parliament (elected representatives), in the absence of proposing restoration of Qld parliament’s Upper House as a House of Review, a Human Bill of Rights that instills and ensures entrenched Human Rights (ie like the United States ‘Constitutional’ model) would be much more appropriate than the dialogue model and the specific model outlined in the current Bill.\(^\text{21}\)

While also supporting that the ‘constitutional recognition of human right[s] would be preferable, and commensurate with the importance of these rights’, the Environmental Defenders Office (Qld) Inc (EDO) also stated ‘in the absence of such protection it is appropriate and desirable for our human rights to be protected through legislation.’\(^\text{22}\)

The EDO also noted some jurisdictions, Canada and Hong Kong, have now moved to ‘enshrine their human rights commitments into their constitutions’.\(^\text{23}\)

Dr David Solomon AM referred to the recommendation of the former Electoral and Administrative Review Commission to enact a Bill of Rights initially as ordinary legislation for five years, after which

\(^{19}\) Submission 93, p 4. See also Public hearing, Brisbane, 4 December 2018, p 18.

\(^{20}\) Submission 55, p 1.

\(^{21}\) Submission 55, p 1.

\(^{22}\) Submission 122, p 4.

\(^{23}\) Submission 122, p 4.
the question should be put by way of referendum as to whether it should be entrenched in the Constitution, and stated in relation to the Bill:

... five years after it comes into effect the Government should consider whether some or all of the rights it covers should be better protected by making them enforceable in the courts and entrenching the Bill constitutionally. If it were to do so it should adopt a provision similar to that in the New Zealand and Canadian rights legislation that the rights are ‘subject only to such reasonable limits prescribed by law as can be demonstrably justified in a free and democratic society’ (Canadian Charter of Rights and Freedoms, s. 1).

(c) The dialogue model under a unicameral parliamentary system

As noted above, some submitters also raised concerns about the effectiveness of the dialogue model in a unicameral system, where there is no house of review and the executive have more power.

In this respect, other submitters proposed that the introduction of the Human Rights Act will be beneficial to the unicameral parliamentary system, including in improving the effectiveness of the dialogue model.

For example, the EDO suggested that the proposed Human Rights Bill will provide an extra check and balance to protect human rights in the unicameral parliamentary system in Queensland, stating:

Human rights are above the politics of the day and provide a fundamental reference against which legislation can be tested.

This role is particularly important in Queensland’s unicameral parliamentary system as there is not a house of review to guard against legislative overreach.

Similarly, Professor Don Anton, from the Law Futures Centre, Griffith Law School, Griffith University stated:

With reference to the submission and statement made by Professor Aroney and his concern about legislation passed in the absence of an upper house in Queensland, we believe having the legislative context of a human rights act would ensure dialogue about human rights and legislation that might impact on human rights, which is particularly important in a context of fixed four-year terms and a parliament that does not have an upper house.

(d) The dialogue model and specific clauses

Concerns were also raised in relation to the inclusion or otherwise of provisions in the Bill where the dialogue model is used:

- The academics from UQ’s TC Beirne School Of Law raised concerns ‘about a model focused only on dialogue with no independent cause of action and no clear remedy range.’ Further stating, ‘[t]he efficacy of the complaints mechanism depends upon individuals engaging with it and on its effectiveness at achieving the aims of the legislation, namely, the enhancement of human rights across Queensland.’
- The Australian Lawyers Alliance (ALA) questioned the inclusion of the parliamentary override provision at cl 43 in the context of the dialogue model, stating ‘in a statutory bill of rights that

---
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incorporates a dialogue model of human rights protection, and which by its nature preserves parliamentary sovereignty, the provision for an override declaration is not necessary.’

These concerns are discussed in more detail in other sections of the report.

2.1.1.2 Departmental response

The department did not provide a response to the specific concerns raised by some submitters around the use of the dialogue model.

2.2 Interpretation

Part 1, Division 2 of the Bill defines a number of key terms in the Bill, including the meaning of ‘human rights’, ‘compatible with human rights’, and ‘public entity’. Submitters who provided comment generally supported the interpretation provisions, although a number of submitters did raise concerns with the meaning of a ‘public entity’ and what constitutes a ‘function of a public nature’.

2.2.1 Meaning of public entity and when a function is of a public nature

Clause 9 defines the term ‘public entity’ and cl 10 sets out when a function is of a public nature; a feature of a type of public entity under cl 9.

2.2.1.1 Proposed law

Subclause (1) of cl 9 lists what entities constitute a public entity within the Bill. This includes ‘core public entities’, such as:

- a government entity within the meaning of s 24 of the Public Service Act 2008, public service employees, the Queensland Police Service, and local governments (including councillors and employees) (at cl 9(1)(a)-(d))
- ministers, and a person not otherwise mentioned who is a staff member or executive officer of a public officer (at cl 9(1)(e) and (i)), and

‘functional public entities’, such as:

- entities established under an Act when the entity performs functions of a public nature (cl 9(1)(f)), and
- an entity whose functions are or include functions of a public nature when performing the functions for the State or a public entity (whether under contract or otherwise) (cl 9(1)(h)).

Clause 9(1)(h) includes an example of entities not performing a function of a public nature for the State, specifically private schools, which are not public entities merely because they perform a function of a public nature, because they are not doing so for the State.

The explanatory notes provide that functional public entities:

... reflects the modern operation of the government, where non-government entities, including non-government organisations, private companies and government owned corporations, are engaged, in various ways, to deliver services to the public on behalf of the government or another public entity. An example of a functional public entity is a private company managing a prison, or a non-government organisation providing a public housing service.”

---
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Members of portfolio committees (when the Committee is acting in an administrative capacity) are also included as public entities at cl 9(1)(g).

Subclauses (2) and (3) further state that a public entity includes a registered provider when performing a function of a public nature in the State, a non-State police officer in stated circumstances, and entities for which a declaration under cl 60 is in force (relating to entities being able to opt-in as a public entity under the Bill).33

Subclause (4) provides that a public entity does not include the Legislative Assembly, a person performing functions connected to proceedings in the Assembly, or a court or tribunal, except when acting in an administrative capacity. Further, it does not include an entity prescribed by regulation not to be a public entity.34

Subclause (5) states that an entity means an entity in and for Queensland, and a registered provider means a registered provider of supports or a registered National Disability Insurance Scheme (NDIS) provider under the National Disability Insurance Scheme Act 2013 (Cth).35

Clause 10, subcl (1) and (2) state that in deciding whether a function of an entity is of a public nature, consideration may be given to (although is not limited to) whether the function is conferred on the entity under a statutory provision, is connected to or generally identified with functions of government, or is of a regulatory nature. Consideration is also given to whether the entity is publicly funded to perform the function or it is a government owned corporation.36

Subclause (3), without limiting subcl (1) and (2) states that functions of a public nature include:

- the operation of corrective service facilities under the Corrective Services Act 2006 or another place of detention, and
- the provision of services including emergency, public health and public disability services, public education, including tertiary and vocational, public transport, and housing services by a funded provider or the State under the Housing Act 2003.37

2.2.1.2 Issues raised in submissions – the scope of public entities under the Bill

A number of submitters proposed amendments to the meaning of public entity and what a function of a public nature constitutes. In this respect the QCCL stated:

It is our view, that the definition of public entity is too narrow. In an age of increasing outsourcing of the provision of fundamental government services, it is our submission that the committee should recommend that the legislation be amended to apply to all bodies, whether public or private, which provide government services under contract with government or using government funds. If a broad definition is not used, the risk is run the legislation will be increasingly ineffectual because its scope of application will reduce as outsourcing increases.38

Similarly, the Queensland Mental Health Commission (QMHC) suggested ‘the Bill should include non-public entities that receive Government funding and provide services similar to those provide[d] by public entities’.39

33  Explanatory notes, p 15.
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Submitters also recommended and/or expressed concerns that specific entities/functions be included in the definition of public entity or as a function of a public nature:

The Queensland Branch of the Royal Australian and New Zealand College of Psychiatrists (RANZCP QLD Branch) with respect to children’s rights stated that ‘the right to education should not be determined by whether they attend a public or private school’. Further:

*Given that private schools and private hospitals receive substantial public funding, and arguably provide a public function, it is not clear why they are not considered public entities. The RANZCP QLD Branch is concerned that the exclusion of private schools from the Bill, will allow private schools to continue to exclude children with additional support needs. A Queensland Human Rights Act should protect the right of all children to access education appropriate to their needs, regardless of whether the education is being provided by a private or public entity.*

The ADCQ also noted:

*The Explanatory Notes do not address the reason for excluding non-State schools from the obligations to act and make decisions that are consistent with human rights. Education is a State responsibility irrespective of whether it is delivered by public or State educational authorities.*

With respect to private hospitals, the RANZCP QLD Branch also stated they were concerned that such private entities did not appear to be captured by the Bill, and that they considered:

*...patients’ human rights, especially vulnerable patients such as those with mental illness, should be protected by the Bill and not be dependent upon whether they are being treated in a public or private entity.*

The Townsville Community Legal Service Inc. (TCLS) proposed the inclusion of approved providers under the *Aged Care Act 1997* (Cth) as a registered provider in cl 9(5) noting:

- parallels with NDIS providers, and that older persons are the largest single cohort of Queenslanders with disability, and
- the vulnerability of older persons in care given the prevalence of elder abuse in institutional settings.

Similarly, TCLS proposes that public ageing services be included in cl 10(3) as a function of a public nature.

Micah Projects suggested that the definition of ‘public entity’ be amended to ‘ensure there is greater clarity about NGO’s working with people and schools (including non-government schools) being bound by the Act’.

Spinal Life Australia stated ‘the Act will need to be sufficiently clear in its content to deal with Public Private Partnerships (PPP) that involve funders and suppliers in a partnership contract with government’ noting that ‘That all persons and entities exercising government power should therefore be bound to protect and promote human rights while they are exercising such power’.

The ALA proposed that cl 10(3):

---
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2.2.1.3 Departmental response

Broadly, the department advised:

*In determining whether entities, other than core public entities, are captured by the legislation, it will be necessary to consider the particular characteristics of the entity, its relationship with the State government, and the nature of the functions that are being performed (i.e. are they public functions).*

In relation to specific inclusions proposed, the department advised:

*Consistent with the Victorian Charter, it is intended that the Bill not capture private or non-state schools within the definition of ‘public entity’ on the basis that they are not delivering services on behalf of the State even though the functions of the non-state school may be of a public nature.*

The department advised with respect to the inclusion of aged care services:

*Aged care service providers may be captured by the definition of ‘public entity’ depending on whether they fall within the definition in the Bill, i.e. the entity is in and for Queensland; and the functions are of a public nature; and the functions are being performed on behalf of the State (Qld) or a public entity.*

The Bill includes matters that may be considered in deciding whether a function is of a public nature and provides a nonexhaustive list of functions of a public nature, including public health services and public disability services. Although not specifically included in the list, ‘public aged care’ and ‘public out-of-home and residential care’ will be captured where the other criteria of the definition are met, and depending on the circumstances.

*For example state government operated aged care facilities will be captured by the definition of public entity.*

Finally, with respect to proposed additions to cl 10(3)(b), the department advised:

*The current list of functions of a public nature is a non-exhaustive list and not intended to exclude particular categories that are omitted.*

2.2.1.4 Issues raised in submissions – entity performing functions of a public nature for the State

Submitters also raised concerns about the meaning of cl 9(1)(h) and the example provided of an entity which would not be performing functions of a public nature, that is, private schools.

(a) Lack of clarity in the meaning of ‘performing functions for the State or a public entity’

The ALA noted there was a lack of clarification around the term ‘performing functions for the State or a public entity’ in cl 9(1)(h) and referred to the Victorian Charter which uses a similar phrase, however, also includes further provisions to clarify its meaning. The ALA stated they were concerned that without additional clarifying material the interpretation of the statutory example, relating to private
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schools, may result in a narrower interpretation of the phrase ‘on behalf of the State’ and the potential exemption of activities of other entities that perform functions of a public nature.51

ALA proposed that in the absence of supportive clarifying material such as in the explanatory memorandum and explanatory speech, the example relating to private schools in cl 9(1)(h) should be removed. Alternatively, if the example is retained, additional subclauses as provided in the Victorian Charter should be included in the Bill.52

(b) Uncertainty created by the insertion of the example at cl 9(1)(h)

With regard to the example provided at cl 9(1)(h), the Human Rights Law Centre (HRLC) noted that it ‘introduces unnecessary uncertainty and confusion in the definition of a public entity’ and recommends the removal of the example.53 The HRLC stated:

Non-state schools deliver public education and are normally both funded and regulated by government. It is entirely appropriate for them to be required to comply with human rights in delivering public education services. Further, the inclusion of the example creates confusion as to whether other non-state service providers, such as a private bus company delivering public transport, are required to comply with human rights when delivering public services.54

Professors Aroney and Ekins noted that cl 9(1)(h) could ‘readily be interpreted to include a very wide array of entities to which it is considered the Bill should not apply’.55 Consequently, they supported the inclusion of the example at cl 9(1)(h) as settling the question of the application of the Bill to non-State schools. However, Professors Aroney and Ekins raised concerns that the ‘specific exclusion of non-State schools may generate uncertainty about whether any particular entity falls within the general definition or is somehow analogous to non-State schools.’56

(c) Clarifying the effect on entities that constitute public entities when performing a function of a public nature

The HRLC, referring to the need for certainty and the trend of public functions being contracted to private entities, recommended that the Bill be amended to state that any entity performing a function listed as being of a public nature in cl 10(3) is a public entity when performing those functions. This would remove the question of whether or not they are performing them on behalf of the State.57

The Griffith Law School recommended that the Bill ‘clarify that the legal remedies available against the government will be available against private entities exercising public functions under Section 9(h) of the Bill’, noting that such organisations become public entities when performing a function of a public nature for the State or a public entity.58

2.2.1.5 Departmental response

In response to the concerns raised by the ALA around the meaning of ‘performing functions for the State or a public entity’, the department stated:

It was not considered that subsections 4(4) and (5) of the Victorian Charter assisted in further clarifying the relationship between the State and an entity given the great variety in
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arrangements that might exist between the State and other entities in delivering public functions."\(^{59}\)

The department did not specifically address the concern about the confusion created by the inclusion of the example in cl 9(1)(h) relating to private schools, although as noted at 2.2.1.3, the department did provide advice as to the basis for excluding private schools from being a public entity generally.

With respect to entities performing a function of a public nature the department advised:

*Private entities whose functions include functions of a public nature will be captured by the definition of ‘public entity’ when they are performing those functions on behalf of the State or a public entity."\(^{60}\)*

**Committee comment**

The committee notes the concerns raised by submitters regarding the potential ambit of cl 9 and believes it would be beneficial for the QHRC to monitor complaints raised against private corporations undertaking public functions.

### 2.2.1.6 Issues raised in submissions – public entity exclusions

With respect to cl 9(4), LawRight suggested that cl 9(4)(b) be amended to provide clarity around the meaning of ‘an administrative capacity’ (relating to when a court or tribunal is not considered as a public entity).\(^{61}\)

### 2.2.1.7 Departmental response

The department advised:

*The meaning of when a court is acting in ‘an administrative capacity’ will be a matter for the courts to determine in practice and in the context of the specific circumstances.*

*While courts will be captured as public entities when acting in an administrative capacity, cl 5 of the Bill also provides that the Act will apply to Courts (regardless of whether they are acting in an administrative capacity or not) to the extent that they are performing functions under part 2 and part 3, division 3 of the Bill."\(^{62}\)*

### 2.3 Application of human rights

Part 2, Division 1 of the Bill establishes how human rights are applied under the Bill, including defining who has human rights, that human rights are in addition to other rights and freedoms, that human rights may be limited and that they are protected. In this respect, submitters identified some concerns around who has human rights and the limitation of human rights.

More broadly, some submitters also raised concerns about how conflicting rights would be addressed under the Bill.

#### 2.3.1 Who has human rights

Clause 11 defines who has human rights under the Bill.

**2.3.1.1 Proposed law**

Clause 11 provides that all individuals in Queensland have human rights, however, that only individuals have human rights, expressly excluding corporations from having human rights.
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2.3.1.2 **Issues raised in submissions – who has human rights**

A number of submitters commented on cl 11, some suggesting it should be amended to recognise corporations as having human rights.

The Castan Centre for Human Rights Law (CCHRL) welcomed the restriction of human rights to natural persons, noting ‘[t]he exclusion of corporations as rights holders will help to ensure that the Bill has the effect of increasing the capacities of the vulnerable and marginalised while reducing litigation in the field’.63

Conversely, the QCCL stated:

... the fact that a body is a corporation and has commercial interests does not mean that it should not share in the human rights of natural persons where in the modern context it is necessary that corporations share in those rights to ensure that everyone fully benefits from those rights. The obvious example is, the right of freedom of speech. Almost all modern media, whether mainstream or not is conducted by or through corporations.64

Elaborating on this during the public hearing on 4 December 2018, the QCCL further stated:

Almost every time – unless you go out and stand in a park – you exercise your free speech right you are relying upon some corporation, be it Channel 9, the ABC, Google or Facebook. They are all corporations. The Council for Civil Liberties is a corporation.

There are no doubt other rights that, to some extent, will depend upon them being partially exercised by corporations. If you do not allow in certain circumstances for corporations to have access to these rights, people will not be able to exercise them fully.65

The QCCL recommended the Bill be amended ‘to provide for, the situational model for determining whether or not a corporation is entitled to human rights contained in the South African Constitution and the New Zealand Bill of Rights.’66

Similarly, Professors Aroney and Ekins noted:

Much of social life is undertaken through corporate form, not only for-profit arrangements, but also many not-for-profit social, religious and charitable organisations. This appears to be acknowledged by cl 20(1)(b) in so far as it recognises that freedom of religion includes freedom to demonstrate one’s religion ‘as part of a community’ and cl 22(2) in so far as it recognises the right to ‘freedom of association’. Social, religious and charitable groups often use the corporate form to organise themselves. It is through such corporations that they exercise their rights to associate and pursue their religious, social or charitable goals. As a consequence, it is often such corporations that are best placed to assert and to insist upon respect for rights. The Bill’s unqualified statement that corporations do not have human rights risks undermining the effective exercise of individual human rights because it is through corporations that individual rights to freedom of association and freedom of religion are often realised. It also creates uncertainty as to whether a corporation may be able to benefit from rights-protective provisions of the Bill when it is the means by which individuals are exercising their communal and associational rights as recognised in clauses 20 and 22.67

The Australian Christian Legal Society Ltd (ACLS) and the Australian Christian Lobby (ACL) supported the extension to corporations in the context of religious freedom rights. In this respect the ACLS, with
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reference to the guarantee of religious freedom under the ICCPR, stated that a failure to protect corporate entities:

... would be to fail to give effect to human rights recognised under international law, with the consequent prospect that the Charter actually removes human rights in application. This is an unacceptable proposition for any Charter that purports to protect human rights. Any proposed Bill should not derogate from the standards implemented in international law.

Dr Geralyn McCarron suggested expanding the types of individuals who have human rights, stating she believed 'the Bill would be improved if it were to specify not only that all individuals in Queensland have human rights, but also that all individuals seeking asylum in Queensland have human rights protected under Queensland as well as international law.'

2.3.1.3 Departmental response

With respect to the proposal to permit corporations to have human rights, the department stated:

While some human rights legislation confers rights on corporations, the restriction of the application of human rights to natural persons in this Bill is consistent not only with the Victorian Charter, upon which the Bill is based, but also human rights legislation in other common law and Commonwealth jurisdictions (such as the Australian Capital Territory and United Kingdom).

In response to Dr McCarron’s suggestion, the department similarly advised:

The application of human rights in the Bill to people in Queensland is consistent with the Victorian Charter, and other Commonwealth jurisdictions (such as the Australian Capital Territory and United Kingdom).

2.3.2 Human rights may be limited

Clause 13 provides that human rights provided for under the Bill may be subject under law to reasonable limitations, meaning the rights under the Bill are not absolute and are to be balanced against the rights of others and public policy issues of significant importance. The clause also sets out a framework for deciding when and how a right may be limited in such a way that an incompatibility is not created.

2.3.2.1 Proposed law

Subclause (1) sets out the basic test to be applied in determining how to limit a human right, providing that a right may be reasonably limited under law where it can be demonstrated that the limit is justified in a ‘free and democratic society based on human dignity, equality and freedom’. All human rights set out in the Bill are subject to limitation under the Bill.

The explanatory notes provide:

The phrase ‘under law’ refers to a limitation imposed by a law; for example, an Act, subordinate legislation or the common law.

---
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Further:

Because the justification must be ‘demonstrable’, the onus is on the State or public entity seeking to limit a human right to demonstrate that the limit is justified in the circumstances. Consistent with international case law, the reasonableness and justification criteria are examined together.\(^{76}\)

Subclause (2) sets out the considerations when determining whether a limit on a human right is reasonable and justified. The factors are not exhaustive, may not be relevant in all matters, are intended to be used as a guide and are intended to ‘generally align with the principle of proportionality, a test applied by courts in many other jurisdictions to determine whether a limit on human rights is justifiable’.\(^{77}\)

The factors/considerations include:

- subclause (2)(a), the nature of the human right; this involves looking at the purpose and underlying values of the human right
- subclause (2)(b), the nature of the purpose of the limitation (including consistency with a free and democratic society based on human dignity, equality and freedom); it may be relevant to consider whether the purpose is sufficiently important to justify limiting a right or the purpose must relate to concerns which are pressing and substantial in a free and democratic society
- subclause (2)(c), the relationship between the limitation and its purpose (including if the limitation helps achieve the purpose); this includes considering whether the law goes some way towards furthering the purpose, and
- subclause (2)(d), whether there are less restrictive and reasonably available ways to achieve the purpose; it may be relevant to consider if the purpose of the law can be achieved reasonably in more than one way, including in a way that has less impact on human rights.\(^{78}\)

Consideration is also given to the importance of the purpose of the limitation to the human right subcl (2)(e), the importance of preserving the human right (taking into account the nature and extent of the limitation on the human right) (subcl (2)(f)), and the balance between those rights (sub cl (2)(g)). The comparison is to consider whether the limiting law strikes a fair balance, noting that the more important the right and the greater imposition on the right, the more important the purpose of the proposed limitation will need to be to justify it.\(^{79}\)

2.3.2.2 Issues raised in submissions – human rights may be limited

Submitters generally appear to support the inclusion of cl 13, although a number suggested amendments, to provide greater clarity and to recognise the existence of absolute or non-derogable rights.

Raising concerns about the inclusion and construction of cl 13, Professors Aroney and Ekins stated:

The Bill adopts a vague and open-ended limitations clause which provides significantly less protection for certain rights and which allows the courts much wider leeway in determining where the balance should lie (cl 13). For example, article 18.3 of the ICCPR states that ‘freedom to manifest one’s religion or beliefs may be subject only to such limitations as are prescribed by law and are necessary to protect public safety, order, health, or morals or the fundamental rights and freedoms of others’. Further, article 19.3 of the ICCPR states that the right to freedom of expression ‘carries with it special duties and responsibilities’ and ‘may therefore be subject to
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certain restrictions’; however, these restrictions ‘shall only be such as are provided by law and are necessary: (a) for respect of the rights or reputations of others; or (b) for the protection of national security or of public order (ordre public), or of public health or morals’. Clause 13 is much more open-ended and does not focus on the requirement that limitations and restrictions be ‘necessary’ and does not include the particular purposes for which they may be enacted, including the protection of the fundamental rights and freedoms of others.\(^80\)

Further:

The rights the Bill affirms are all qualified by the limitation provision in cl 13. This provision is a laundry list of considerations that might be relevant to the reasonableness of a limit on a right. Strikingly, however, it includes no mention of the need to protect the rights of others, even though this is often a justifiable reason why the state limits a right. However, the range of considerations set out in cl 13 do not stipulate a particular legal test which judges may apply by way of legal training or technique to determine how a law might be interpreted compatibly with human rights, or whether it is capable of being so interpreted. Instead, cl 13 offers judges an open-ended framework for lawmaking choice, for reasoning about what should be done by way of statute and administrative action, and about the standards of justice and decency that should govern our public life. These are political questions that are properly the domain of elected branches of the government.\(^81\)

Other submitters welcomed the provision.

Protect All Children Today Inc. (PACT) appears to support cl 13, although suggested that cl 13 clarify that ‘the human rights protected by the Bill are not absolute and must be balanced against the rights of others and significant public policy.’\(^82\)

Dr Debeljak supported the inclusion of an external limitation provision operating across rights within the Bill (rather than having limitations internal to each provision), and the inclusion of explicit direction regarding the proportionality test. However, she also stated that such a provision must take into account ‘absolute rights’, and that ‘[a]t international law, absolute rights are not susceptible to limitation and/or balancing, and ought not be subject to the external limitations provisions.’\(^83\)

Dr Debeljak stated that cl 13 should be amended to not apply to a number of absolute rights, including the prohibition on genocide, torture or cruel, inhuman and degrading treatment or punishment, slavery and servitude, prolonged arbitrary detention, imprisonment for a failure to fulfil a contractual obligation; and others.\(^84\)

Similarly, Amnesty International Australia (AIA):

... acknowledges that not all human rights are absolute and may reasonably be limited on certain, defined grounds.

However, certain rights such as freedom from slavery and torture are so fundamental to the liberty and dignity of all people that they are non-derogable, and should be protected without limitation.

This principle is supported by the ICCPR which forbids derogation from articles 6 (right to life), 7 (torture or to cruel, inhuman or degrading treatment or punishment), 8 (slavery), 11 (contractual
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obligations), 15 (criminal offences), 16 (recognition before the law) and 18 (freedom of thought, conscience and religion) under any circumstances, including in a public emergency.

Accordingly, an exemption to section 13 of the Bill should be made in relation to sections 16 (right to life), 17 (protection from torture and cruel, inhuman or degrading treatment), 18 (freedom from forced work), 20 (freedom of thought, conscience, religion and belief), 31 (a fair hearing), 34 (right to not be tried or punished more than once) and 35 (retrospective criminal laws) of the Bill which must be protected as non-derogable civil and political rights.85

The Queensland Law Society (QLS) and LawRight supported the inclusion of cl 13, however, also proposed the clause be amended to reflect the existence of absolute or non-derogable rights.86

The ACLS also noted that ‘any proposed Bill should not derogate from the standards implemented in international law.’87 In this respect, the ACLS refer to the Victorian Charter, stating that the adoption of a similar model would ‘effectively weaken the human rights protections offered under international law, which when applied in particular circumstances, may again amount to an effective withdrawal of the human rights of individuals or corporate entities.’88 Again with reference to the Victorian Charter, the ACLS used the example of the guarantee of religious freedom in the ICCPR, noting that the introduction of the concept of ‘reasonable’ limitations, derogates from the standard of ‘necessary’ limitations referred to in the ICCPR at Article 18(3).89

The issue of absolute rights and derogation was also raised in discussions on the provision providing for an override declaration (see section 2.3.6).

2.3.2.3 Departmental response

With respect to the inclusion of cl 13 as drafted, the department advised:

*The Bill recognises that human rights are not absolute and must be balanced against other rights and public policy issues of significant importance.*

*The general limitations clause (cl 13) sets out a framework for deciding when and how a human right may be limited by providing that a human right may be limited if it is authorised by law and reasonable and demonstrably justified in a free and democratic society based on human dignity, equality and freedom.*

*The general limitations clause sets out the factors that may be relevant in deciding if a limit is reasonable and justified. These factors are intended to broadly align with the principle of proportionality in international human rights jurisprudence and also structured proportionality as reflected in numerous High Court cases in testing whether a limit on the implied freedom of political communication can be justified (e.g. in McCloy v New South Wales; Brown v Tasmania).*

*The reference to ‘demonstrably justified in a free and democratic society’ means that a law is not permitted that would be inconsistent with our system of law and government.*

*Implied legitimate reasons for limiting rights (as drawn from human rights jurisprudence) that are consistent with a free and democratic society include:*  
  - public interest considerations (including national security and community safety); and
  - protection of the rights of others (for example, children and domestic violence victims).

85 Submission 69, p 8.
86 Submission 103, p 8 and submission 25, p 3. See also submission 89 at page 11, supporting the recognition of *jus cogens* rights as non-derogable under international law (including freedom from torture and slavery).
87 Submission 68, p 1.
88 Submission 68, p 2.
89 Submission 68, p 1.
The approach taken in cl 13 in setting out the factors that may be relevant in determining whether a limit on a human right is reasonable and justifiable, is proposed to both provide guidance but also to allow flexibility, so that a certain approach is not mandated and the approach can develop over time.

This approach allows for a greater degree of transparency and a more structured approach to analysing when and how rights can be limited. It will also allow for a flexible judgement that takes into account all the circumstances of the case.\(^{90}\)

In relation to submissions that certain rights should be excluded from limitation, the department stated:

While it is acknowledged that international law provides that some rights are non-derogable, and are acknowledged as absolute, a policy decision was made to include a general limitations provision.

This is the approach also taken in the Victorian Charter and the ACT Human Rights Act.

While the limitations clause provides that rights may be limited, this is restricted to limitations that:

- are lawful; and
- can be justified in a free and democratic society based on human dignity, equality and freedom.

It is expected that in interpreting whether an act, decision or statutory provision was compatible with a human right that is acknowledged as absolute in human rights jurisprudence (such as the prohibition on torture) that courts would consider international jurisprudence and whether the limitation of such rights could be demonstrably justified in a free and democratic society.\(^{91}\)

### 2.3.3 Conflicting human rights

Some submitters also raised concerns about how human rights under the Bill will be managed when a conflict arises.

#### 2.3.3.1 Issues raised in submissions – conflicting human rights

The Queensland Teachers’ Union (QTU) expressed concerns that the rights as expressed in the Bill are too broad, which will result in the courts being required to interpret their intent, including where a conflict arises:

> There are numerous inconsistencies in the Bill which arise from the extremely broad nature in which the rights are expressed. For example, the right to freedom of expression may conflict with the right to privacy or reputation. The difficulties in navigating these inconsistencies will be vast, as previously acknowledged by Justice Keane:

> "The balancing process ... involved the Courts in balancing different values expressed so broadly that the balancing process requires judges to leap into a legal space without guidance. They were required to span a chasm so broad that it divides political parties. The cases illustrate that, even the ablest judges, doing their best with these statements of broad political aspirations, struggle to span this chasm in a way that does not leave at least one side of the political divide with misgivings as to whether justice would not be better served if the abstract declarations were translated into concrete outcomes by judges with different political view". [Justice Patrick Keane (2011), 2 NTLJ 77 at 84.]

\(^{90}\) Department of Justice and Attorney-General, correspondence dated 3 December 2018, attachment, pp 40-42.

\(^{91}\) Department of Justice and Attorney-General, correspondence dated 3 December 2018, attachment, p 42.
It is the submission of the Queensland Teachers' Union that the Parliament should not pass laws that will require a Supreme Court determination in order to understand.

Minor amendments can avoid the need for the State to respond to Supreme Court proceedings.92

Dr Bridget Lewis, Dr Hope Johnson and Mr John O’Brien of the QUT Faculty of Law’s International Law and Global Governance research program (ILGG research program) noted that no provision is made in the Bill to guide how conflicts of rights should be managed:

Clause 13 provides the circumstances in which human rights may be limited by law, namely “only to reasonable limits that can be demonstrably justified in a free and democratic society based on human dignity, equality and freedom.” This approach is also set out as a general principle in the Preamble to the Bill (para 4). The factors which must be considered in determining whether a limitation imposed by law is reasonable are set out in cl 13(2) and are largely consistent with international human rights law.

However, no specific provision is made to guide a decision-maker in striking an appropriate balance where the rights of more than one person might be in conflict. For example, no guidance is given for how a conflict ought to be resolved between freedom of expression (cl 21) and the right to reputation (cl 25(b)). Further, rights such as freedom of expression (cl 21), freedom of assembly (cl 20) and freedom of thought, conscience, religion and belief (cl 20) are commonly defined in international law in terms which clarify the circumstances in which these rights can be limited. It is recommended therefore that these rights be further defined to clarify when they may be limited and on what grounds.93

The ILGG research program suggested:

Further guidance for balancing competing rights could be achieved through articulating clear principles of necessity and proportionality. In a situation where two or more rights conflict, it can be legitimate to limit the enjoyment of one right for the protection of another, but such limitation must be restricted to what is necessary and proportionate to achieving that aim. These requirements are commonly found in international law and are used to strike an appropriate balance between competing rights. Clear principles of necessity and proportionality would assist the Human Rights Commissioner in conciliation processes, and could be employed by courts or tribunals determining human rights claims where issues of conflicting rights arise.94

2.3.3.2 Departmental response

The department did not provide a response to the concerns raised about how conflicts that arise in relation to different human rights will be managed.

2.4 Civil and political rights

The human rights protected by the Bill are in Part 2, Divisions 2 and 3. The Bill primarily protects civil and political rights drawn from the ICCPR.95 The explanatory notes state that the Bill also explicitly recognises ‘cultural rights and, in particular, the distinct cultural rights of Aboriginal peoples and Torres Strait Islander peoples’.96

2.4.1 Recognition and equality before the law

Clause 15 provides for the right to recognition and equality before the law.

92 Submission 142, p 3.
93 Submission 89, pp 10-11.
94 Submission 89, p 11.
95 Explanatory notes, p 3.
96 Explanatory notes, p 3.
2.4.1.1 Proposed law

Subclause (1) provides that every person has the right to recognition as a person before the law. The explanatory notes state that the provision is ‘...modelled on article 16 of the ICCPR’. 97

Subclause (2) provides that every person has the right to enjoy their human rights without discrimination. According to the explanatory notes:

_This provision is modelled on article 26 of the ICCPR. The definition of discrimination in the Bill includes direct or indirect discrimination within the meaning of the Anti-Discrimination Act 1991, including on the basis of an attribute set out in section 7 of that Act. The accompanying note to the definition of discrimination in schedule 1 lists some of these attributes, however the list is not exhaustive._ 98

Subclause (3) provides the right to legal personality: ‘Every person is equal before the law and is entitled to the equal protection of the law without discrimination’. 99 According to the explanatory notes, this is based on article 16 of the ICCPR and ‘...is closely linked to the principle of non-discrimination’. 100

Subclause (4) provides the right to equality: ‘Every person has the right to equal and effective protection against discrimination’. 101 According to the explanatory notes, it is modelled on article 26 of the ICCPR and:

..._reflects the essence of human rights: that every person holds the same human rights by virtue of being human and not because of some particular characteristic or membership of a particular social group._ 102

Subclause (5) provides that: ‘Measures taken for the purpose of assisting or advancing persons or groups of persons disadvantaged because of discrimination do not constitute discrimination’. The explanatory notes state that:

_The purpose of this provision is to recognise that substantive equality is not necessarily achieved by treating every person equally, and in some situations special measures are required to achieve equality for groups of disadvantaged persons._

_The right to equality and freedom from discrimination is a stand-alone right, but also permeates all human rights in the Bill._ 103

2.4.1.2 Issues raised in submissions - recognition and equality before the law

Whilst supporting cl 15, Queensland Advocacy Incorporated (QAI) recommended that the right to recognition and equality before the law should be expanded to include the right to reasonable adjustments to ensure equitable access to justice. 104

QAI proposed that cl 15 be amended to include the following sub-clause (to be inserted between sub-clauses (4) and (5)):

_Every person has the right to equal and effective access to justice, including through the provision of reasonable adjustments, in order to facilitate their effective role as direct and indirect_

---

97  Explanatory notes, p 18.
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104 Submission 76, p 3.
participants, including as witnesses, in all legal proceedings, including at investigative and other preliminary stages.\textsuperscript{105}

In QAI’s view, the inclusion of this additional limb is consistent with Article 13 of the United Nations Convention on the Rights of Persons with Disabilities (UNCRPD): ‘…which prescribes the right to access to justice for persons with disabilities. This right is prescribed in addition to the right to equal recognition before the law’.\textsuperscript{106}

Further, QAI observed that:

Section 45 of the Equal Opportunity Act 2010 (Vic) requires a service provider to make reasonable adjustments for a person with disability and provides an independent basis for a finding of unlawful discrimination. There is no equivalent provision in the Anti-Discrimination Act 1991 (Qld) and the defence of ‘unjustifiable hardship’ is often used to defeat a request for reasonable adjustments.\textsuperscript{107}

Similarly, Australian Lawyers for Human Rights (ALHR) supported cl 15, but sought an extension to the clause to include: ‘...the right to equal and effective access and adjustments, which incorporates the provision of reasonable adjustments, to ensure equitable access to justice’.\textsuperscript{108}

People with Disability Australia (PWDA) recommended that cl 15(5) be amended to include ‘...a specific guarantee to procedural and age-appropriate accommodations (reasonable adjustments) in all legal proceedings including, as witnesses, in investigations and other preliminary stages’.\textsuperscript{109}

Other submissions:

- expressed concerns regarding the definition of ‘persons’,\textsuperscript{110}
- sought protection for the right to breathe clean air, in the context of animal waste issues identified by rural residents, including farmers,\textsuperscript{111}
- recommended that cl 15 provide that persons accused of crime and persons directly affected by that crime are afforded human rights,\textsuperscript{112} and
- highlighted the lack of recognition of Indigenous rights and the equality of Indigenous people before the law.\textsuperscript{113}

2.4.1.3 Departmental response

In response to issues raised in submissions, DJAG noted recommended changes to the drafting of the rights in the Bill, thanked submitters for providing feedback, and advised that:

\textit{DJAG will consider this feedback.}

\textit{In addition, DJAG notes the operation of the Act will be reviewed as soon as possible after 1 July 2023, pursuant to cl 95.}\textsuperscript{114}

\begin{flushright}
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2.4.2 Right to life

Clause 16 provides for the right to life.

2.4.2.1 Proposed law

Clause 16 provides that: ‘Every person has the right to life and has the right not to be arbitrarily deprived of life’. The explanatory notes state that this clause is ‘...modelled on article 6(1) of the ICCPR’.

According to the explanatory notes, the right not to be deprived of life is limited to arbitrary deprivation of life:

Not every action that results in death will be arbitrary. This right reflects the positive obligation on states in article 6(1) of the ICCPR to take positive steps to protect the lives of individuals through, for example, appropriate laws that prohibit arbitrary killing and positive measures to address other threats to life such as malnutrition and infant mortality.

This clause is to be read with the savings provision in cl 106, which states that nothing in the Act affects any law relating to termination of pregnancy or the killing of an unborn child.

2.4.2.2 Issues raised in submissions – right to life

Various submitters expressed or reflected views that the Termination of Pregnancy Act 2018 and/or the Bill’s proposed savings provision (cl 106) were inconsistent with the Bill’s proposed right to life (cl 16).

Expressing an alternative view, Professor Heather Douglas offered support for cl 106:

It is particularly pleasing to note that cl 106 protects the reproductive rights of women ensuring that nothing in the (proposed) Human Rights Act affects any law relating to termination of pregnancy or the killing of an unborn child.

2.4.2.3 Departmental response

In response to submissions, the department stated that:

Under Queensland law, a child becomes a person capable of being killed when it has completely proceeded in a living state from the body of the mother.

There are a number of rights that could potentially create confusion about who is a person and the right to a termination of pregnancy.

The right to life is provided in cl 16, which states that every person has the right to life and has the right not to be arbitrarily deprived of life. It is not intended that this right provide a determining statement as to when life begins.

The right to privacy has also been associated with the right to a termination of pregnancy.

The savings provision at cl 106 is intended to clarify that the Bill does not affect any law relating to termination of pregnancy or the killing of an unborn child.

---
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2.4.3 Protection from torture and cruel, inhuman or degrading treatment

Clause 17 provides for the right to protection from torture and cruel, inhuman or degrading treatment and is ‘...modelled on article 7 of the ICCPR’. 121

2.4.3.1 Proposed law

The explanatory notes state that:

Subclause (a) prohibits torture, which is understood as acts that intentionally inflict severe physical or mental pain or suffering.

Subclause (b) prohibits cruel or inhuman treatment, which also involves severe pain or suffering, but not necessarily intentionally inflicted.

Subclause (b) also prohibits degrading treatment, which is focused less on severity of suffering but on humiliation, which is a subjective test.

Whether an act or omission amounts to torture or one or more of the elements of prescribed treatment (cruel, inhuman or degrading) will be a question of degree and turn on the circumstances of the case.

Subclause (c) provides that a person must not be subjected to medical or scientific experimentation or treatment without giving their full, free and informed consent. This subclause expands on article 7 of the ICCPR by providing that consent must be given for medical treatment, and that consent must be informed. 122

2.4.3.2 Issues raised in submissions - protection from torture and cruel, inhuman or degrading treatment

The QMHC was pleased at the inclusion of the right to protection from torture and cruel, inhuman or degrading treatment in the Bill:

We believe human rights legislation together with the implementation [of the] Optional Protocol to the Convention against Torture and Other Cruel, Inhuman or Degrading Treatment or Punishment (OPCAT) currently underway will improve human rights protections for all Queenslanders. 123

PACT considered that cl 17 was particularly relevant for offences against children and young people:

...who are particularly vulnerable purely because of their age, lack of physicality to protect themselves, their limited maturity and knowledge/confidence to remove themselves from a dangerous situation or environment. This is particularly challenging in cases of interfamilial abuse. We do not believe that anyone under the age of 16 years has the capacity to provide informed consent. 124

Health Consumers Queensland (HCQ) supported subclause (c) and the expansion of article 7 of the ICCPR by providing that consent must be given for medical treatment, and that consent must be informed:

It is our experience in hearing feedback and complaints from health consumers that an inherent lack of informed decision making is often at the heart of their poor experience of health care and subsequent poor outcomes. This occurs through people not being given evidence based

121 Explanatory notes, p 19.
122 Explanatory notes, p 19.
123 Submission 94, pp 3 and 7.
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information about their health care options, the opportunity to ask questions, and being given adequate time to consider the benefits and risks of options.

Legislation must be underpinned by more clinician and community education in order to support true, informed health decision making for all Queenslanders.\textsuperscript{125}

Monique Bond considered that the protection of Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander people from torture and cruel, inhuman or degrading treatment is too often ignored and needs to be much more carefully monitored:

There are many videos of Indigenous people being kicked on the ground by people with heavy boots. Also there is evidence of long terms of isolation. This is known and yet it is allowed to continue.\textsuperscript{126}

Jennifer Faulkner considered the right to protection from torture and cruel, inhuman or degrading treatment as a fundamental right and identified various forms of abuse and violence perpetrated against (and various forms of harassment and treatment of) women, children and certain people who identify as LGBTIQ.\textsuperscript{127}

2.4.4 Freedom from forced work

Clause 18 provides for the right to freedom from forced work and is ‘...modelled on article 8 of the ICCPR’.\textsuperscript{128}

2.4.4.1 Proposed law

According to the explanatory notes:

Subclause (1) provides that a person must not be held in slavery or servitude. Like freedom from torture, freedom from slavery refers to practices of extreme expressions of power human beings can possess over other human beings, representing a direct attack on bodily integrity and security, human personality and dignity.

Subclause (2) provides that a person must not be made to perform forced or compulsory labour.

Subclause (3) recognises that forced or compulsory labour does not include certain forms of work or service such as:

(a) work or service required of a person who is detained because of a lawful court order, or who, under an order has been conditionally released from detention or ordered to perform work in the community;

(b) work or service performed under a work and development order under the State Penalties Enforcement Act 1999;

(c) work or service required because of an emergency in the Queensland community; or

(d) work or service that forms part of normal civil obligations (such as jury service under the Jury Act 1995 for example).\textsuperscript{129}

\begin{footnotes}
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2.4.4.2 Issues raised in submissions - freedom from forced work

The Queensland Nurses and Midwives’ Union (QNMU) supported the clause, contending that these provisions would enhance the industrial protections currently in place: ‘As a trade union, we denounce any direct attack on the security, human personality and dignity of workers’.130

2.4.5 Freedom of movement

Clause 19 provides for the right to freedom of movement: ‘...specifically that every person lawfully within Queensland has the right to move freely within Queensland, enter or leave Queensland, and choose where they live’.131

The explanatory notes state that this clause is modelled on article 12 of the ICCPR:

*It reflects the negative obligation on the State under article 12 of the ICCPR to not act in a way that would unduly restrict the freedom of movement, but is not intended to impose positive obligations on the State to take positive actions to promote free movement (e.g. the provision of free public transport services).*132

2.4.6 Freedom of thought, conscience, religion and belief

Clause 20 provides for the right to freedom of thought, conscience, religion and belief.

2.4.6.1 Proposed law

Clause 20 is modelled on article 18 of the ICCPR and ‘...refers to the right of everyone to develop autonomous thoughts and conscience, to think and believe what they want and to have or adopt a religion, free from external influence’.133

According to the explanatory notes:

*Subclause (1) provides for two rights. Subclause (1)(a) provides for the freedom to have or adopt a religion or belief. It requires states to refrain from interfering with an individual’s spiritual or moral existence.*

*Subclause (1)(b) provides for the freedom to demonstrate religion or belief in worship, observance, practice and teaching. The freedom to demonstrate religion or belief can be exercised either individually or as part of a community, in public or in private.*

*Subclause (2) provides that a person must not be coerced or restrained in a way that limits their freedom to have or adopt a religion or belief.*134

2.4.6.2 Issues raised in submissions - freedom of thought, conscience, religion and belief

The Ethnic Communities Council of Queensland (ECCQ) endorsed the inclusion of this clause ‘...that strongly affirms the freedoms intrinsic to a harmonious multicultural society’.135

Monique Bond commented that:

*The rights of Indigenous Peoples to hold ceremonies, including at funerals and rites of development at certain age groups... are often ridiculed or ignored, particularly when ability of people to exercise these rights is made very difficult, for example for people on parole.*136

---
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Alison Courtices and Julia Mizuno submitted that ‘belief’ is not defined and should be defined as including ‘non-religious beliefs’ to avoid any uncertainty that non-religious beliefs have equal protection to religious beliefs. The latter argued that this would constitute a simple, yet powerful, amendment to the definitions schedule to avoid any uncertainty:

If the word ‘religion’ is considered necessary to include then why wouldn’t it also be necessary to include non religious beliefs, otherwise just call them beliefs without mention of ‘religious’? I understand that those words are not included in the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights and this has led to uncertainty and differing opinions of signatories to the Convention. A simple clarification in the Human Rights Act will ensure there is no uncertainty in our state.

The ACL observed the following fundamental differences between cl 20 and Article 18:

- the limitation of the ability to abrogate the right found in Article 18 is to be contrasted with the wide range of factors which may be used to limit the right in cl 7 (to which cl 20 is subject), and
- the silence in cl 20 as to the rights of parents or guardians to ensure the religious and moral education of their children is in conformity with their own convictions.

The ACL contended that the Bill provides weak protection to the fundamental right of freedom of thought, conscience and religion and recommended it be amended to be consistent with ICCPR Article 18.

Mr Eric Raymond submitted that people ‘also need the freedom to not be subjected to unwanted and unasked for views’.

2.4.6.3 Departmental response

In response to issues raised in submissions, DJAG noted recommended changes to the drafting of the rights in the Bill, thanked submitters for providing feedback, and advised that:

DJAG will consider this feedback.

In addition, DJAG notes the operation of the Act will be reviewed as soon as possible after 1 July 2023, pursuant to cl 95.

2.4.7 Freedom of expression

Clause 21 provides for the right to freedom of expression.

2.4.7.1 Proposed law

The explanatory notes state that this clause is modelled on article 19 of the ICCPR:

Freedom of expression covers both the right to hold and express an opinion, through speech, art, writing (or other forms of expression) and to seek out and receive the expressions of others’ opinions. The right is central to the fulfilment of other rights such as cultural rights and freedom of thought, conscience and religion.
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Subclause (1) provides that every person has the right to hold an opinion without interference. The right to hold an opinion is considered a fundamental component of an individual’s privacy, requiring absolute protection without external interference.

Subclause (2) upholds the right to seek, receive and impart information and ideas orally, in writing, in print, by way of art, or in another medium, within or outside of Queensland.

There is an acknowledgement in international law that this right may be limited. The general limitations clause (cl 13), will provide for this.\textsuperscript{143}

2.4.7.2 Issues raised in submissions – freedom of expression

The QTU expressed concern that this right may be used to justify cyberbullying of State Government employees, particularly teachers, and cyberbullying between students:

A bully may assert their cyberbullying conduct is an expression of their opinion and an exercise of their right to "seek out and receive" the opinions of others.

The "right" as it is presently expressed may prevent state schools from expressing dissatisfaction with cyberbullying by parents and prevent state schools from disciplining students for cyberbullying.

The effectiveness of the Department of Education’s Cybersafety & Reputation Management Unit could be weakened.\textsuperscript{144}

QTU suggested a minor amendment to the Bill ‘to preserve the right of the Department of Education to engage with their parent[s] and community around cyber activity and the right of schools to discipline students where appropriate for cyberbullying.’\textsuperscript{145}

ALHR argued that the clause does not address the intended relationship between the protected right and elements in the external legal order, specifically, the rights and reputation of others and the protection of national security, public order, public health and public morality:

Section 15(3) of the Victorian Charter, which does not find a counterpart in the Bill, explicitly limits the right to freedom of expression by attaching special duties and responsibilities to the right.

Again, we suggest that the principles of international human rights law in relation to the interrelated, interdependent and indivisible nature of human rights should be the guiding force here.\textsuperscript{146}

ALHR’s strong recommendation is that:

...the Bill should be amended to incorporate a section equivalent to section 15(3) of the Victorian Charter, identifying particular considerations relevant to the inquiry under section 13 of the Bill by making it clear that the right to freedom of expression involves responsibilities.\textsuperscript{147}

Professor Nicholas Aroney and Professor Richard Ekins observed that Article 19.3 of the ICCPR states that:

...the right to freedom of expression ‘carries with it special duties and responsibilities’ and ‘may therefore be subject to certain restrictions’; however, these restrictions ‘shall only be such as are
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\textsuperscript{146} Submission 91, p 10.

\textsuperscript{147} Submission 91, p 10.
provided by law and are necessary: (a) for respect of the rights or reputations of others; or (b) for the protection of national security or of public order... or of public health or morals’.¹⁴⁸

Professors Aroney and Ekins state that, rather than adopt the carefully-defined limitations clauses that appear in particular provisions of the ICCPR, the Bill:

...adopts a vague and open-ended limitations clause which provides significantly less protection for certain rights and which allows the courts much wider leeway in determining where the balance should lie (cl 13).¹⁴⁹

Whilst noting the importance and necessity of cl 21(2), the Indigenous Lawyers Association of Queensland Inc. expressed concern that abuse of this freedom will occur to the detriment of Aboriginal peoples and Torres Strait Islanders:

In particular, where Aboriginal peoples or Torres Strait Islanders are menaced, harassed, offended or where hatred or violence is directed towards our people purely on the basis of race or the effect of colonisation, in circumstances where the other individual is asserting their right to expression. Consequently we do not believe that clauses 13, 14 or 17 will offer sufficient protection or act as a deterrent from such behaviour.

Current protection for Aboriginal people and Torres Strait Islanders has existed in section 18C of the Racial Discrimination Act 1975 (Cth). However there is a growing movement of people who would have this section repealed. If this were to occur there would be no protection if cl 21(2) remains open without the necessary protections in place.¹⁵⁰

Mr Raymond commented that: ‘Presumably this right is limited by many other laws’.¹⁵¹

2.4.7.3 Departmental response

The department responded to issues raised:

The general limitations clause (cl 13) will ensure that the right to freedom of expression can be limited in accordance with the law and in ways that can be justified in a free and democratic society based on human dignity, equality and freedom.

The independent review of the Victorian Charter, conducted by Michael Brett Young, tabled in the Victorian Parliament in September 2015 – From Commitment to Culture: The 2015 Review of the Charter of Human Rights and Responsibilities Act 2006 (the Young Review) recommended that the right to freedom of expression not include an internal limitation, as this would duplicate the effect of the general limitations clause and create confusion.

Not including a specific internal limitation in the right to freedom of expression is also consistent with the approach taken to the right to freedom of thought, conscience, religion and belief (cl 20).¹⁵²

2.4.8 Peaceful assembly and freedom of association

Clause 22 provides for the right of peaceful assembly and freedom of association.
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2.4.8.1 Proposed law

The explanatory notes state that this right protects not only the right to meet but to join or form a group with like-minded people:

Subclause (1) provides for the right of peaceful assembly. This right is expressly limited to peaceful assemblies, such as assemblies that do not involve violence. This provision is modelled on article 21 of the ICCPR. It covers both the preparing for and conducting of the assembly by the organisers and the participation in the assembly. Not every assembly of individuals is protected by this right. In international law, ‘assembly’ in this context means the intentional, temporary gathering of several persons for a specific purpose.

Subclause (2) provides for freedom of association and is modelled on article 22 of the ICCPR. While it is important for political purposes and trade unions, it extends to all forms of association with others. It includes the freedom to choose between existing organisations and form new ones.

The freedom to join and form trade unions is merely a special case of the freedom of association.

There is an acknowledgement in international law that this right may be limited. The general limitations clause (cl 13), will provide for this.153

2.4.8.2 Issues raised in submissions - peaceful assembly and freedom of association

In QNMU’s view, the Bill should not conflate these rights, although there is an interrelationship between the two:

While these rights protect peoples’ ability to come together for a common purpose, peaceful assembly may not necessarily lead to collective action under freedom of association. A comprehensive regulatory environment governs the activities of registered trade unions and their ability to take collective action. Peaceful assembly may be one means by which union members seek to gather, but they can also associate in other ways.154

Respect Inc and Scarlet Alliance recommended that cl 22(1) be amended to include:

…allowing any person of any occupation in Queensland to associate, support one another, and share resources without unnecessary police intervention. In addition, 22 (2) should be extended to include professional bodies and representative organisations.155

In Queensland Council of Unions’ (QCU) submission the rights to collectively bargain and freedom of association are inextricably linked:

Freedom of association is devalued in the absence of a right to collectively bargain (Owens et al 2011:528). For this reason, we would advocate the extension of the rights that are protected by the Bill to expressly include the right to collectively bargain.156

Eric Raymond stated that the right ‘…should not be taken away with “bikie” and similar laws’.157

2.4.8.3 Departmental response

In response to issues raised in submissions, DJAG noted recommended changes to the drafting of the rights in the Bill, thanked submitters for providing feedback, and advised that:

155 Submission 136, p 7.
156 Submission 119, pp 2-3.
157 Submission 38, p 1.
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DJAG will consider this feedback.

In addition, DJAG notes the operation of the Act will be reviewed as soon as possible after 1 July 2023, pursuant to cl 95.158

2.4.9 Taking part in public life

Clause 23 provides for the right to take part in public life.

2.4.9.1 Proposed law

The explanatory notes state that this clause is modelled on article 25 of the ICCPR:

It provides for the right to take part in public affairs, either directly or through chosen representatives and for every citizen to vote. It basically confers a right to a democratic system.

Subclause (1) provides that every person in Queensland has the right and opportunity without discrimination to participate in the conduct of public affairs, either directly or through a freely chosen representative. This subclause does not provide a right to a specific outcome from such participation.

Subclause (2) provides that every eligible person has the right and opportunity, without discrimination, to vote and be elected at elections and to have access, on general terms of equality, to the public service and public office. The limitation of this right to eligible persons allows for limitations attached to the right to vote, such as residence and age, as well as specific legislative limitations such as the eligibility of prisoners to vote that is restricted under section 106 of the Electoral Act 1992.159

2.4.10 Property rights

Clause 24 provides for property rights.

2.4.10.1 Proposed law

The explanatory notes state that this clause is modelled on article 17 of the UDHR:

The right essentially protects a person from having their property unlawfully removed.

Subclause (1) provides that all persons have the right to own property alone or with others.

Subclause (2) provides that a person must not be arbitrarily deprived of their property. This clause does not provide a right to compensation. The protection against being deprived of property is internally limited to arbitrary deprivation of property.160

According to the explanatory notes, cl 107 ensures that:

...the Bill does not affect native title rights and interests otherwise than in accordance with the Native Title Act 1993 (Cwlth) (subcl (1)). Further, a provision of the Bill must be interpreted in a way that does not prejudice native title rights and interests to the extent the rights and interests are recognised and protected under the native title legislation (subcl (2)). The definition of ‘affects’ and ‘native title rights and interests’ for the purposes of the clause are linked to the definitions in the Native Title Act 1993 (Cwlth) (subcl (3)). This clause is intended to make it clear that the introduction and passage of the Bill is not intended to be a ‘future act’ as this is defined under the Native Title Act 1993 (Cwlth).161

---
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2.4.10.2 Issues raised in submissions - property rights

AgForce Queensland recommended the Queensland Government:

• make provision for the review of existing Acts in the Queensland Parliament to deal with the implications of s 24, specifically that it is a human right for a person to own property and not be arbitrarily deprived of the person’s property, and

• ensure clear provisions are outlined for the requirement of providing different forms of compensation to landholders for whom their property has been arbitrarily deprived.162

In relation to property rights, AgForce Queensland stated that:

The expropriation of property value and the diminution of property rights by Queensland Acts of Parliament such as the Vegetation Management Act 1999, the Nature Conservation Act 1992 and the Environmental Protection Act 1994 to varying extents need to be scrutinized regarding their individual and collective influence on property rights and property value.163

Additionally, it observed that compensation for loss of human rights is not clearly mentioned within the Bill:

Enduring instruments that seek to provide some forms of compensation, either financially or through other credit or land-use agreements will surely be in the interests of ongoing value and preservation of human rights relating to land, particularly with reference to Section 24.164

Monique Bond submitted that ‘Indigenous people are now allowed to buy property but many cannot afford to buy any. They also often find it difficult to rent just because they are known to be Indigenous’.165

Eric Raymond contended that cl 24(2) ‘Should say “Not deprived of their property”’.166

2.4.10.3 Departmental response

In response to issues raised in submissions, DJAG noted recommended changes to the drafting of the rights in the Bill, thanked submitters for providing feedback, and advised that:

DJAG will consider this feedback.

In addition, DJAG notes the operation of the Act will be reviewed as soon as possible after 1 July 2023, pursuant to cl 95.167

2.4.11 Privacy and reputation

Clause 25 provides for the rights to privacy and reputation.

2.4.11.1 Proposed law

The explanatory notes state that this clause is modelled on article 17 of the ICCPR:

The scope of the right to privacy is very broad. It protects privacy in the narrower sense including personal information, data collection and correspondence, but also extends to an individual’s private life more generally. For example, the right to privacy protects the individual against interference with their physical and mental integrity; freedom of thought and conscience; legal
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personality; individual identity, including appearance, clothing and gender; sexuality; family and home.

This provision contains internal limitations. The protection against interference with privacy, family, home or correspondence is limited to unlawful or arbitrary interference. The notion of arbitrary interference extends to those interferences which may be lawful, but are unreasonable, unnecessary and disproportionate. The protection against attack on reputation is limited to unlawful attacks. It prohibits attacks on a person’s reputation that are unlawful and intentional, based on untrue allegations.

While privacy has a very broad scope, it is a right that must be balanced against other rights and competing interests. Clause 13, the general limitation clause, will provide for this.\(^{168}\)

### 2.4.11.2 Issues raised in submissions - privacy and reputation

QNNU believed this clause can be enhanced to incorporate the privacy of workers, particularly in the use of technology: ‘Whether it is online privacy or the use of surveillance mechanisms, legislation must provide appropriate safeguards to protect a person’s privacy and reputation’.\(^{169}\)

QNNU noted that, despite the UDHR, the ICCPR and international law recognising privacy as a basic human right, the ‘…domestic legal rights of staff members in respect to workplace surveillance are limited”.\(^{170}\) It stated that, unlike some other states, Queensland does not have specific workplace surveillance legislation, concluding that ‘…Queensland has less privacy coverage than other jurisdictions’.\(^{171}\)

Eric Raymond argued that cl 25 did not create a right: ‘The word "unlawfully" simply undoes the right entirely’.\(^{172}\)

### 2.4.11.3 Departmental response

In response to issues raised in submissions, DJAG noted recommended changes to the drafting of the rights in the Bill, thanked submitters for providing feedback, and advised that:

> DJAG will consider this feedback.

> In addition, DJAG notes the operation of the Act will be reviewed as soon as possible after 1 July 2023, pursuant to cl 95.\(^{173}\)

### 2.4.12 Protection of families and children

Clause 26 provides for the right to protection of families and children.

#### 2.4.12.1 Proposed law

The explanatory notes state that this clause, which recognises two rights (both the protection of the family and children), is modelled on articles 23(1) and 24(1) of the ICCPR:

> Both rights are stronger than non-interference and extend to the guarantee of institutional protection of the family and positive measures for protection of children by the society and the State.\(^{174}\)

---
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Subclause (1) provides that families are the fundamental group unit of society and are entitled to be protected by society and the State. According to the explanatory notes: ‘The term ‘family’ is understood broadly in international law, extending to different cultural understandings of family and small family units with or without children’.  

Subclause (2) provides that every child has the right, without discrimination, to protection that is needed by the child and is in their best interests as a child:

This right recognises the special protection that must be afforded to children based on their particular vulnerability. Such protection is to be afforded to the child by the child’s family, society and the State.

The CRC [United Nations Convention on the Rights of the Child] has elaborated on the rights of children, including the protection that should be afforded to children. The underlying principle in the CRC is that ‘the best interests of the child’ shall be a primary consideration in all actions concerning children.  

Subclause (3) provides that every person born in Queensland has a right to a name and to registration of birth as soon as practicable after being born:

This subclause is modelled on article 24(2) of the ICCPR. The right to a name and registration is primarily directed at the child’s parents and guardians. It also reflects the positive obligation on the State in article 24(2) to establish an appropriate legal framework and to provide services of registration.

This right is intended to operate consistently with the Births, Deaths and Marriages Registration Act 2003 and is not intended to place any positive obligations on the Registrar of Births, Deaths and Marriages to take active steps to register a birth or name a child if a parent does not lodge a registration, beyond any obligations already imposed by the Births, Deaths and Marriages Registration Act 2003.  

2.4.12.2 Issues raised in submissions – protection of families and children

The Youth Advocacy Centre (YAC) recommended that the views of children be given due weight in decisions made about them:

...the United Nations Convention on the Rights of the Child... affirms that children are entitled to the same rights in terms of their economic, social, cultural, civil and political rights as adults but have additional rights to recognize their dependence on adults.

Article 12 of CROC provides that a child “who is capable of forming his or her own views the right to express those views freely in all matters affecting the child, the views of the child being given due weight in accordance with the age and maturity of the child” and it would be appropriate for this to be included in cl 26, not least as a response to the far too many occasions when children have suffered at the hands of adults and systems because they have not had the ability to be heard.  

Similarly, the Office of the Public Guardian considered that the views of the child should be taken into account, submitting that caution may need to be exercised concerning the commission’s interpretation of the ‘best interests of the child’:

---
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This should be clarified so as to ensure that it is balanced against (and does not devalue) a child’s right to participate, or have a contrary view (as to what constitutes their best interests), in matters relating to them.\footnote{Submission 90, p 7.}

Yourtown welcomed the inclusion of the right, recommending that consideration be had to:

...the work currently being undertaken in the Australian Government’s review of the family law system in relation to the term 'best interests' and whether further qualification is required to ensure no unintended consequences in the use of the term.\footnote{Submission 130, p 2.}

UNICEF Australia welcomed the recognition of the principle of the best interests of the child in cl 26(2), calling it a ‘significant inclusion’, but recommended that:

...consistent with the Convention on the Rights of the Child, section 26 should be amended to state that best interests of the child should be a primary consideration in decisions concerning children and, when decisions are made about the adoption of a child, the best interests of the child should be the paramount consideration.\footnote{Submission 133, pp 9-10.}

The Queensland Family and Child Commission (QFCC) observed that the UNCRC, and the additional two optional protocols, are each underpinned by four core principles:

- non-discrimination - the UNCRC must be respected regardless of the child’s race, colour, sex, ethnic origin or status, or that of the child’s legal guardians
- the best interests of the child - which must be at least a primary consideration in decisions made by legislative bodies or administrative authorities
- the right to life, survival and development - the government must ensure that children survive and develop healthily, and
- respect for the views of the child – such views must be given due weight in all matters that affect the child.\footnote{Submission 120, p 3.}

QFCC identified these principles as the core requirements for any and all rights to be realised:

The QFCC strongly recommends these core principles be clearly articulated in the proposed HR Bill. This small amendment acknowledges the responsibility of government broadly without needlessly seeking to prescribe the entire rights platform of the full UNCRC.\footnote{Submission 120, p 3.}

Bravehearts also recommended that the rights in cl 26 be more explicitly set out, in line with the rights defined in the UNCRC, with a particular concern about the rights of children to be safe from sexual, physical and psychological abuse and neglect.\footnote{Submission 125, p 1.}

AASW (Qld) recommended that the clause be expanded to specify that: ‘Every person has the right, without discrimination, to the protection that is needed to keep them safe from domestic and family violence’.\footnote{Submission 40, p 3.}

In relation to Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander people, Monique Bond observed that a surprising number of children are removed from their families and are not placed with families who are part of their kin group:
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This then lessens the ties of the children with their culture and their ability to develop knowledge and understanding of their culture. For adults, especially women, they often get short term prison sentences and time spent on remand. As well they lose their housing while waiting to be charged, and then often lose their children as they no longer have housing for them. It is a disaster for many families and is of GREAT concern to Indigenous people today.\(^{186}\)

Various other submitters generally supported the inclusion of the right to protection of families and children.\(^{187}\) However, in Hannah Berardi’s opinion, cl 26 is inconsistent with the Termination of Pregnancy Act 2018.\(^{188}\)

2.4.12.3 Issues raised in submissions – right to a name and registration of birth

Jennifer Faulkner expressed concern about the proposed wording of cl 26(3), contending that it needs to be amended to also recognise customary law of the Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander peoples, in the event that First Nations parents either choose not to register a birth under State law and subscribe to Australian citizenship, or fail to do so for reasons of circumstance:

> Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander peoples have never ceded sovereignty of this land and there have been fears expressed to me that such registration may risk them doing so. Additionally, some hold beliefs that in registering the birth of their children, they then lose their independence and become government property. The government must work in consultation with the indigenous elders before imposing such law upon them.\(^{189}\)

Eric Raymond queried whether ‘...this a right that can be claimed at any time during a person’s life if not registered at the time?’\(^{190}\)

2.4.12.4 Departmental response

In response to issues raised in submissions, DJAG noted recommended changes to the drafting of the rights in the Bill, thanked submitters for providing feedback, and advised that:

> DJAG will consider this feedback.

> In addition, DJAG notes the operation of the Act will be reviewed as soon as possible after 1 July 2023, pursuant to cl 95.\(^{191}\)

2.4.13 Cultural rights – generally

Clause 27 provides for cultural rights of all persons with a particular cultural, religious, racial or linguistic background.

2.4.13.1 Proposed law

The explanatory notes state that this clause is modelled on article 27 of the ICCPR:

> This clause protects the rights of these persons to enjoy their culture, to declare and practise their religion and to use their language, in community with other persons of that background. This right is directed towards not only protecting the right to individual practice or expression but also the survival and continued development of cultural heritage.\(^{192}\)

---
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2.4.13.2 Issues raised in submissions – cultural rights (general)

Various stakeholders welcomed the inclusion of cultural rights in the Bill.\textsuperscript{193}

ECCQ commended the inclusion of this clause:

\textit{Enshrining the values and beliefs that bring communities together regardless of cultural, religious, racial or linguistic background into legislation is recognition of the valuable contribution of multicultural diversity to everyday life in Queensland.}\textsuperscript{194}

HCQ saw this right as underpinning the successful delivery of safe, culturally appropriate care:

\textit{This requires culturally competent health staff, with the skills and time to communicate with patients from particular cultural, religious, racial and linguistic backgrounds, health services having access to timely and appropriate interpreter services, and respect and provision being given to needs which may arise.}\textsuperscript{195}

Dr Nicky Jones and Dr Jeremy Patrick proposed that cl 27 be moved to Part 2 Division 3 of the Bill, which is titled ‘Economic, social and cultural rights’.\textsuperscript{196}

Whilst supporting the inclusion of the right, Immigrant Women’s Support Service suggested the clause be broadened to include ‘…persons’ right to full and meaningful participation in all aspects of society, including fair access to the justice system as a defendant or as a victim’.\textsuperscript{197}

AASW (Qld) sought to expand cl 27 to include:

\textit{…the right, in community, with other persons of that background, with any other member of the community, including social and other forms of media, to enjoy their culture, to declare and practise their religion and to use their language.}\textsuperscript{198}

Eric Raymond submitted that the words ‘in community with other persons of that background’ seems ‘inappropriate’.\textsuperscript{199}

2.4.14 Cultural rights – Aboriginal peoples and Torres Strait Islander peoples

Clause 28 provides for the distinct cultural rights held by Aboriginal peoples and Torres Strait Islander peoples as Australia’s first people.

2.4.14.1 Proposed law

The explanatory notes state that this clause is modelled on article 27 of the ICCPR, but also articles 8, 25, 29 and 31 of the United Nations Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples (UNDRIP), which recognise that Indigenous peoples and individuals have the right:

- not to be subjected to forced assimilation or destruction of their culture (article 8)
- to maintain and strengthen their distinctive spiritual relationship with their traditionally owned or otherwise occupied and used lands, territories, waters and coastal seas (article 25)
- to conserve and protect the environment and the productive capacity of their lands, territories and waters (article 29), and

\textsuperscript{193} For example, submissions 24 and 31.
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• to maintain, control, protect and develop their cultural heritage, traditional knowledge and traditional cultural expressions (article 31).

Like cl 27, this right is also directed towards ensuring the survival and continual development of culture.

According to the explanatory notes:

Subclause (1) recognises that Aboriginal peoples and Torres Strait Islander peoples hold distinct cultural rights.

Subclause (2) recognises the rights of Aboriginal peoples and Torres Strait Islander peoples to live life as an Aboriginal or Torres Strait Islander person who is free to practise their culture. The practise of culture includes, for example: the right to enjoy and maintain identity and culture; to maintain and use Indigenous languages; to maintain kinship ties; a freedom to teach cultural practices and educations to their children; the right to maintain their distinctive spiritual, material and economic relationship with the land and waters and other resources with which they have a connection under traditional laws and customs.

Subclause (3) provides that Aboriginal peoples and Torres Strait Islander peoples have the right not to be subjected to forced assimilation or destruction of their culture.

The explanatory notes state that: ‘This provision is intended to be read with the savings provision at cl 107, which provides that the Bill does not affect native title rights and interests’.

Separate to cl 28, the Bill includes a Preamble, which states that:

In enacting this Act, the Parliament of Queensland recognises –

6. Although human rights belong to all individuals, human rights have a special importance for the Aboriginal peoples and Torres Strait Islander peoples of Queensland, as Australia’s first people, with their distinctive and diverse spiritual, material and economic relationship with the lands, territories, waters, coastal seas and other resources with which they have a connection under Aboriginal tradition and Ailan Kastom. Of particular significance to Aboriginal peoples and Torres Strait Islander peoples of Queensland is the right to self-determination.

2.4.14.2 Issues raised in submissions - cultural rights (Aboriginal peoples and Torres Strait Islander peoples)

Various stakeholders welcomed the inclusion of distinct cultural rights held by Aboriginal peoples and Torres Strait Islander peoples in the Bill.

The QLS welcomed the specific inclusion of Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander peoples to have their particular cultural rights recognised and protected:

We understand that Indigenous peoples specifically are interested in their rights to self-determination being recognised, and we note that the inclusion of the right to self-determination is referenced in the preamble of the Bill.

The rights provided for in Part 2 Division 2 are, in our view, a great leap forward in the promotion and protection of human rights in Queensland. The listed rights are reasonable and appropriate,
being similar in nature to the Victorian regime, and consistent with the spirit of the international instruments to which these rights derive much of their wording and ambit.\textsuperscript{206}

HCQ contended that this right underpins the delivery of safe, culturally appropriate care to Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander people:

*This clause also supports the inclusion of six Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander specific actions in the revised version of the Australian Commission on Safety and Quality in Health Care’s National Standards of Safety and Quality in Health Care.*\textsuperscript{207}

Monique Bond commented that:

*There is a great deal of evidence that Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander people are able to live in greater peace and freedom in Australia when their cultural rights, and the importance of maintaining these rights, are supported by both Governments and the general population.*\textsuperscript{208}

Griffith University noted that cl 28 is silent on several key issues, such as free, prior and informed consent, justice reinvestment, access to justice and provisions for the recognition and protection of vulnerable members of the Indigenous community including elders, women and youth:

*These priorities were all raised by Queensland’s Indigenous community throughout the consultation and submission process. These absences result in cl 28 being a limited interpretation of the rights of Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander peoples and of the appropriate resources and mechanisms required for the protection, development and enforcement of distinct cultural rights.*\textsuperscript{209}

Additionally, Griffith University submitted that:

*...the absence of any overarching mechanism, independent governing body or formal office to ensure the voice of Indigenous peoples is heard and to provide for accountability within the system is also notably absent despite being a key concern of Indigenous representatives and remaining a significant problem for the current protection of Indigenous rights in Queensland. These absences mean that the rights protections as presented do not reflect the reality of Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander peoples in Queensland and risk being another ineffective legislative mechanism that will not be able to provide for the substantial recognition and protection of Indigenous rights.*\textsuperscript{210}

Although strongly endorsing the introduction of preamble 6 and cl 28 to recognise the unique human rights of Aboriginal people and Torres Strait Islanders, Indigenous Lawyers Association of Queensland submitted that:

*Whilst the preamble mentions the right to self-determination, the full extent of this right is not reflected in cl 28 and otherwise should be included. Further that the United Nations Declaration*
on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples be adopted in full to adequately address those unique human rights as Australians First Peoples.\textsuperscript{211}

QNMU suggested that:

...the government provide additional resources to enable Queensland parliamentary committees to compare ‘fundamental legislative principles’ with the Human Rights Bill 2018 (when enacted) giving sufficient and meaningful regard to Aboriginal and Island tradition and custom.\textsuperscript{212}

Contrary to cl 28(3), Jennifer Faulkner expressed concern that cl 26(3)\textsuperscript{213} increases the risk of, or actually imposes, forced assimilation:

These people have a right to choose whether to become Australian citizens. I do not believe it is consistent with human rights to enforce this upon them, and certainly not without proper consultation with the elders of each community.\textsuperscript{214}

Dr Nicky Jones and Dr Jeremy Patrick proposed that cl 28 be moved to Part 2 Division 3 of the Bill, which is titled ‘Economic, social and cultural rights’.\textsuperscript{215}

\subsection*{2.4.14.3 Departmental response}

In response to issues raised in submissions, DJAG noted recommended changes to the drafting of the rights in the Bill, thanked submitters for providing feedback, and advised that:

\begin{quote}
DJAG will consider this feedback.
\end{quote}

\begin{quote}
In addition, DJAG notes the operation of the Act will be reviewed as soon as possible after 1 July 2023, pursuant to cl 95.\textsuperscript{216}
\end{quote}

\subsection*{2.4.15 Right to liberty and security of person}

Clause 29 provides for the right to liberty and security of person.

\subsubsection*{2.4.15.1 Proposed law}

The explanatory notes state that this clause is modelled on articles 9 and 11 of the ICCPR, being the right to liberty and security of person and the prohibition of detention for debt, respectively:

The right \textit{in Article 9} protects personal liberty but is focused on the requirement that due process is followed when state authorities exercise their powers of arrest and detention. It is not deprivation of liberty that is prohibited but rather that which is arbitrary or unlawful.\textsuperscript{217}

The explanatory notes state that:

\begin{quote}
Subclause (1) provides for a person’s right to liberty and security.

Subclause (2) provides that a person must not be subject to arbitrary arrest or detention.

The concept of arbitrariness includes elements of inappropriateness, injustice, lack of predictability and due process of the law.
\end{quote}
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Subclause (3) provides that a person’s liberty may only be denied on grounds and in accordance with procedures established by law.

Lawfulness is understood in the strict sense of either statute law or common law.

Subclause (4) provides that a person who is arrested or detained must be given a reason when they are arrested or detained and must be informed about any proceedings to be brought against them.

Subclause (5) provides for certain rights for a person who is arrested or detained on a criminal charge. It provides that a person who is arrested or detained on a criminal charge must be promptly brought before a court and has the right to be brought to trial without unreasonable delay. Subclause (5)(c) states that the person must be released if these requirements are not complied with.

Subclause (6) provides for certain rights for a person who is awaiting trial. It reflects the principle that pre-trial detention should not be the general rule. It provides that a person who is awaiting trial must not be automatically detained in custody, but the person’s release may be subject to certain guarantees.

Subclause (7) provides that a person deprived of liberty by arrest or detention has the right to apply to court for a declaration regarding the lawfulness of the person’s detention and requires that the court makes a decision without delay and orders the person’s release if it finds that the detention is unlawful.

Subclause (8) makes clear that a person must not be imprisoned because of their inability to perform a contractual obligation. This reflects article 11 of the ICCPR which prohibits detention for debt.218

2.4.15.2 Issues raised in submissions - liberty and security of person

Dr Robyn Holder recommended that the liberty and security of persons as victim be expressly recognised in the clause, in a manner similar to the accused:

That is, where a person’s criminal victimisation is subject to criminal proceedings she must be informed about her rights and responsibilities and must be promptly informed about any proceedings that directly affect her including applications by a person deprived of liberty by arrest or detention regarding the lawfulness of their detention. Victimised persons shall be heard on such applications by the accused.219

2.4.16 Humane treatment when deprived of liberty

2.4.16.1 Proposed law

Clause 30 provides that all persons deprived of liberty220 must be treated with humanity and with respect for the inherent dignity of the human person. Clause 30 also provides that an accused person who is detained, or a person detained without charge, must be segregated from persons who have been convicted of offences, unless reasonably necessary; and an accused person who is detained or a person detained without charge must be treated in a way that is appropriate for a person who has not been convicted.221

2.4.16.2 Issues raised in submissions – humane treatment when deprived of liberty

The AASW (Qld) commented that:

---
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Section 30 relates to the humane treatment of individuals when deprived of liberty. In particular, this Section refers to the humane treatment of ‘an accused person who is detained or a person detained without charge’. We suggest that this Section should be strengthened to ensure that those who have been charged or convicted of crimes also receive humane treatment while in detention. This recommendation is made in light of recent human rights abuses investigated in Don Dale Youth Detention Centre and the reported abuse of detainees with disabilities in prisons across Australia by Human Rights Watch.\textsuperscript{222}

2.4.16.3 Departmental response

In response to issues raised in submissions, DJAG advised that:

\textit{The rights to humane treatment when deprived of liberty (cl 30) and children in the criminal process (cl 33), as they are currently drafted, reflect the wording of the equivalent rights in the Victorian Charter as well as the ACT Human Rights Act 2004 (the ACT Human Rights Act). Whilst the rights, as drafted, do not explicitly state that a convicted child must be segregated from a detained adult (convicted or unconvicted), that may be implied through the application of the third limb of the right of children in the criminal process (cl 33), which provides that a convicted child must be treated in a way that is appropriate for the child’s age.}\textsuperscript{223}

2.4.17 Fair hearing

2.4.17.1 Proposed law

Clause 31 provides that a person charged with a criminal offence or a party to a civil proceeding has the right to have the charge or proceeding decided by a competent, independent and impartial court or tribunal after a fair and public hearing. It also allows a court or tribunal to exclude members of media organisations, other persons, or the general public from all or part of a hearing in the public interest or in the interests of justice. All judgments or decisions made by a court or tribunal in a proceeding must however be made publicly available.

2.4.17.2 Issues raised in submissions – fair hearing

The Townsville Community Legal Service Inc (TCLS) suggested the addition of the word “expeditious” to the requirement for a ‘fair and public hearing’ in cl 31(1). They submitted that the ‘justification for this inclusion includes European human rights law and jurisprudence.’ They further submitted that:

\textit{The right to fair hearing might also include a right to competent counsel. The Law Council said that “the right to a fair trial and effective access to justice is undermined by a failure of successive governments to commit sufficient resources to support legal assistance services, as evidenced by increasingly stringent restrictions on eligibility for legal aid.”}\textsuperscript{224}

PACT submitted that ‘courts should be closed for all matters involving children and young people, whether they be the accused or the victim in order to protect their anonymity.’\textsuperscript{225}

Women’s Legal Service Queensland (WLSQ) submitted that as well as the right to a fair hearing currently set out for an accused under cl 31(1), that provision should be amended to expressly recognise the rights of crime victims, as participants in criminal proceedings, to also have a right to a fair hearing.\textsuperscript{226}
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2.4.17.3 **Departmental response**

In response to issues raised in submissions, DJAG advised that:

*While the Bill contains rights that relate to defendants (such as the right to a fair hearing and rights in criminal proceedings), these rights are not absolute and are subject to the general limitations clause (cl 13). The general limitations clause sets out a framework for deciding when and how a human right may be limited by providing that a human right may be limited if it is authorised by law and reasonable and demonstrably justified in a free and democratic society based on human dignity, equality and freedom.*

2.4.18 **Criminal proceedings**

2.4.18.1 **Proposed law**

Clause 32 provides for rights of an accused in a criminal proceeding, including that a person charged with a criminal offence has the right to be presumed innocent until proved guilty according to law.

It further provides for an accused’s rights in the criminal justice system, specifically that a person charged with a criminal offence is entitled without discrimination to the following minimum guarantees –

(a) to be informed promptly and in detail of the nature and reason for the charge in a language or, if necessary, a type of communication the person speaks or understands;

(b) to have adequate time and facilities to prepare the person’s defence and to communicate with a lawyer or advisor chosen by the person;

(c) to be tried without unreasonable delay;

(d) to be tried in person, and to defend themselves personally or through legal assistance chosen by the person or, if eligible, through legal aid;

(e) to be told, if the person does not have legal assistance, about the right, if eligible, to legal aid;

(f) to have legal aid provided if the interests of justice require it, without any costs payable by the person if the person is eligible for free legal aid under the *Legal Aid Queensland Act 1997*;

(g) to examine, or have examined, witnesses against the person;

(h) to obtain the attendance and examination of witnesses on the person’s behalf under the same conditions as witnesses for the prosecution;

(i) to have the free assistance of an interpreter if the person can not understand or speak English;

(j) to have the free assistance of specialised communication tools and technology, and assistants, if the person has communication or speech difficulties that require the assistance; and

(k) not to be compelled to testify against themselves or to confess guilt.

Other protections provided for in cl 32 are that a child charged with a criminal offence has the right to a procedure that takes account of the child’s age and the desirability of promoting the child’s rehabilitation and that a person convicted of a criminal offence has the right to have the conviction and any sentence imposed in relation to it reviewed by a higher court in accordance with law.

2.4.18.2 **Issues raised in submissions – criminal proceedings**

The WLSQ submission suggested that cl 32 be amended to particularise victim’s rights in the criminal process, so that a victim reporting a criminal offence and throughout the criminal process has a right:

---
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• to be treated with courtesy, compassion, respect and dignity, taking into account the victim’s needs,
• to be provided with information about the criminal process in a reasonable and timely manner,
• to privacy and confidentiality of information and for personal information to not be released unless authorised by law,
• to safety from the perpetrator,
• to an interpreter if the person does not speak English,
• to have free assistance of specialised communication tools and technology and assistants, if a person has communication or speech difficulties that require assistance,
• to obtain legal information about the process,
• to be informed at the earliest practicable opportunity about services and remedies available to the victim,
• to be informed in a reasonable and timely manner if there is any material change in the criminal process involving them including for example, the types of charges, bail conditions, the matter not proceeding or if charges are dropped, and
• to have the matter proceed without unreasonable delay (including the investigation).  

2.4.18.3 Departmental response

In response to issues raised in submissions, DJAG advised that:

With the exception of the rights for children in the criminal process and cultural rights for Aboriginal Peoples and Torres Strait Islander Peoples, the Bill does not contain specific rights for groups of people, nor are particular groups of people, such as women, people with a disability, victims of crime or others specifically named. The Bill does however include the right to recognition and equality before the law and this right to equality permeates all human rights in the Bill. The right to equality means every person is equal before the law and is entitled to equal protection of the law without discrimination.  

2.4.18.4 Victims’ Rights

Queensland currently has a ‘Charter of victims’ rights’ provided for in s 6B and Schedule 1AA of the Victims of Crime Assistance Act 2009 (VOCA). The charter recognises a number of victims’ rights however the charter is not enforceable. The Bill does not make specific provision about victims of crime. A number of submissions referred to the absence of express protection for victims in the Bill.

2.4.18.5 Issues raised in submissions – victims’ rights

The submission of Dr Robyn Holder of the Griffith Criminology Institute at Griffith University noted that international advances in rights recognition show that ‘human rights are not static but are progressive’ and her recommendation for ‘greater and express recognition of rights of persons as victim in criminal proceedings – whether adult or child, male or female, regardless of racial or ethnic identity, level of ability, age or sexuality – is founded on this assumption of progressive realisation of rights.’

Dr Holder comments that, in her experience, ‘the human rights of persons as victim(s) whose matter proceeds into the criminal justice system tend to be overlooked.’ She notes the reasons for this as

---
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including that criminal justice entities have legislated duties in respect of an accused, but not for victims/Crown witnesses, and that victims of crime have no legally enforceable rights in the criminal justice system. Dr Holder’s submission states:

*The Queensland Victims of Crime Charter is, like in other Australian jurisdictions, largely a statement of standards of service. Persons as victims of crime have no independent statutory commissioner or body to protect and promote what are presently described as ‘victims’ rights’. Therefore, there is no readily identifiable entity with authority to protect victims’ rights. The current complaints process within Victim Assist Queensland has not, to my knowledge, reported publicly on the complaints received, their nature and manner of their resolution.*232

The WLSQ submission was concerned about the rights afforded to an accused by the Bill, when contrasted with the Charter of victim’s rights under VOCA. Their submission stated:

*Women’s Legal Service Queensland is concerned however that the rights of victims of crime have not been appropriately acknowledged in the bill, while the rights of criminal defendants in criminal trials are explicitly upheld. We acknowledge that the right to a fair trial is a fundamental right in our society, as it should be – however, this right to fairness should also be extended to victims, particularly in relation to their interactions with government bodies, agencies and the police service.*

We are concerned that the bill does not give recognition to the many circumstances in justice proceedings where people are not treated with dignity, are not treated with equality, and are not afforded equal protection. Furthermore, we are concerned that the proposed Bill does not recognise that a victim’s right to dignity, privacy and reputation is routinely ignored or abrogated in a criminal proceeding. For example, where women report a sexual assault to the police and they do not receive follow up phone calls or are not told where the investigation is up to, if it has concluded and the outcome. This is a very standard experience of sexual violence complainants who seek advice from WLSQ.*233

*........

The current protection for victims in Queensland contained in the “The Victim’s Charter of Rights” has no legal implication or consequence what so ever, having no legal enforceability. At best, it is aspirational, providing mere guidance on what should be standard practice. It does not have the same complaints process, level of protections or avenues for redress as provided by this new bill.

*If this Bill is passed as currently drafted, a defendant’s right to fairness in criminal trials will be legislatively elevated as a human right over and above those of victims.*234

The submission of Professor Heather Douglas, TC Beirne School of Law, University of Queensland, focused on the need for specific recognition of victims’ rights, commenting:

*It is imperative that all defendants charged with a criminal offence or any person who is a party to a civil proceeding has the right to have the charge or proceeding decided by a competent, independent and impartial court after a fair and public hearing. It is also important that those charged with a criminal offence are provided with adequate information, time, facilities and legal support to defend their case. However, it is of equal importance that victims of crime should have a fair hearing. I am concerned that the rights of victims in the criminal process are not sufficiently recognised in the current draft of the Bill.*

---
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In contrast to those who are charged with a criminal offence (see cl 32) the Bill provides no express rights to victims to receive information, free assistance of interpreters, or support of any kind. Furthermore while those who are deprived of liberty (see cl 30) have a right to be treated with humanity and respect for the inherent human dignity of the person, no such rights are expressed in the Bill for victims of crime. 235

2.4.18.6 Departmental response

In response to issues raised in submissions, DJAG advised that:

With the exception of the rights for children in the criminal process and cultural rights for Aboriginal Peoples and Torres Strait Islander Peoples, the Bill does not contain specific rights for groups of people, nor are particular groups of people, such as women, people with a disability, victims of crime or others specifically named.

The Bill does however include the right to recognition and equality before the law and this right to equality permeates all human rights in the Bill. The right to equality means every person is equal before the law and is entitled to equal protection of the law without discrimination.

While the Bill contains rights that relate to defendants (such as the right to a fair hearing and rights in criminal proceedings), these rights are not absolute and are subject to the general limitations clause (cl 13).

The general limitations clause sets out a framework for deciding when and how a human right may be limited by providing that a human right may be limited if it is authorised by law and reasonable and demonstrably justified in a free and democratic society based on human dignity, equality and freedom.

Implied legitimate reasons for limiting rights (as drawn from human rights jurisprudence) that are consistent with a free and democratic society include:

- public interest considerations (including national security and community safety); and
- protection of the rights of others (for example, children and domestic violence victims).

Therefore, rights relating to defendants will be interpreted with respect to other considerations, including the rights of victims and public safety considerations.

As provided above, cl 12 clarifies that the human rights included in the Bill are in addition to other rights and freedoms included in other laws, meaning victims’ rights contained in other sources of law will continue to apply.

The first review of the operation of the Human Rights Act, as soon as practicable after 1 July 2023, and the further review of the Act, will include consideration of whether additional human rights should be included under the Act. 236

Committee Comment

The committee notes that an issue was raised regarding the potential unenforceability of the Victims’ Rights Charter in the Victims of Crime Assistance Act 2009, however the committee also notes that there is a complaints mechanism within the existing Victims’ Rights Charter.
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2.4.19 Children in the criminal process

2.4.19.1 Proposed law

Clause 33 covers the rights of children in the criminal process. It provides that an accused child who is detained, or a child detained without charge, must be segregated from all detained adults. An accused child must also be brought to trial as quickly as possible; and a child who has been convicted of an offence must be treated in a way that is appropriate for the child’s age.237

2.4.19.2 Issues raised in submissions – children in the criminal process

PACT submitted that, in relation to a child charged with a criminal offence –

..They have the right for their age to be taken into consideration, because often crimes are committed due to lack of maturity and the inability to consider the long-term consequences of such behaviour. Adequate rehabilitation options should also be available to young offenders to deter them from recidivism.238

WLSQ submitted that cl 32(3) should be amended ‘to refer to any child charged with or a victim of a criminal offence has the right to a procedure that takes account of the child’s age and the desirability of promoting the child’s rehabilitation, both child accused and child victim.’239

WLSQ further submitted that cl 33 should be amended to reflect that:

• A child accused of and a child victimised by a criminal offence must have trial proceedings brought as quickly as possible; and

• A child who has been convicted of an offence and a child victimised by a criminal offence must be treated in a way that is appropriate for the child’s age.240

Dr Robyn Holder submitted:

The rights of children in criminal proceedings are of particular concern and I applaud those provisions protecting children accused of crime. However, these special concerns should extend to children as victims and witnesses in criminal proceedings.241

The QFCC submitted:

The QFCC is pleased to note the inclusion of cl 33 which aligns to the Victorian Charter when applied with the Charter of youth justice principles. However the practical implementation and success of Cl 33 will also be reliant on the development and integration of purposeful policy and procedural framework responses to address known issues in the criminal process.242

A number of submitters also expressed concern that cl 33 might permit integration of convicted adults with children convicted of offences.

The submission from ALHR expressed concern that cl 33 of the Bill ‘requires that an accused child or a child detained without charge must be segregated from all detained adults. However the same requirements with respect to segregation are not imposed with respect to convicted children, which makes it permissible for a convicted child to be imprisoned alongside adults.’243
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QAI submitted that:

..cl 33 should be amended to require that all children who are detained must be segregated from all detained adults, irrespective of whether the child is an accused child, a child detained without charge or a convicted offender. While this clause in its current form requires segregation of accused children or a child detained without charge, it only requires that a child convicted of an offence be treated in a way that is ‘appropriate for the child’s age’.

QAI considers that permitting detention of children alongside adults is in breach of Australia’s obligations under the Convention on the Rights of the Child (CRC) and other international standards.\(^{244}\)

Amnesty International Australia (AIA) was concerned ‘that the lack of clarity in section 33(3) will enable the Queensland Government to continue to violate the Convention of the Rights of the Child by detaining children alongside adults in prison.’\(^{245}\)

AIA was also concerned about clauses 182-183 of the Bill, submitting:

The protection of the human rights of youth on remand is rendered illusory by virtue of sections 182-183 of the Bill which seek to amend the Youth Justice Act 1992. The practical effect of these sections is that a decision to detain children not yet convicted of an offence together with those children who have been convicted would not infringe the Bill.

This exemption contravenes the United Nations Standard Minimum Rules for the Administration of Juvenile Justice (The Beijing Rules’) which states that untried detainees should be separated from convicted juveniles.\(^{246}\)

2.4.19.3  **Departmental response**

In response to issues raised in submissions, DJAG advised that:

The rights to humane treatment when deprived of liberty (cl 30) and children in the criminal process (cl 33), as they are currently drafted, reflect the wording of the equivalent rights in the Victorian Charter as well as the Human Rights Act 2004 (ACT) (the ACT Human Rights Act).

Whilst the rights, as drafted, do not explicitly state that a convicted child must be segregated from a detained adult (convicted or unconvicted), that may be implied through the application of the third limb of the right of children in the criminal process (cl 33), which provides that a convicted child must be treated in a way that is appropriate for the child’s age.

In Victoria, the Victorian Charter rights were relied upon to successfully overturn a decision to transfer children (aged 16 and 17 years) into an adult prison, part of which had been purportedly excised and declared a youth justice centre (see Certain Children v Minister for Families and Children & Ors (No 2) [2017] VSC 251). Although the equivalent right to cl 33(3) was not engaged, because the plaintiffs in the case were not convicted at the time of the hearing, the case illustrates the extent to which the other rights in the Charter (in particular, the right to protection of families and children contained in section 17(2) and the right to humane treatment when deprived of liberty contained in section 22(1)) were able to be relied upon in order to ensure the humane treatment of the detained children and secure their return to a properly established and functioning youth detention facility.
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2.4.20 Right not to be tried or punished more than once (double jeopardy)

2.4.20.1 Proposed law

Currently in Queensland, s 16 of Schedule 1 to the Criminal Code Act 1899 (the Criminal Code or the Code) provides that –

A person can not be twice punished either under the provisions of this Code or under the provisions of any other law for the same act or omission, except in the case where the act or omission is such that by means thereof the person causes the death of another person, in which case the person may be convicted of the offence of which the person is guilty by reason of causing such death, notwithstanding that the person has already been convicted of some other offence constituted by the act or omission.

Section 17 of the Code provides that:

It is a defence to a charge of any offence to show that the accused person has already been tried, and convicted or acquitted upon an indictment on which the person might have been convicted of the offence with which the person is charged, or has already been acquitted upon indictment, or has already been convicted, of an offence of which the person might be convicted upon the indictment or complaint on which the person is charged.

Note—

This section does not apply to the charge mentioned in section 678B (Court may order retrial for murder—fresh and compelling evidence) or 678C (Court may order retrial for 25 year offence—tainted acquittal).

Clause 34 of the Bill also provides for a right not to be tried or punished more than once for an offence in relation to which the person has already been finally convicted or acquitted in accordance with law.

2.4.20.2 Issues raised in submissions - right not to be tried or punished more than once

This issue received little comment in submissions, with Legal Aid Queensland submitting:

Legal Aid Queensland supports the Bill, particularly the articulation of important rights in relation to the criminal justice system, namely the right to a fair hearing, the right not to be tried or punished more than once, the right to protection against retrospective criminal laws, the rights of children in the criminal process and the minimum guarantees that a person charged with a criminal offence is entitled without discrimination to receive.247

Eric Raymond submitted:

34 This is all wrong. Innocent people convicted of a crime need to be able to prove their innocence if compelling new evidence is found. Similarly guilty people found not guilty need to be able to be prosecuted if compelling new evidence is found.248

2.4.20.3 Departmental response

The departmental response did not specifically address the above submissions on cl 34.

2.4.21 Retrospective criminal laws

2.4.21.1 Proposed law

The protection against retrospective criminal laws embodied in cl 35 provides that a person must not be found guilty of a criminal offence because of conduct that was not a criminal offence when it was engaged in. In addition, a penalty must not be imposed on any person for a criminal offence that is
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greater than the penalty that applied to the offence when it was committed. If a penalty for an offence is reduced after a person committed the offence, but before the person is sentenced for the offence, the person is eligible for the reduced penalty. The provision also states that ‘Nothing in proposed s 35 will affect the trial or punishment of any person for any act or omission that was a criminal offence under international law at the time it was done or omitted to be done’.

2.4.21.2  Issues raised in submissions - retrospective criminal laws

As noted above, Legal Aid Queensland supports ‘the right to protection against retrospective criminal laws’. Monique Bond was also in favour of the cl 35 protection against retrospective criminal laws.

2.4.21.3  Departmental response

The departmental response did not specifically address the above submissions on cl 35.

2.5 Economic, social and cultural rights

The Bill protects two rights drawn from the ICESCR, being the right to education and right to health services.

2.5.1 Education

Clause 36 provides for the right to education.

2.5.1.1 Proposed law

The explanatory notes state that this provision is intended to be consistent with the Education (General Provisions) Act 2006 and to provide rights in respect of the aspects of education service delivery for which the State is responsible. According to the explanatory notes:

Subclause (1) provides for the right of every child to have access to primary and secondary education appropriate to their needs.

Subclause (2) provides for the right of every person to have access, based on the person’s abilities, to further vocational education and training that is equally accessible to all.

This clause is modelled on article 13 of the ICESCR.

2.5.1.2 Issues raised in submissions - education

A number of submitters expressed support for the inclusion of a right to education in the Bill. For example, QAI stated that ‘Education is a fundamental human right, with access to education recognised as offering important protection against other vulnerabilities and human rights violations’. Groups that are anticipated to benefit from such a provision include young people with a disability and child victims of crime.

Ms Jennifer Faulkner raised the issue of equality in education, submitting:
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Educational equality cannot be effected without due consideration of, and action in accordance with, human rights. It is time that law is enacted, and educational institutions become responsible for ensuring they are a place where children feel safe, respected and heard.  

The wording of cl 36 was raised as a concern by a number of submitters. Some submitters took issue with the use of the term ‘to have access’ in sub clauses (1) and (2) of cl 36. Community Legal Centres Queensland (CLCQ), stated it is unclear why this right is framed as right to access, rather than simply a right to education, a and YAC expressed a concern that such wording may be a lessening of the right.  

QUT’s Student Engagement, Learning and Behaviour (SELB) Research Group also questioned the inclusion of the word ‘access’ in both subclauses of cl 36, referring to it as ‘problematic’, and stating:

Experts in inclusive education have long twinned “access” with “participation”. This is because access to education is often interpreted as mere enrolment or physical presence, however, this alone does not enable participation in a program of instruction.

Submitters also took issue with the specific wording ‘education appropriate to the child’s needs’ in cl 36(1). While SELB stated that they recognised that the reference to ‘education appropriate to the child’s needs’ may be a form of positive discrimination aimed at securing the necessary support for students with a disability to realise their human right to an education, concerns were raised by a number of submitters that cl 36(1) as currently drafted will perpetuate discrimination and lead to segregation, as has been experienced in the past by students with a disability.

For example, the Queensland Collective for Inclusive Education (QCIE) and All Means All stated that the adoption of the term ‘appropriate to the child’s needs’ will:

(a) perpetuate discriminatory treatment and inequality based upon the use of segregated settings for some students; and

(b) “justify” explicit and implicit prejudice in educational administration in qualifying the concepts of “non-discrimination”, “full participation” and “equality of opportunity”;

and thereby has great potential to undermine the right of children, particularly children with disabilities, to education, which is expressed to be the right to inclusive education in regular (non-segregated) settings (see Article 24 of the CRPD and General Comment No. 4 - Right to Inclusive Education).

Similarly, SELB submitted:

…the current wording appears dangerously unaware of the historical denial of quality education to students with disabilities, leading to inequity in educational opportunity through the provision of severely deficient learning opportunities in the belief that students with disabilities cannot profit from age-appropriate academic content.

There still exist today many Australian students with intellectual disability who are provided only with limited “life skills” curricula because this is considered “appropriate to the child’s needs”. We are concerned that current wording in Section 36(1) risks reinforcing this latent view.
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Children and Young People with a Disability Australia (CYDA) submitted a concern that the term ‘appropriate to the child’s needs’ will ‘create different expectations and rights for individual students, based on assumptions about what will be appropriate for a child’s needs’ and ‘could act to justify and further embed discriminatory practices, experiences and outcomes in education for children and young people with disability’.  

Professor Tamara Walsh, Dr Rhonda Faragher, Ms Bridget Burton and Dr Glenys Mann from the University of Queensland also raised a concern with the use of the word ‘appropriate’ in cl 36(1), stating that what constitutes ‘appropriate’ education in respect of a child with disabilities or special needs is often contested. They advise that ‘in practice, the focus of education providers is not on ensuring a child with disabilities or special needs has access to an ‘appropriate’ education, but rather on promoting inclusive education’.

Submitters also observed that the clause omits the term ‘without discrimination’. Ms Sara Davies noted that this was in contrast to the Bill’s provision on the right to access health services, which does include that phrase. Ms Davies also referred to the updated General Comments attached to the ICESCR on the Right to Education, which contains specific reference to ‘without discrimination’ as being an obligation in relation to the right to education. Ms Davies raised a concern that without the term ‘without discrimination’, cl 36 is ambiguous and could be interpreted as limiting the obligation to provide resources that support the child, potentially to the point of justifying exclusion on the grounds that a school is not resourced to support the child.

Similarly, ALHR submitted:

> the Bill omits an important protection found in section 29A(3)(a) of the ACT Act, namely that every person is entitled to enjoy the right to education ‘without discrimination’. Protection from discrimination is of vital importance for students with disability, as it is the basis for the right to inclusive education. ALHR holds concerns that the language of cl 36 of the Bill may be interpreted to support a segregated approach to education, and the exclusion from mainstream schooling of students with disability, by creating the right to access education ‘appropriate to the child’s needs’ (in the context of primary and secondary education) and linked to the person’s ‘abilities’ (in the context of further vocational education and training).

Submitters questioned whether cl 36 appropriately reflects the wording and intent of article 13 of the ICESCR on which the clause is based, as well as the intent and wording of other international instruments and domestic disability discrimination and human rights laws, suggesting that the wording of cl 36 be amended to reflect these instruments.

For example, All Means All stated that the Bill does not reflect the expression of the right to education as set out in relevant international treaties ratified by Australia, including Article 13 of the ICESCR, nor does it reflect key elements of the right to education recognised and clarified in other relevant Conventions, namely the UNCRC, and the UNCRPD, and stated:

> we believe that the proposed wording in Section 36 (1) and (2) may have the unintended consequences of increasing discrimination in education against persons with disabilities, including in breach of the Commonwealth’s Disability Discrimination Act 1992 (DDA),

---
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undermining the realisation of their right to education and leading to serious human rights violations.\textsuperscript{274}

CYDA specifically referred to the UNCRPD, stating:

the right to education, as articulated in this clause, does not specifically mention or reflect the right to inclusive education as set out in the CRPD\textsuperscript{3} and further defined by United Nations General Comment No. 4, Article: Right to inclusive education 4 (General Comment No.4). As a State Party to the CRPD, Australia and by extension Queensland, have an obligation to ensure the right to an inclusive education is upheld for children and young people with disability.\textsuperscript{275}

QAI similarly submitted that while the clause is modelled on Article 13 of the ICESCR, and Article 28 of the UNCRC is couched in similar terms, education being available and accessible by appropriate means is distinct from having access to education appropriate to the child’s needs. QAI raised a concern that the phrasing of cl 36 is not consistent with the goal of ensuring inclusive education at all levels, and also referred to the equivalent clause in the ACT’s Human Rights Act which provides that every person is entitled to enjoy the right to education ‘without discrimination’.\textsuperscript{276}

Submitters also referred to the policies and practices of the Queensland Department of Education, such as the new ‘Inclusive Education’ policy, which submitters advised demonstrates the Queensland Government’s commitment to inclusive education and is in keeping with the provisions of the UNCRPD.\textsuperscript{277} SELB submitted that ‘It is critical that the language in the proposed QLD Bill of Rights aligns with and provides support to the Queensland Government’s own policy’.\textsuperscript{278}

Submitters made a range of recommendations for changes to the wording of cl 36(1). ALHR recommended that amendment is required to ensure this right is provided without discrimination and in a way that requires inclusive education.\textsuperscript{279}

CYDA submitted that cl 36(1) be amended to remove the qualifying term ‘appropriate to the child’s needs’ and to include the right to inclusive education.\textsuperscript{280} Ms Davies recommended that cl 36 be amended to include the phrase ‘without discrimination’ to ensure the right ‘asserts the right to education in the best interest of the child and protects children who may face discrimination on grounds of disability, gender, or race’.\textsuperscript{281}

All Means All proposed that cl 36 should incorporate the concepts of freedom from discrimination, equality of opportunity, accessibility and inclusive education.\textsuperscript{282}

Similarly, SELB recommended that cl 36 of the Bill be amended to:

...reflect the intent of relevant international Conventions and national legislation by referring to key terms, including discrimination (DDA), equality of opportunity (CRC), accessible (ICESCR), and inclusive (CRPD).\textsuperscript{283}

Both SELB and the QCIE recommended that cl 36 of the Bill be replaced with the following wording:
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36. Right to education

Every person has the right to education without discrimination and on the basis of equality of opportunity. To realise this right, every person has the right to access quality early childhood, primary and secondary school education, and further education and training that is accessible and inclusive of all.284

Professor Walsh et al made the following recommendations:

**Recommendation 1: cl 36(1)**

That cl 36(1) be re-drafted, so that it reads:

*Every child has the right to have access to primary and secondary education that is appropriate to the child’s age and inclusive of their needs.*

**Recommendation 2: cl 36(1A)**

That an additional sub-cl (1A) be added which reads:

*In this section-

**Appropriate** means enabling students to access and fully participate in learning, supported by reasonable adjustments and teaching strategies tailored to meet their individual needs, with the goal of full inclusion.

**needs** means educational, social, physical, intellectual and emotional needs on an equal basis with others in the communities in which they live.*285

Submitters also raised issues with the wording of subcl (2) regarding access to vocational education and training, with concerns again being raised that the wording could allow for discrimination and suggestions that the clause does not reflect contemporary post-school educational offerings.286 For example, Professor Walsh et al raised a concern with the terms ‘based on the person’s abilities’ and ‘equally accessible to all’ in cl 36(2), suggesting there is potential for the wording in the Bill to allow for discrimination against a person based on impairment by making a person’s right to access vocational education and training conditional on their ‘abilities’ (making it also inconsistent with Queensland’s anti-discrimination legislation).287

Professor Walsh et al also contended that the provision seems internally inconsistent because vocational education and training cannot be ‘equally accessible to all’ whilst also being conditional on ‘ability’.288

SELB questioned the inclusion of the words ‘based on the person’s abilities’ and the reference only to ‘vocational education and training’ and not further education and training, stating:

*While we recognise that this wording may reflect the competitive entry status of university higher education, specific reference only to vocational education and training limits options and does not adequately reflect the diversity of contemporary post-school educational offerings. Nor does it recognise that all education providers, including universities, are obligated to make reasonable adjustments under the DDA and DSE [Standards for Education 2005].

...the reference to “based on the person’s abilities” in Section 36(2), acts as a further limiter and has direct and distinctly negative implications for students with a disability. It is important to*
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note that people with disability can succeed in education if provided with reasonable adjustments to curriculum, pedagogy and assessment, as per the DDA and DSE.\textsuperscript{289}

Similarly, All Means All took issue with the specific wording ‘based on the person’s abilities’ in the second subclause, stating that it:

\textit{is also likely to lead to discriminatory outcomes for persons with disabilities potentially in breach of the DDA. Rather, access to further education should be guaranteed on the basis of equality of opportunity, without discrimination. We also find the reference to “vocational”, as opposed to “further” education and training, to be outdated and inappropriate.}\textsuperscript{290}

QAI proposed that cl 36(2) be amended to provide ‘Every person has the right to have access to further education and training that is equally accessible to all’ because they believe the clause as it currently stands makes a person’s ability the requisite for access to further education and training, which ‘would have the effect of excluding many people and limiting their opportunities’.\textsuperscript{291}

QAI also advocated for the inclusion of a further two limbs to cl 36:

\begin{itemize}
\item (3) Every child has the right to receive the support required, within the general education system, to facilitate their effective education.
\item (4) Every child has the right to only be subjected to school discipline administered in a manner consistent with the child’s human dignity and provides reasonable educational consequences.\textsuperscript{292}
\end{itemize}

Professor Walsh et al advised their preference is for the Queensland provision to mirror s 27A of the \textit{Human Rights Act 2004} (ACT), so that it reads ‘Everyone has the right to have access to further education and vocational and continuing training without discrimination’.\textsuperscript{293}

To address concerns with the wording of cl 36, the YAC submitted:

\textit{Education and training is critical to children and young people’s success in life (and therefore to the community as a whole). We would therefore propose the Review of the Act in 2023, as per cl 95 of the Bill (the first Review), consider whether the wording has had any detrimental or unintended impact which should be remedied.}\textsuperscript{294}

In addition to the wording of cl 36, a number of submitters made further suggestions on what the clause should cover.

Monique Bond contended that the right to education should include education for Indigenous children in their own languages:

\textit{In fact, they should be taught in their local languages until they are two or three years old, and then have English language added in. This means a real push to assist the training of local people in rescuing their local languages and using them. It also means that people working with Indigenous people should show respect as they would in another country and learn at least some of the major local language.}\textsuperscript{295}

Dr Louise Phillips and Professor Peter Renshaw raised a concern that cl 36 does not include early childhood education, and recommended that the clause be amended to read ‘Every child has the right to have access to early childhood, primary and secondary education appropriate to their needs’.
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Dr Phillips and Professor Renshaw also submitted that the Bill does not include any mention of the right to know human rights as defined in article 42 of the UNCRC, and stated that:

Without such inclusion, knowledge and enactment of the human rights defined in the Bill are reliant only on those who are required to know the legislation as part of their professional practice. Human rights are everyone’s right and responsibility.\(^{296}\)

Dr Phillips and Professor Renshaw recommended that cl 36 be amended to include the statement ‘Every person has the right to education of human rights as defined in the United Nations Human Rights instruments’.\(^{297}\)

Dr Phillips and Professor Renshaw also raised the issues of exclusion and corporal punishment, recommending that an additional statement be added to cl 36 that ‘protects children from the excessive exclusion from education that the Queensland Strengthening Discipline in State Schools Act 2013 enabled’ by providing:

Every child has the right to not be excluded from education and to fair treatment administered in a manner consistent with the child’s human dignity.\(^{298}\)

They also submitted that there is not adequate legislation to protect children from punishment, and recommended that Article 37 of the UNCRC needs to be explicitly included in the Bill so that it reads:

a) No child shall be subjected to torture or other cruel, inhuman or degrading treatment or punishment. Neither capital punishment nor life imprisonment without possibility of release shall be imposed for offences committed by persons below eighteen years of age.\(^{299}\)

On the topic of exclusion, the QTU raised a concern that one student’s right to access appropriate education could be infringed by other students’ behaviour, yet excluding a student denies them of their right to access education. The QTU then submitted that it is likely the Supreme Court would find the right to exclude should prevail in this situation, and recommended that the Bill be amended to avoid the need to have the Supreme Court determine this question.\(^{300}\)

The QTU also expressed a concern that the current drafting of the provision on the right to education may restrict the ability of the Department of Education to make decisions which are necessary to protect the health and safety of QTU members and other students, and recommended the clause be amended to read ‘Every child has the right to have access to primary and secondary education appropriate to the child’s needs, according to law’. The QTU also recommended that an amendment be made to the Education (General Provisions) Act 2006 (Qld) to ensure that Education Queensland is able to exclude students who create a risk for the health and safety of others.\(^{301}\)

Mr Eric Raymond submitted that the wording of cl 36(2) implies that all tertiary institutions must be free.\(^{302}\)

2.5.1.3 **Departmental response**

In response to issues raised in submissions, DJAG advised:
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The right to education is modelled on article 13 of the International Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights. Internationally, this right has been interpreted as including a requirement that education must be accessible to all persons without discrimination.

Whilst the words ‘without discrimination’ are not explicitly included in the right to education in the Bill, cl 15 of the Bill (recognition and equality before the law) states that every person has the right to enjoy their human rights without discrimination. It is intended that the rights in the Bill, read with cl 15, are to be enjoyed by all persons without discrimination.

In addition, cl 12 of the Bill clarifies that the human rights included in the Bill are in addition to other rights and freedoms included in other laws. This means that provisions in the Anti-Discrimination Act 1991 will continue to operate to protect vulnerable Queenslanders from unfair discrimination.303

2.5.2 Health services

Clause 37 provides for the right to health services.

2.5.2.1 Proposed law

The explanatory notes state that this clause is modelled on article 12 of the ICESCR:

Subclause (1) provides for the right of every person to access health services without discrimination.

Subclause (2) provides that a person must not be refused emergency medical treatment that is immediately necessary to save their life or to prevent serious impairment.

This clause provides certain rights in relation to health services and is not intended to encompass rights in relation to underlying determinants of health, such as food and water, social security, housing and environmental.304

2.5.2.2 Issues raised in submissions – health services

Support was expressed for the inclusion of the right to health services in the Bill by a number of submitters.305 Submitters stated that it is important that the proposed Human Rights Act protects rights to health services because access to health services can sometimes be limited, particularly for those with a disability,306 those living in rural and remote areas,307 for persons victimised by crime and violence (especially child victims),308 and for children living with families in conflict or with a high level of dysfunction who may not be able to rely on a carer to ensure they receive adequate medical attention.309

Hon. Matt Foley submitted that the right to health services is also important for people with mental health problems, and expressed a hope that this clause ‘will help to protect access to health care and avoid such tragedies as the closure in 2014 of the Barrett Adolescent Centre and the resultant lack of
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access to health care for adolescents with mental illness’.\textsuperscript{310} Similarly, Griffith Law School stated ‘We urge that the right to access mental health services receive particular attention’.\textsuperscript{311}

A number of submitters questioned why the right is expressed as a right ‘to access’ health services.\textsuperscript{312} Some submitters expressed a concern that it constrains or narrows the focus of the right from the broader right contained in international instruments (such as the ICESCR and the UNCRC) which refer to a right to the enjoyment of the highest attainable standard of health.\textsuperscript{313}

Similarly, CLA questioned why the right was not simply expressed as a right to health care, rather than referring to access to health services.\textsuperscript{314}

To address the perceived narrower focus, the TCLS suggested that this provision be amended to reflect the broader context of health care, such as the right to health and access to health.\textsuperscript{315} Likewise, Dr Debeljak, UNICEF Australia and members of the ILGG research program, recommended that the Bill be amended to expand the scope of the protection of the right to health to recognise the right to the highest attainable standard of health.\textsuperscript{316}

The ILGG research program also submitted that the inclusion of a right to access health services, while welcome, is only part of the obligation imposed on governments under international human rights law, and contended that the potential for environmental factors to impact on human rights should be explicitly recognised in the Act.\textsuperscript{317} Further, CLA noted that the position under international law explicitly extends the scope to include underlying determinants of health, such as food and nutrition.\textsuperscript{318}

CLA also questioned what greater protection, if any, the proposed formulation in the Bill provides patients over and above existing protections provided by existing anti-discrimination laws.\textsuperscript{319}

As a means of addressing the concerns regarding the wording and coverage of the clause, the YAC submitted that the first review of the proposed legislation consider whether the wording has had any detrimental or unintended impact which should be remedied, given the narrower focus placed on the right.\textsuperscript{320}

The QNMU noted that, as the provision is written in the passive voice, they assume that it applies to health practitioners administering treatment in the public sector. If that is the case, they raise the concern that an unqualified individual right to health services may compromise the health and safety of another person, stating:

\textit{While we are confident our members would not hesitate to provide medical assistance in a ‘normal’ emergency situation where the patient needed immediate treatment, our members are increasingly exposed to persons who are behaving violently towards them even when the person’s own condition is life threatening. Drugs such as crystal methamphetamine (ice) can produce psychotic, life-threatening episodes where the individual is unaware of the extent of
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their own injuries/condition. These types of emergency presentations are becoming more common in the health community and more distressing to our members.\textsuperscript{321}

To address this concern, the QNMU recommended that the \textit{Hospital and Health Boards Act 2011} be amended to include the following, to clarify its relationship with the proposed Human Rights Act:

\textit{Relationship with Human Rights Act 2018}

This section applies to the health practitioner’s consideration of the Human Rights Act 2018, sections 37(1) and 37(2).

(1) To remove any doubt, it is declared that a health practitioner does not contravene sections 37(1) and 37(2) of the Human Rights Act 2018, which provide

(i) every person has the right to have access to health services without discrimination; and

(ii) a person must not be refused emergency medical treatment that is immediately necessary to save their life or to prevent serious impairment to the person providing the person’s actions or behaviour do not endanger the health and safety of the health practitioners who are giving treatment.\textsuperscript{322}

\textbf{2.5.2.3 \textit{Departmental response}}

The department noted the suggestions for further amendments and responded to issues raised:

Like the Charter of Human Rights and Responsibilities Act 2006 (Victorian Charter), the rights in the Bill are primarily drawn from the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights (ICCPR).

The protection of civil and political rights is often the first step in human rights Acts, therefore human rights legislation usually protect a common selection of those rights enumerated in the ICCPR. Many of the civil and political rights in the ICCPR are also recognised as important common law rights (such as the right to liberty and security).

The Bill goes beyond the Victorian Charter by including the rights to health services and education drawn from the International Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights, and a stand-alone provision recognising the cultural rights of Aboriginal peoples and Torres Strait Islander peoples, which is informed by provisions in the United Nations Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples (UNDRIP).

Clause 12 clarifies that the human rights included in the Bill are in addition to other rights and freedoms included in other laws, for example rights and freedoms included in the common law, a law of the Commonwealth, or under international conventions. These existing rights and freedoms should not be taken to be abrogated or limited only because they are not included in the Bill.\textsuperscript{323}

\textbf{2.6 Application of human rights in Queensland}

\textbf{2.6.1 Statements of compatibility and human rights certificates}

\textbf{2.6.1.1 Proposed law}

The Bill provides that all bills introduced into the Legislative Assembly, regardless of whether the bill is a government or private member’s bill, must be accompanied by a statement of compatibility. The statement of compatibility must state whether, in the member’s opinion, the bill is compatible with
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human rights, and if so, how it is compatible. If the bill is not compatible with a human right, the statement of compatibility must state the nature and extent of the incompatibility.324

The explanatory notes advise that "The intention is that the statement will do more than merely assert compatibility or otherwise. It should provide detailed reasons and justification in respect of any human rights that may be impacted by the Bill which is the subject of the statement."325

However, the statement of compatibility is not binding on any court or tribunal. According to the explanatory notes, the purpose of the statement of compatibility "is to elevate the consideration of human rights in legislative debate and to increase the transparency and accountability of Parliament".326

For subordinate legislation, a human rights certificate must be prepared and tabled by the responsible Minister and must state whether, in the responsible Minister’s opinion, the subordinate legislation is compatible with human rights and, if so, how it is compatible. Alternatively, if in the responsible Minister’s opinion, a part of the subordinate legislation is not compatible with human rights, the certificate must also state the nature and extent of any incompatibility.327

Despite the above, the Bill also provides that a failure to comply with the requirements of Part 3, Division 1 in relation to a bill that becomes an Act, a non-Queensland law or subordinate legislation does not affect the validity of the Act, law, subordinate legislation or any other law.

2.6.1.2 Issues raised - statements of compatibility and human rights certificates

Some submitters, while supporting the provision requiring a statement of compatibility, made suggestions regarding the content of the statement. Monash University’s Castan Centre for Human Rights Law (CCHRL) and AIA proposed that the parliamentary scrutiny provisions in the Bill should be strengthened to ensure that statements of compatibility are of a high quality, evidence based standard and reference is made to the evidence base underpinning the statement.328

Dr Debeljak recommend amendment of cl 38 (2) so that it reads as follows:

'The statement of compatibility must state—

(a) whether, in the member’s opinion, the Bill is compatible with human rights and, if so, how it is compatible by reference to s 7(2) providing evidence for the assessment; and

(b) if, in the member’s opinion, any part of the Bill is not compatible with human rights, the nature and extent of the incompatibility by reference to s 7(2) providing evidence for the assessment.'329

Professors Aroney and Ekins raised a concern that the Bill does not address the risk that the statements of compatibility may be relied on in litigation, advising:

In the UK, courts have at times reasoned that because the Minister certified that proposed legislation conformed to rights judges were entitled to impose a very strained meaning on the statute in order to secure the result the judges thought respected rights. In other words, the provision of a certificate emboldened more radical interpretation.330
CYDA raised a concern that the statement of compatibility is not binding on any court or tribunal and that a failure to comply with this requirement does not impact on the validity of an Act, a non-Queensland law or subordinate legislation. CYDA contended that the ‘lack of accountability’ risks undermining the ability of the Bill to ensure human rights are upheld and critical cultural change takes place.331

Concerns were also raised by a few submitters that allowing for exceptions to compatibility in certain cases diminishes the concept of human rights for every individual and makes it possible for government to exploit the statement of compatibility provision to the detriment of certain “profiled” groups in society.332

2.6.1.3 Departmental response

In response to proposals regarding the content of the statement of compatibility, the department advised:

The intention is that the statement of compatibility will do more than merely assert compatibility or otherwise. It should provide detailed reasons and justification in respect of any human rights that may be impacted by the Bill which is the subject of the statement.333

The department responded to the concerns of Professors Aroney and Ekins, stating:

It is not unusual for extraneous material, including documents tabled in Parliament accompanying a bill (such as explanatory notes) to be used as an aid in statutory interpretation, although they are not determinative.

...the interpretative provision (cl 48) has been drafted with the policy intention of avoiding a remedial approach by the courts associated with human rights legislation in some international jurisdictions. The emphasis on giving effect to the legislative purpose means that the provision is not intended to authorise a court to depart from Parliament’s intention.334

2.6.2 Role of portfolio committees

2.6.2.1 Proposed law

Portfolio committees responsible for examining a bill referred by the Legislative Assembly must consider the bill and report to the Assembly about any incompatibility with human rights. The explanatory notes states that it is the intention that the portfolio committee will consider whether any limits on human rights have been sufficiently justified within the meaning of the general limitations clause (see cl 13). A portfolio committee must also consider and report on the statement of compatibility tabled for the bill.335

Under the Bill, the Legislative Assembly may also refer a non-Queensland law that applies in Queensland336 to a portfolio committee, and the portfolio committee must consider the law and report to the Assembly about whether the law is not compatible with human rights.337

The portfolio committee responsible for examining subordinate legislation may also consider the human rights certificate.338
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2.6.2.2  Issues raised – role of portfolio committees

A number of submitters raised concerns about portfolio committees being given the role of examining and reporting on the compatibility of legislation with human rights, and instead recommended that a new committee be established with sole responsibility for that task. For example, Dr Julie Debeljak contended that assessing laws for compatibility with human rights is a ‘unique, time consuming and difficult task’, and therefore suggested that a stand-alone committee would be better placed to conduct the task.

One particular concern raised by submitters about the responsibility for human rights scrutiny being allocated to portfolio committees was a portfolio committee’s ability to develop expertise in human rights scrutiny.

However, Professor Williams AO and Dr Boughey, who raised this concern, also suggested that there may be an advantage to including human rights scrutiny in a portfolio committee’s jurisdiction as portfolio committees may have greater expertise on the policy area of legislation they are scrutinising.

The issue of portfolio committees being provided with sufficient time to consider a bill’s human rights compatibility was also raised. The HRLC stated:

*The Queensland Parliament, including through the work of the portfolio committee, has an important role to play in promoting human rights and discharging the state’s legal obligation to respect, protect and fulfil human rights. This is particularly relevant in Queensland’s unicameral parliament.*

*Accordingly, it is critical that legislation is not rushed through Parliament without undertaking the important scrutiny processes played by the portfolio committee. Without a thorough and detailed consideration of the statement of compatibility, the benefits of the Bill will be undermined.*

Dr Debeljak raised a concern that there is no provision in the Bill for ensuring the portfolio committee has adequate time to consider and report on bills for compatibility with human rights.

Some submitters, such as the ADCQ, raised a concern that the Bill does not specifically provide the requirement for a portfolio committee’s report to be tabled before the Bill is debated and passed.

To address concerns about the time needed by portfolio committees to undertake their consideration of the legislation and the subsequent timing of the debate on a bill, some submitters recommended that the Bill should contain a requirement that no bill proceed to debate, be passed by Parliament.
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or be considered valid until the portfolio committee has reported. It was suggested that this would ensure that the relevant parliamentary committee has the time it needs to conduct its analysis.\textsuperscript{349}

AIA recommended that parliamentary procedures be reformed to ensure bills cannot be passed without adequate consideration of the statements of compatibility and relevant committee reports.\textsuperscript{350} Similarly, Dr Debeljak recommended that the Bill should provide that no bill can become a valid Act until the Parliament has ‘properly considered’ the Committee’s report.\textsuperscript{351} The HRLC also recommended that the Bill be amended to require the responsible Minister to respond substantively to any concerns raised by the portfolio committee prior to the passage of a bill.\textsuperscript{352}

The ADCQ, while supporting a specialist human rights committee, recommended that in the absence of a specialist parliamentary committee, ‘it is essential that committee members have the resources and specialist knowledge available to them so that they can meaningfully consider the potential impact of legislation on human rights’.\textsuperscript{353} As an alternative to a specialist committee, the ADCQ recommended that the Office of the Queensland Parliamentary Counsel be given the function to provide advice to Ministers and Members of Parliament on human rights.\textsuperscript{354}

The ADCQ elaborated on this suggestion at the public hearing, stating:

\begin{quote}
... we thought it would be helpful in the development of legislation if the Office of the Queensland Parliamentary Counsel...developed an expertise in human rights so it could alert departments, which also have a responsibility to identify human rights, early in the drafting process. It could alert the department to say, ‘if you haven’t noticed, you are touching on a human right here. Have you turned your mind properly to it?’ We think that turning your mind to human rights issues in legislation at the very beginning is the best process, rather than way down the track when the legislation is passed, so that the drafting can be done in a very thoughtful and responsible way. Human rights issues are identified early; Parliamentary Counsel has the expertise to talk with departments that are doing the drafting; and then under the fundamental legislative principles act, which has been mentioned already this morning, the Parliamentary Counsel would have responsibility for identifying those in the explanatory notes to the bill.\textsuperscript{355}
\end{quote}

To ensure a portfolio committee is able to effectively consider the human rights compatibility of a bill, the HRLC recommended that the Bill be amended to provide greater formal opportunity for public submissions and hearings on bills that raise significant human rights concerns.\textsuperscript{356}

At the public hearing, the Griffith Law School advised that the former Scrutiny of Legislation Committee of the Queensland Parliament considered a wide range of international instruments to which Australia was a party. They compared this situation to the Bill which provides that a portfolio committee’s role is to consider the compatibility of legislation with human rights as defined by cl 7 of the Bill (the rights listed in the Bill). The Griffith Law School recommended that if a stand-alone committee is not created, portfolio committee’s should be expected to consider all human rights, including those in international treaties that are not listed in the Bill.\textsuperscript{357}
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2.6.2.3 **Departmental response**

In response to the recommendations that a stand-alone committee be established to scrutinise the human rights compatibility of legislation, the department advised:

*All Parliamentary committees play an important role in facilitating parliamentary and broader public debate about proposed laws. In the context of human rights legislation, they can assist Parliament in assessing the human rights implications of new laws, expose legislation to effective scrutiny independent of the Executive and allow for public participation in the human rights dialogue and debate. It is intended that portfolio committees will play an important role in promoting greater awareness of human rights.*

In response to suggestions regarding the timing of a committee’s consideration of a bill and the passing of the legislation, the department advised:

*A provision requiring Parliament to delay the passing of legislation until the portfolio committee has had adequate time to consider a bill’s compatibility with human rights is not considered necessary in Queensland, as most bills introduced into the Legislative Assembly are referred to a parliamentary committee which is required to report on the bill within a specified period of time (between six weeks and six months). This allows the parliamentary committee adequate opportunity to consider the compatibility of a bill with human rights before the bill is debated.*

2.6.3 **Override declarations**

2.6.3.1 **Proposed law**

Part 3 Division 1 of the Bill provides for override declarations. Proposed cl 43 provides that Parliament may expressly declare in an Act that the Act or another Act, or a provision of the Act or another Act, has effect despite being incompatible with one or more human rights or despite anything else in this Act (an override declaration). If an override declaration is made, the declaration extends to any subordinate instrument made under or for the purpose of that Act or provision.

Clause 43 also provides that it is the intention of Parliament that an override declaration will only be made in exceptional circumstances. Examples of exceptional circumstances given include war, a state of emergency or an exceptional crisis situation constituting a threat to public safety, health or order.

If a member of Parliament introduces a bill containing an override declaration, the member must make a statement to the Legislative Assembly when introducing the bill explaining the exceptional circumstances that justify the inclusion of the override declaration. The requirement extends to any override declaration that is contained in an amendment moved after a bill is introduced, to ensure that a statement of exceptional circumstances accompanies any amendments made to a bill during consideration in detail.

If an override declaration is made in relation to an Act or a provision in an Act, the proposed Human Rights Act will not apply to the Act or provision to the extent of the override declaration. Furthermore, for an Act or a provision for which an override declaration exists, the Supreme Court cannot make a declaration of incompatibility in relation to the Act or provision and the requirement under s 48 to interpret the Act or provision in a way that is compatible with human rights does not apply. A provision of an Act containing an override declaration expires five years after the day on which the provision
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commences or on an earlier day stated in the Act. However, Parliament may re-enact an override declaration at any time, and must follow the same procedures for a re-enacted declaration as for the initial override declaration.

As with the scrutiny of legislation, failure to comply with the procedural requirements in the Bill for an override declaration will not affect the validity, operation or enforcement of the Act or statutory provision.

2.6.3.2 Issues raised – override declarations

The submission from PACT acknowledged that there may be instances where Parliament may expressly declare that an Act has effect despite being incompatible with one or more human rights and it recognised the need that a clear statement is made to the Legislative Assembly explaining the exceptional circumstances that justify the inclusion of the override declaration.

However, a number of submitters opposed the override declaration provision in the Bill. Some submitters advised that they believed the override declaration clause was unnecessary because the dialogue model which underpins the Bill preserves Parliamentary sovereignty. The ALA also suggested that such a provision serves to undermine the institutional dialogue that legislative human rights charters were designed to create. Furthermore, the ALA advised that in situations where there is a public interest in enacting legislation that is not compatible with the proposed Human Rights Act, the Queensland Parliament can still enact legislation that it acknowledges is incompatible with the human rights contained in the Bill, under cl 38, which also preserves the principle of parliamentary sovereignty and removes the need for an override declaration.

The QLS took the view that the override provisions are unnecessary because the Bill (if enacted) would not affect constitutionally entrenched rights and therefore Parliament has the ability to pass any legislation regardless of its compatibility. However, the QLS also referred to the benefits of having and using the override provisions, particularly in relation to making Parliament’s intention clear, namely, that it recognises that the laws being passed are incompatible, or potentially incompatible, under the Bill.

Some submitters expressed a concern that an override provision provides the Government with an easy way to circumvent the principles of the Bill, diminishing the human rights the Bill is seeking to uphold. For example, CLCQ recommended removing Parliament’s ability to override the proposed Human Rights Act because any laws should be consistent with human rights.

Dr Debeljak and CYDA recommended that if the override declaration provision is kept in the Bill, cl 43 should be acknowledged to operate like derogation at the international level, and should be amended to align with provisions under article 4 of the ICCPR regarding State Parties’ ability to take measures derogating from their human rights obligations in times of public emergency.
certain rights that States Parties must uphold in all circumstances, referred to as non-derogable rights.\textsuperscript{375} Submitters called for cl 43 to be amended to include non-derogable rights in line with article 4 of the ICCPR, including:

- clause 15 – Recognition and equality before the law;
- clause 16 – Right to life;
- clause 17 – Protection from torture and cruel, inhuman or degrading treatment;
- clause 18 – Freedom from forced work;
- clause 20 – Freedom of thought, conscience, religion and belief; and
- clause 29 – Right to liberty and security of person.\textsuperscript{376}

Dr Debeljak also advised that for the override provision to be consistent with international human rights law obligations, exercises of derogation must be limited in time (temporary measures), limited by circumstances (there must be an emergency threatening the life of the nation) and limited in effect (the derogating measure must be no more than the exigencies of the situation require and not violate international law standards). Dr Debeljak stated that the Bill only limits the use of the override provision by circumstance, such as through war or state of emergency, and suggests that the sunset provision of five years under cl 45 of the Bill is not sufficient to meet the limitation of time under the ICCPR because a derogation should be lifted at the earliest point in time possible, not just re-visited in five-yearly intervals. Dr Debeljak further stated that the fact that cl 46 sanctions the re-enactment of override declarations reinforces that the limitation on time is not sufficiently guaranteed. Dr Debeljak recommended that the Bill be amended to be consistent with international human rights law obligations in terms of limiting the time an override declaration is in force and limiting its effect.\textsuperscript{377}

Professors Aroney and Ekins advised of two problems they perceive with the provisions regarding override declarations. Firstly, they raised the issue that cl 43 does not contemplate the situation where the Supreme Court and a future Parliament have formed different views as to whether legislation is compatible with human rights. The note to cl 43(4) says that override declarations will only be made in exceptional circumstances such as war, state of emergency or similar crisis. Professors Aroney and Ekins suggest that this magnifies the significance of court-made declarations of incompatibility and limits the scope for parliamentary override declarations. In this respect, the submitters contend that the Bill goes much further than the Victorian Charter, which refers only to Supreme Court declarations of ‘inconsistent interpretation’.\textsuperscript{378}

Secondly, Professors Aroney and Ekins submitted that the scheme also implies that at the expiry of the five-year period the meaning of the legislation may change, when the interpretive direction comes into operation. The professors then stated:

\textit{This suggests that the interpretive direction is envisaged as a lawmaking power. It is startling that the Bill contemplates the meaning of a statute changing without further legislative action. This, too, would be productive of uncertainty and potential confusion.}\textsuperscript{379}

The ADCQ did not comment on the value of an override declaration provision, but instead submitted that recording override declarations made, aligns with the functions of the OQPC to print and publish

\textsuperscript{376} Submission 14, pp 5-6; submission 71, p 5.
\textsuperscript{377} Submission 14, pp 5-6.
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\textsuperscript{379} Submission 107, pp 9-10.
bills, legislation and information relating to Queensland legislation, and recommended that the OQPC be given the function to record and publish details of all override declarations made.\footnote{Submission 80, p 5.}

2.6.3.3 Departmental response

In response to the concerns and suggestions from submitters, the department advised:

*The provision reflects the clear position that, under this model of human rights legislation, Parliament remains sovereign and may, if it wishes, intentionally pass legislation that is not consistent with human rights.*\footnote{Department of Justice and Attorney-General, correspondence dated 3 December 2018, attachment, p 46.}

2.6.4 Statutory interpretation

2.6.4.1 Proposed law

Division 3 of Part 3 provides for the interpretation of laws. Clause 48 requires all statutory provisions to be interpreted in a way that is compatible with human rights, to the extent that it is possible to do so, consistent with the provision’s purpose. If a statutory provision cannot be interpreted in a way that is compatible with human rights, the provision must be interpreted in a way that is most compatible with human rights, to the extent possible that is consistent with its purpose.\footnote{Clause 48; explanatory notes, p 30.} According to the explanatory notes, the emphasis on giving effect to the legislative purpose means that cl 48 does not authorise a court to depart from Parliament’s intention, however a court may depart from the literal or grammatical meaning of the words used in exceptional circumstances.\footnote{Explanatory notes, p 30.} No examples of exceptional circumstances are given.

The explanatory notes also state that the provision uses the term ‘compatible with human rights’, which is a defined term for the Bill (see cl 8), to make it clear that the court must apply a proportionality analysis when interpreting a statutory provision under cl 13. If a provision can be interpreted in more than one way but none of the options would be compatible with human rights, then the court should apply the analysis required under cl 13 to each of the available options and select the option that is most compatible. International law and the judgments of domestic, foreign and international courts and tribunals relevant to a human right may be considered in interpreting a statutory provision.\footnote{Explanatory notes, p 31.}

However, cl 48 does not affect the validity of an Act or provision of an Act that is not compatible with human rights. Clause 48 also does not affect the validity of a statutory instrument or provision of a statutory instrument that is not compatible with human rights if the Act under which it was made empowered the making of a statutory instrument which is incompatible with human rights. This section also does not apply to a statutory provision which is the subject of an override declaration that is in force.\footnote{Clause 48; explanatory notes, p 31.}

The Bill provides an avenue of referral to the Supreme Court if in a proceeding before a court or tribunal a question of law arises that relates to the application of, or in relation to the interpretation of a statutory provision in accordance with, the proposed Human Rights Act. The question may be referred to the Supreme Court if a party to the proceeding has made an application for referral and the court or tribunal considers the question is appropriate to be decided by the Supreme Court. Both of these requirements need to be satisfied for a referral to occur.\footnote{Clause 49; explanatory notes, p 31.}
The Bill provides that the Attorney-General and the QHRC may intervene in and be joined as a party to a proceeding before a court or tribunal in which a question of law arises that relates to the application of the Bill or a question arises in relation to the interpretation of a statutory provision in accordance with the Bill. The clause also provides that where the Attorney-General or QHRC intervenes in a proceeding, the Attorney-General or QHRC is taken to be a party to that proceeding for the purpose of any appeal from an order made in the proceeding.387

2.6.4.2 Issues raised – approach to interpretation of laws

Submissions on this element of the Bill had differing views on the approach that should be taken by the judiciary when interpreting laws. Professor Williams AO and Dr Boughey raised the issue of the courts taking a ‘remedial’ approach and questioned its consistency with the judicial function, advising that a ‘remedial approach’ allows courts to strain the meaning of the words used in legislation so as to make the legislation consistent with human rights.388 Professor Williams AO and Dr Boughey referred to two court cases in relation to the Victorian Human Rights Charter:

In the early years of the Victorian Charter, there was a view amongst some judges and scholars that s 32 permitted courts to adopt a ‘remedial’ approach to interpreting legislation, as occurred in the UK House of Lords’ decision in Ghaidan v Godin-Mendoza.389

In Momcilovic v The Queen, six members of the High Court found that the Victorian Charter’s interpretive provision does not permit courts to take a ‘remedial approach’ to interpretation. Four justices suggested that a ‘remedial approach’ might be inconsistent with the judicial function.

Since Momcilovic, Victorian courts have taken the view that s 32 simply codifies the common law principle known in Australia as the ‘principle of legality’ and extends its application to a wider range of rights. The ‘principle of legality’ is a presumption that Parliament does not intend to limit fundamental human rights. In order to rebut the presumption, Parliament must express its intention to limit rights with sufficient clarity.390

Professor Williams AO and Dr Boughey advised that they do not suggest attempting to give courts the power to interpret legislation in a ‘remedial’ way, and recommended that the Queensland Parliament should strengthen the effect of cl 48 to give it more effect than its ACT and Victorian equivalents by amending it to provide:

So far as it is possible to do so consistently with their language, context and purpose, all statutory provisions must be interpreted in the way that is most compatible with human rights. Where there are multiple possible interpretations of a provision, the courts should prefer the interpretation that best protects human rights, over all other interpretations.391

This amendment was supported by academics from the Griffith Law School and the TC Beirne School of Law at the University of Queensland.392

In contrast, Dr Benedict Coxon argued against the proposal by Professor Williams AO and Dr Boughey, stating that this would be even further from what the explanatory notes suggest cl 48 was designed to achieve. As an alternative if no substantial amendment is made to cl 48, Dr Coxon suggested that the clause be amended by substitution of the words ‘least incompatible’ for ‘most compatible’ in subsection (2), stating ‘The subsection in its current form is illogical; if a statutory provision ‘can not

387 Clauses 50 and 51; explanatory notes, p 32.
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be interpreted in a way that is compatible with human rights’, then it will be impossible to interpret it ‘in a way that is most compatible with human rights.’ Dr Coxon then suggested that if the drafting occurred as a result of a desire to use the phrase ‘compatible with human rights’ because that is a defined phrase for the purposes of the Bill, it would be preferable to substitute ‘nearest to being’ for ‘most’ in cl 48(2). 393

Dr Coxon also submitted that cl 48 may have a broader operation than its drafters envisaged because of its reference to the concept of legislative purpose as opposed to the concept of the intention of Parliament, and recommended the following potential amendments:

- substitution of a reference to legislative intention for the references to purpose;
- deletion of the clause in its entirety; or
- an insertion making the clause subject to the provision of the Acts Interpretation Act 1954 (Qld) that provides that ‘the interpretation that will best achieve the purpose of [an] Act is to be preferred to any other interpretation.’ 394

Dr Debeljak also took a different approach to Professor Williams AO and Dr Boughey, submitting that it is important to approach the interpretative provision as a remedial interpretation provision, quoting from her submission to the 2016 inquiry in which she stated:

*Under statutory instruments, rights-compatible interpretation becomes the remedy. If a law unreasonably and/or unjustifiably limits a right, a complete remedy is to give the law an interpretation that avoids the unreasonable and/or unjustifiable limitation. In other words, a rights-compatible interpretation is a complete remedy to an otherwise rights-incompatible law.* 395

Dr Debeljak highlighted that a remedial approach to interpretation offers something more than an ordinary approach to interpretation, with the latter merely being a codification of the principle of legality. Dr Debeljak indicated that it was the intention of the Parliament in Victoria to introduce a remedial interpretation, however this intention has not been reflected in the jurisprudence regarding s 32 of the Victorian Charter. 396

Dr Debeljak recommended that cl 48 needs to be clear that it enacts remedial interpretation rather than codifies the principle of legality by explicit statutory language in the Bill itself, and bolstered by explicit language in the extrinsic materials, including the Explanatory Memorandum and second reading speech, and debate on the Bill. 397

Dr Debeljak also recommended that cl 48 be drafted to clearly establish that the rights-compatible interpretation provision must be given a strong remedial reach similar to *Ghaidan v Godin-Mendoza* in order to properly protect and promote rights in Queensland because:

- Given that judges are not empowered to invalidate laws that unreasonably and/or unjustifiably limit the protected rights, s 48 rights-interpretation must provide a remedy;
- Given the limited remedies available against public entities under Division 4 of Part 3 of the Human Rights Bill, and the ability of a public entity to rely on statutory provision that are not compatible with human right under s 58(2), s 48 must provide a strong remedy via interpretation to protect the rights of individuals from unlawful conduct of public entities under Division 4 of Part 3; and

---
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• Judges do not have the final say, and parliament remains sovereign. The executive and parliament can respond to any s 48 interpretation by way of legislative amendment. 398

The CCHRL supported Dr Debeljak’s submission regarding the importance of the interpretative provision in cl 48 operating as a remedial interpretation provision. 399

The academics from UQ’s TC Beirne School of Law also recommended that cl 48(3) of the Bill be reworded to ensure that the courts are required to give due consideration to any relevant judgments, decisions or advisory opinions of domestic, foreign and international courts and tribunals so that cl 48(3) be amended to read:

International law and the judgments, decisions, declarations or advisory opinions of domestic, foreign or international courts and tribunals, relevant to determining a question which has arisen in connection with a human right, should be considered when it is relevant to proceedings. 400

2.6.4.3 Departmental response

The department provided a detailed response to these submissions, stating:

The interpretative provision in the Bill (cl 48) has been drafted in light of criticism and interpretations of the equivalent provision in the Victorian Charter, particularly the decision of the High Court in Momcilovic v The Queen.

The provision in the Bill makes it clear that the principle of proportionality has a role to play in interpretation (which was a point of contention in Momcilovic). This is done by clarifying the relevance and connection to the general limitations provision (cl 13). The meaning of ‘compatible with human rights’ in cl 8 provides that an act, decision or statutory provision is compatible with human rights if it limits a human right only to the extent that is reasonable and demonstrably justifiable in accordance with section 13 (the general limitations provision). Clause 13 improves on the Victorian limitations provision by providing further clarification about the factors that go to proportionality by drawing on the test of ‘structured proportionality’ that has been adopted by the High Court.

The provision has been drafted with the policy intention of avoiding a remedial approach by the courts associated with human rights legislation in some international jurisdictions. The emphasis on giving effect to the legislative purpose means that the provision is not intended to authorise a court to depart from Parliament’s intention.

Therefore it is not intended that the provision empower courts to remedy deficient legislation, by changing the meaning of legislation so as to make it compatible with human rights.

This is reflected in the emphasis on giving effect to the purpose of the statute. It is expected that the approach under cl 48 would be similar in nature to the common law principle of legality (that is, that absent words of clear intent, that a statutory provision should be interpreted in a way that is compatible with fundamental rights). Nevertheless, it is still considered that the statutory requirement in the Bill would point to a stronger approach, and may for example involve a court departing from the literal or grammatical meaning of the words in a statute in exceptional circumstances.

Clause 48 clarifies that if the court is unable to interpret a statutory provision compatibly with human rights, the provision must, to the extent possible that is consistent with its purpose, be interpreted in a way that is ‘most compatible’ with human rights.
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Unlike the Victorian provision, cl 48(2) makes it clear that the interpretative provision has work to do in directing the court to select the option which is most compatible with human rights, even though none of the options available are compatible with human rights. This means that if a provision can be interpreted in more than one way but none of the options would be compatible with human rights, then the court should apply proportionality to each of the available options and select the option that is most compatible with human rights.

This clause also makes it clear that if a court cannot interpret a provision in a way that is compatible with human rights that this does not affect the validity of an Act, provision of an Act or a statutory instrument empowered by an Act. This is important under a ‘dialogue’ model as it maintains the sovereignty of Parliament.401

2.6.4.4 Issues raised - intervention

Some submitters recommended that intervention by others, in addition to the Attorney-General or QHRC, should be provided for in the Bill.402 For example, the TCLS noted that the common law and court rules both allow for intervention by non-parties from formal ‘interveners’ through to less formal such as amicus curiae403 and suggested that a provision could be included to allow an intervener to assume a special interest or contradictor role in limited situations in matters of public interest before the courts.404 At the public hearing, Mr Bill Mitchell from the TCLS further explained:

It is quite typical in matters of high public interest to have subject matter experts intervening to give their views on the way laws might be looked at or to give information about the particular impacts on particular persons. Certainly, all of the courts and tribunals already have the power to allow interveners, but in cases such as human rights laws we think it is important not only that the Attorney-General and the commission have a right to intervene but also, where one of them has intervened, that there be an opportunity for other parties to be involved.

It is very important that we are understood that we do not recommend something that would allow for any kind of delay or complication of the proceedings. The role of an intervener is meant to be very brief—a subject matter assistant... We are suggesting that there should be a broader intervention power than is there already.405

The WLSQ similarly suggested that advocacy groups with the specialised skills and expertise should have the ability with leave to intervene in matters concerning human rights.406

Academics from UQ’s TC Beirne School of Law noted that the general judicial discretion to hear an amicus curiae would continue to be available to a court in proceedings in which human rights issues arise, and recommended that guidance similar to the guidelines adopted by the Australian Human Rights Commission be provided in order to assist persons or bodies seeking to apply for leave to appear as an amicus curiae in respect of human rights issues in Queensland.407

---
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2.6.4.5  **Departmental response**

In response to the suggestions to allow others to intervene, the department advised:

*Allowing the QHRC to intervene in relevant proceedings will enable it to act, in some way, as an independent and expert advocate in relation to the interpretation of the Bill and its application to the particular circumstances before the court or tribunal.*

*In the absence of a specific provision in the Bill, it is arguably open to the relevant court or tribunal to exercise its discretion as to whether leave should be granted to a person seeking leave to intervene in a proceeding (or leave to appear as amicus curiae).*

2.6.4.6  **Issues raised - secondary legislation**

Submitters also commented on the Bill providing that cl 48 does not affect the validity of a statutory instrument or provision of a statutory instrument that is not compatible with human rights and is empowered to be so by the Act under which it is made. Professors Aroney and Ekins stated:

*This cl 48(4)(b) purports to secure the validity of secondary legislation but does not address the risk that empowering statutes will routinely be read down so that secondary legislation is held to be outside its scope and invalid. This practice is common in other jurisdictions.*

The CCHRL contended that cl 48 as currently drafted does not make clear its effect on secondary legislation, and it should be amended to clarify that if primary legislation is interpreted compatibly with human rights, yet delegated legislation enacted under that primary legislation cannot be interpreted compatibly, the result will be a judicial finding that the delegated legislation is *ultra vires* and invalid.

2.6.4.7  **Other suggestions**

Other suggestions made by submitters regarding the statutory interpretation provisions included:

- all existing legislation and policies in Queensland be reviewed and amended upon commencement of the legislation as a proactive measure in reducing the need for an independent right of referral to the Supreme Court for declarations of incompatibility.

- Part 3, Division 3, or alternatively the definition of "statutory provision", in the context of Part 3, Division 3, should be amended to clarify that Part 3, Division 3 does not apply to a local law or subordinate local law of a local government.

- the Bill be reworded to ensure that the courts are required to give due consideration to any relevant judgments, decisions or advisory opinions of domestic, foreign and international courts and tribunals or that all officials exercising any powers delegated should consider the Human Rights enumerated in Part 2, Divisions 2 and 3, all other rights preserved by cl 12 and all individual human rights recognised in international instruments ratified by the Federal Government – less any that are explicitly rejected under ‘federal’ clauses in those instruments.

---
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2.6.5 Declaration of incompatibility

2.6.5.1 Proposed law

The Bill provides that the Supreme Court or Court of Appeal may make a declaration of incompatibility to the effect that the court is of the opinion that a statutory provision cannot be interpreted in a way compatible with human rights, unless an override declaration is in force in relation to the provision.\(^\text{415}\)

The explanatory notes advise that the proportionality analysis in cl 13 is relevant to the exercise of the court’s power to make a declaration, and ‘will effectively narrow the scope of the court’s power to issue a declaration since the court may only issue a declaration after the court has first considered whether a limit on a human right is reasonable and demonstrably justifiable in accordance with cl 13, and concluded that it is not’.\(^\text{416}\)

If the Supreme Court is considering making a declaration of incompatibility, the court must give notice of that fact in the approved form to the Attorney-General and the QHRC. The Supreme Court must not make a declaration of incompatibility unless the court is satisfied that a notice has been given to the Attorney-General and the QHRC and a reasonable opportunity has been given to the Attorney-General and the QHRC to intervene in the proceeding or to make submissions about the proposed declaration.\(^\text{417}\)

A declaration of incompatibility does not affect the validity of the statutory provision for which the declaration was made, nor does it create any legal right or give rise to any civil cause of action.\(^\text{418}\) The explanatory notes state that ‘the court does not have the power to invalidate legislation by making a declaration of incompatibility’.\(^\text{419}\)

The Supreme Court must give a copy of the declaration of incompatibility to the Attorney-General within seven days after the end of any appeal period or finalisation of any appeal, and the Attorney-General must then give a copy to the relevant Minister as soon as practicable, unless the Minister is the Attorney-General.\(^\text{420}\) The relevant Minister must then table a copy of the declaration of incompatibility within six sitting days, and table a written response to the declaration within six months, after receipt. The Minister must consider the portfolio committee’s report in respect of the declaration of compatibility in preparing the response.\(^\text{421}\)

Once the declaration of incompatibility is tabled, the Legislative Assembly must refer a tabled declaration of incompatibility to a portfolio committee to consider the declaration and report to the Legislative Assembly within three months of the referral. The portfolio committee’s report may include any recommendations about the declaration it considers appropriate.\(^\text{422}\)

The explanatory notes state that actions taken upon the making of a declaration of incompatibility is consistent with a dialogue model of human rights, ‘ensuring the integrity of each limb of government is maintained’.\(^\text{423}\)
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2.6.5.2 **Issues raised – declaration of incompatibility**

Dr Debeljak supported the provision providing that the portfolio committee consider the declaration and report on the declaration to the Legislative Assembly within three months. 424

The CCHRL submitted that ‘where interpretation in accordance with the human rights in the Act is impossible, the higher courts should be empowered to issue Statements of Inconsistent Interpretation’ in keeping with the Victorian and ACT models, in addition to the requirement that the Minister must respond within six months to the issuance of such a Statement. The CCHRL also submitted that an appropriate response might include recommendations for amendment of legislation. 425

CYDA raised concerns that the declaration has no effect on the validity of the statutory provision and does not create a legal right or give rise to any civil cause of action, as well as there appearing to be few consequences for government if they fail to amend the provision to ensure it is compatible with human rights. CYDA submitted that a lack of accountability and enforcement mechanisms undermines the capacity of the Bill to effect change. 426

The QLS recommended that all statements of incompatibility, and the corresponding government response, be provided as a requirement to the Human Rights Commissioner, who should be empowered to publish these statements and the corresponding response as part of their annual report or on a public register of human rights issues. The QLS stated this recommendation was made in the hope that the presentation of, and responses to, incompatibility statements, are not seen as a simple formality. 427

The QLS also raised a concern that the function of making a declaration of incompatibility and the subsequent referral of those declarations to the Attorney-General and relevant parliamentary committees might be perceived not to fit within a judicial officer’s role, and submitted that the substance of a declaration of incompatibility can instead be contained within a judicial officer’s judgement. 428

Professors Aroney and Ekins again raised concerns about the Bill politicising the judiciary and court system, submitting that authorising the Supreme Court to issue a declaration of incompatibility to the effect that the court is of the opinion that a statutory provision cannot be interpreted in a way compatible with human rights will constitute a significant change in the relationship between the Supreme Court, the Parliament and the executive. They stated ‘It will politicise litigation, arming courts to participate in democratic politics, exposing them to political criticism’. 429

Professors Aroney and Ekins also submitted their concern that:

> Some parties, campaigning groups and others, will frame disputes in order to provide the courts with the opportunity or responsibility to denounce legislation. And the courts are likely to permit de facto applications for such declarations, especially if a declaration becomes understood to be a kind of remedy for a rights breach, as in other jurisdictions. Earlier this month the NZ Supreme Court held that it had jurisdiction to declare legislation incompatible with the NZ Bill of Rights, notwithstanding the absence of any statutory power to this effect. It is likely that Queensland courts, whom the Bill would empower to this end, would permit applications to secure a declaration. The effect of this would inevitably be to make court processes a secondary means of political contest. This is partly

---
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the point of a statutory bill of rights. The cost is that it politicises the courts and legalises political discourse (privileging lawyers in democratic life).\textsuperscript{430}

2.6.5.3 \textit{Departmental response}

In response to these issues, the department advised:

\textit{The provisions, while based on the Victorian Charter, have been drafted taking into account jurisprudence and the 2015 independent review of the Victorian Charter – the Young Review.}

\textit{The meaning of the term ‘compatible with human rights’ is set out in cl 8 of the Bill. This makes it clear that the proportionality analysis in cl 13 is relevant to the exercise of the court’s power to make a declaration. This effectively narrows the scope of the court’s power to issue a declaration since the court may only issue a declaration after the court has first considered whether a limit on a human right is reasonable and demonstrably justifiable in accordance with cl 13, and concluded that it is not.}

\textit{The relationship between the legislature and the judiciary is maintained under the provision because the court is not empowered by the Act to invalidate legislation even if a declaration of incompatibility is made. This is consistent with the dialogue model of the Bill.}

\textit{Allowing a court to invalidate legislation that was not compatible with human rights would be incompatible with this model of human rights legislation i.e a dialogue model where parliament remains sovereign.}\textsuperscript{431}

2.6.6 \textbf{Obligations on public entities}

2.6.6.1 \textit{Proposed law}

The Bill provides that it is unlawful for a public entity to act or make a decision in a way that is not compatible with human rights (a substantive obligation), or when making a decision, to fail to give proper consideration to a human right relevant to the decision (a procedural obligation). However, these obligations do not apply:

- if a public entity could not have acted differently or made a different decision because of a statutory provision, a law of the Commonwealth or another State or otherwise under law. Public entities must give effect to legislation (interpreted in accordance with the interpretive rules under the Bill), even if it is incompatible with human rights,
- to a body established for religious purposes if the act or decision is done or made in accordance with the doctrine of the religion concerned and is necessary to avoid offending the religious sensitivities of the people of the religion, or
- to an act or decision of a public nature.\textsuperscript{432}

Furthermore, an act or decision of a public entity is not invalid merely because, by doing the act or making the decision, the entity contravenes these obligations, nor does a person commit an offence merely because the person acts or makes a decision in contravention of these obligations.\textsuperscript{433}

Clause 59 sets out certain rights a person may have to seek a remedy or relief in relation to an act or decision of a public entity that is unlawful as per the obligations of public entities. These rights apply if a person may seek relief or a remedy in relation to an act or decision of a public entity on the ground that the act or decision was unlawful on some other ground other than under cl 58 (an independent ground of unlawfulness). If this applies, then a person may also seek the same relief or remedy on the
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ground of unlawfulness arising under cl 58 (obligations on public entities). A person may seek this remedy or relief even if the person may not be successful in obtaining the relief or remedy in relation to the independent ground of unlawfulness.434

In practice, this means that:

The Bill will not create a stand-alone right of action for non-compliance with the HR Act, but will provide an additional ‘ground of unlawfulness under the HR Act’ so that a remedy for a breach of human rights may be sought where a person has an existing right to seek a remedy or relief on a ground of unlawfulness. This is referred to as a ‘piggy-back’ cause of action, and aligns with the Victorian model. In practice this new ground for seeking a remedy will mean that when individuals have an existing cause of action against a public entity (for example, the right to seek a judicial review of a decision of a public entity, or a claim of discrimination), then a claim of unlawfulness under the HR Act will be able to be added to or ‘piggy-backed’ onto that existing claim.435

However, a person is not entitled to an award of damages on the ground of unlawfulness arising under the above. The Bill does provide for a model of dispute resolution.

Legal proceedings that may be undertaken under cl 59 of the Bill do not affect a right a person has, other than under the Bill, to seek any relief or remedy in relation to an act or decision of a public entity, including a right:

- to seek judicial review under the Judicial Review Act 1991 or the Uniform Civil Procedure Rules 1999, and
- to seek a declaration of unlawfulness and associated relief, including an injunction, a stay of proceedings, or an exclusion of evidence.

The Bill also provides that an entity that is not captured by the definition of a public entity under the Bill may choose to be subject to the obligations of a public entity by asking the Minister, in writing, to declare that the entity is subject to the obligations of a public entity under Part 3, Division 4. If asked, the Minister must make a declaration, by gazette notice, that the entity is subject to the obligations of a public entity in the Bill, and must revoke the declaration in the same way, if asked in writing by the entity.436 According to the explanatory notes, the intention of this provision is ‘to contribute to the dialogue of corporate social responsibility by providing an avenue to build a human rights culture across the State that is potentially wider than the definition of public entity in the Bill.’437

2.6.6.2 Issues raised – conduct of public entities (substantive and procedural obligations)

Support was expressed by some submitters for ensuring that public authorities must think about human rights when delivering services and making decisions.438 Professor Williams AO and Dr Boughey stated that the Bill is an improvement on the Victorian human rights legislation as it clarifies that the substantive obligation applies to both actions and decision-making.439 Professors Aroney and Ekins again raised concerns that making it unlawful for a public entity ‘to act or make a decision in a way that is not compatible with human rights’ or ‘in making a decision, to fail to give proper consideration to a human right relevant to the decision’ will constitute a significant change.
in the relationship between the courts and the executive, particularly because such unlawfulness can be a ground on which a person may seek relief from a court pursuant to the requirements of cl 59.\textsuperscript{440} Professors Aroney and Ekins also submitted that the Bill makes it unlawful for a public body to fail to give proper consideration to a human right, even if its decision and action is entirely consistent with that human right, which would ‘cast a shadow of legal doubt over the actions of public bodies and is likely to force them to think and act like human rights lawyers in the course of deciding how best to act… The risks to the rule of law in this provision are very real; so is the risk of distorting public deliberation’.\textsuperscript{441}

2.6.6.3 Departmental response

In response to these concerns, the department stated:

The Bill, if enacted, will create a new ground of unlawfulness on the basis of contravention of the HR Act, however, in order to seek remedy or relief through the courts, the complainant will need to establish a separate or independent claim to which the ground of unlawfulness under the HR Act may be attached. In this way, the court already has an existing/independent role to play in reviewing the decisions and acts of the executive (public entities).\textsuperscript{442}

2.6.6.4 Issues raised – conduct of public entities (unlawful decisions or acts)

Some submitters raised concerns with the Bill’s provision that an act or decision of a public entity is not invalid merely because, by doing the act or making the decision, the entity contravenes these obligations. They recommended that the Bill be amended so that decisions or acts that are unlawful under the proposed Human Rights Act are also considered invalid.\textsuperscript{443} For example, the HRLC stated that making decisions or acts that are unlawful under cl 58(1) invalid as well would make the proposed Human Rights Act ‘easier to understand and apply both for public entities and people affected by their decisions and to promote compliance by public entities with their obligations and help to build a human rights culture in Queensland’.\textsuperscript{444}

Professor Williams AO and Dr Boughey stated that while cl 58 expressly provides that a breach of this clause does not result in the relevant decision or action being invalid:

But it does not resolve many of the technicalities or uncertainties that come from this position. In particular, the question of whether a Court may quash a decision that breaches s 58(1) will depend on whether or not the public entity’s error ‘appears on the face of the record’. There are a range of technicalities associated with determining this.

Indeed, the position in Queensland may turn out to be even more complicated than in Victoria, because the remedies under the Judicial Review Act 1991 (Qld) do not depend on whether the breach results in invalidity. Yet the remedies themselves are otherwise the same as those under the common law. This might simplify legal proceedings and remedies compared with Victoria. Or it may add yet another layer of complexity.\textsuperscript{445}

2.6.6.5 Departmental response

In response to this concern, the department stated:
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The intention is that an act or decision that is unlawful under cl 58(1) is not automatically rendered invalid. To alter this position would risk removing certainty and undermining confidence in relation to public sector decision-making.446

2.6.6.6 Issues raised – legal proceedings (judicial review)

The QLS identified the limitations of a judicial review, submitting:

…bringing a judicial review application instead of a specific breach of human rights complaint cannot always provide access to justice for all breaches of the Bill, because judicial reviews can be expensive and focused only on certain errors. Even if a breach of human rights is objectively ‘unreasonable’ such as to enliven administrative law remedies, these remedies generally apply to regulate procedural aspects, rather than the substantive aspects, of public decision-making. For the person or persons concerned, the administrative remedy may be unable to effectively right the wrong... The absence of a direct cause of action for a breach of human rights is a barrier to accessible, just and timely remedies for infringements of people’s basic human rights.447

In contrast, the ADCQ proposed allowing a judicial review for unlawfulness under cl 58 independently of other grounds of review under the Bill, stating:

Compensation or damages is not a remedy available under judicial review. Therefore, allowing a breach of cl 58 as a sole ground for judicial review is not inconsistent with the government policy position that there is to be no damages available in respect of breaches of cl 58. It is also not creating a new cause of action. Unlawfulness is an existing ground for judicial review. Judicial review is a fundamental component of Queensland’s integrity regime and system of open and accountable government. A Human Rights Act would complement transparency and accountability of government, and judicial review for unlawfulness under cl 58 should be available independently of other grounds of review. The Commission’s preferred approach is to also allow an independent action in the Supreme Court for breach of cl 58.448

2.6.6.7 Issues raised – legal proceedings (limitations of the ‘piggy-back’ clause)

Professor Williams AO and Dr Boughey raised concerns about how the piggy-back cause of action will work, asking:

While the Bill makes it clear (in s 59(2)) that a person does not need to prove that they are entitled to a remedy otherwise than because of s 58, questions still remain about exactly what they will need to demonstrate. For instance, will an individual need to demonstrate that they have standing to challenge the action otherwise than because of s 58? Do they need to demonstrate that their non-human rights argument for unlawfulness is plausible? Or do they simply need to demonstrate that the act or decision is the kind of act or decision that would otherwise be amenable to relief.449

Professor Williams AO and Dr Boughey also raised concerns about legal remedies against private entities, stating:

It is not clear that any or all of the legal remedies that are available against the government will be available against private entities exercising public functions (hereinafter ‘government contractors’). As noted above, s 59 provides that a person must be able to seek a remedy under the common law or another statute on the grounds that a decision or action is unlawful, in order to seek that same remedy for the breach of their human rights (subject to the uncertainties discussed above). The remedies associated with judicial review of administrative action under
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common law and the Judicial Review Act 1991 (Qld) may not be available against government contractors.

This application of common law judicial review remedies (i.e. mandamus, certiorari, prohibition, injunction and declaration) against government contractors has not yet been resolved in Australia. But there is a strong possibility that they would not apply. It is also unlikely that the Judicial Review Act 1991 (Qld) applies to the actions of government contractors, as that Act only applies to decisions made ‘under an enactment’ and those of officers or employees of ‘the State or a State authority or local government authority’. Decisions made by government contractors are not usually made ‘under an enactment’, but find the legal source of their power under contract. And government contractors are not officers or employees of ‘the State [etc]’.

The result is that, while government contractors have obligations to consider and act compatibly with human rights, individuals affected by the unlawful actions of government contractors may have no legal recourse to enforce those obligations.  

2.6.6.8  Issues raised – legal proceedings (enforcement of human rights)

A number of submitters raised a concern that the Bill does not contain adequate enforcement mechanisms for unlawful action to enhance the protection of human rights, hold public entities accountable and effect cultural change in public entities. Instead, submitters suggested that the lack of enforcement mechanisms may diminish respect for human rights. For example, LawRight submitted:

‘To legitimise the protection of human rights provided in the Bill, and to ensure accountability for human rights breaches when they occur, it is vital that victims have appropriate and adequate recourse.’

Similarly, the QCCL submitted:

‘As we have said on a number of occasions, it would be a tragedy to pass legislation designed to enhance the protection of human rights, if the effect of that legislation was to diminish respect for human rights. It remains our concern, that a Human Rights Act that does not contain an adequate enforcement mechanism runs that very risk.’

The Bar Association Queensland (BAQ) referred to the need to ensure public entities are sufficiently motivated to change or reform practices, stating:

‘One of the most effective ways for the Queensland Bill to achieve benefits for ordinary people is to lay down enforceable standards for the way in which public entities carry out their role in administering existing legislation. The importance of enforceability is not so much for the benefit of a particular individual who is affected by the actions of a public entity but to create an enforceable template by which public entities can plan their activities so as to be sensitive and responsive to the rights of the people with whom they interact. It is important that Courts are able to consider whether practices of a particular public entity infringe the Queensland Bill.

The more uncertainty there is with respect to the enforceability of the Queensland Bill, the more likely it is that public entities will test the outer limits of the human rights proposed to be protected. There is a danger that, if the Queensland Bill is perceived as being ineffective, certain practices with shortfalls may persist, rather than be reformed in response to the commencement of the Human Rights Act. Bad practices grow into systemic issues where there is no mechanism for enforcement.’
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by which the law and practices may be independently tested. The Association is concerned that the lack of independent enforceability in the Queensland Bill will result in a lack of motivation, on the part of public entities, to change or reform practices which have the potential to infringe the human rights proposed, in the Bill, to be protected. With independent enforceability, accountability is more likely to be at the forefront of the collective minds of public entities, in turn creating an impetus to challenge and reform practices.455

2.6.6.9 Issues raised – legal proceedings (stand-alone cause of action)

As a means of enforcing the legislation, a significant number of submissions called for the Bill to be amended to include a stand-alone cause of action, allowing people to make a human rights complaint against a public entity to a court or tribunal, such as the Queensland Civil and Administrative Tribunal (QCAT) or the Supreme Court.456 The QLS advised that a stand-alone cause of action is:

A right to bring proceedings against a public entity in the event of an unlawful breach of human rights. These proceedings are brought by a person with standing (a victim), in an appropriate court, and will provide traditional remedies (including damages) and means of enforcement. Proceedings can be brought as a freestanding right of action and do not require ‘piggybacking’ with another action or claim...Domestic models include the ACT’s Human Rights Act 2004 at section 40C. International models include the United Kingdom’s Human Rights Act 1998 at sections 7-9.457

Some submitters argued that providing for a stand-alone cause of action is in keeping with the dialogue model of the Bill. For example, Sisters Inside Inc., argued that the ability to commence stand-alone proceedings for unlawful breaches of human rights is consistent with the main objects of the Bill.458 The Caxton Legal Centre (CLC) also argued that a stand-alone cause of action does not obstruct the dialogue model or prevent dialogue between the judiciary, executive and legislature, and used the Human Rights Act 1998 (UK) and the Human Rights Act 2004 (ACT) as examples of Acts based on the dialogue model which include enforceable rights and monetary remedies.459

Submitters also argued that while conciliation may be an appropriate course of action for some people, it may not assist all complainants. For example, ALHR stated that conciliation conferences may not be an effective or appropriate remedy for all complainants and all types of complaints, and will not always resolve the issue or dispute.460 At the public hearing, Ms Aimee McVeigh from A Human Rights Act for Queensland supported this view, stating ‘There are going to be situations where complaints are not resolved and where that person still has a legitimate human rights complaint. In those circumstances those people should be able to approach a court or a tribunal and have that court properly consider their human rights complaint’.461

Similarly, submitters with the ILGG research program noted:

For many human rights issues, conciliation can be an effective means of dispute resolution. However, conciliation ultimately relies on the good faith participation of parties. The nature of human rights complaints tends to imply a power imbalance between the parties, and many complainants may already be from marginalised or disadvantaged groups. For these and other

---
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reasons, it may not always be possible for conciliation to lead to a resolution. A further avenue is therefore required to enable a complainant whose human rights have been breached to pursue legal action before a court or tribunal where they have been unable to reach a resolution through conciliation...It would also be consistent with the fundamental principle of access to justice.462

The ICJ (Qld) also referred to the potential for an imbalance of power, especially for vulnerable and marginalised people, stating that:

A lack of ability to enforce their rights before a judicial body if the conciliation fails puts a complainant in an even more vulnerable position. There is no incentive for a respondent to seek a consensual resolution of the dispute. For any conciliation process to have the greatest chance to result in consensual resolution, there must exist an ability for a complainant to initiate proceedings before a judicial body, such as QCAT and/or the Supreme Court if the conciliation fails.463

Some submitters called for a stand-alone cause of action to be available if a person’s complaint to the QHRC is not able to be resolved through conciliation.464 However, submitters from the ILGG research program argued that the Bill should also provide the option of making a complaint to a court or tribunal without a requirement for conciliation to first be attempted. The latter argument was suggested for circumstances where an act or decision of a public entity, or a proposed act or decision by an entity, creates a risk of a serious human rights violation, that is, a situation of an imminent human rights risk. They contended that this would also recognise the fact that some breaches of human rights, particularly those characterised by violations of dignity, cannot easily be compensated for after they have occurred, and should be prevented wherever possible, as is consistent with Australia’s international obligation to protect against human rights violations where possible.465

Some submitters contended that QCAT would be the most appropriate mechanism for a person to bring proceedings for a breach of the proposed Human Rights Act, rather than through the Supreme Court.466 Submitters cited a number of reasons for preferring QCAT to the court system, including its accessibility,467 extensive experience making determinations involving people with a disability,468 and low-cost.469 However, there was also some concern raised about this proposal.470

For example, Lindsey Stevenson-Graf and Narelle Bedford from the Faculty of Law at Bond University submitted that:

A simple and effective option would be for complainants to be provided recourse to QCAT in a similar manner to that which is available for discrimination cases...It is submitted that QCAT would be a preferable review mechanism compared to a court, as it is more accessible to those most vulnerable members of our society.471

Similarly, the HRLC submitted:

In line with the recommendation by the 2015 review of the Victorian Charter, the Bill should be amended to allow people to take legal action in the accessible Queensland Civil and Administrative Tribunal, rather than in the Supreme Court where legal cases are typically prohibitively expensive

---
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and carry the risk of crushing costs orders if the case is not successful. It is a fundamental access to justice consideration that human rights cases should be able to be heard in a less formal, no-cost jurisdiction that is accessible to individuals.472

The BAQ and CLC advised that the review of the Charter of Human Rights and Responsibilities Act 2006 (Victorian Charter) also recommended that the Victorian Civil and Administrative Tribunal (VCAT, the Victorian equivalent to QCAT) have an original jurisdiction to hear and determine claims that a public authority has acted incompatibly with human rights protected under the Victorian Charter.473

In support of the call for a stand-alone cause of action, some submitters pointed to the standalone cause of action provided for in the Human Rights Act 2004 (ACT) and the recommendation made to include such a cause in the review of the Victorian Charter.474

Some submitters referred to the experience in Victoria and other jurisdictions, regarding the intent of the provision to only allow a rights-based cause of action on the back of existing legal claims.475 These submitters advised that while the intention of the ‘piggy-back’ clause was to reduce litigation, it has resulted in lengthier and more complex cases, including complex jurisdictional questions heard in the Supreme Court.476

ALHR advised that the practical effect of the similar clause in the Victorian Charter has been to make litigation lengthier and more complex, requiring resources to be spent resolving preliminary jurisdictional questions, by bringing judicial review proceedings in courts rather than in more accessible forums such as VCAT, and by individuals raising what may be weak claims even though stronger claims exist due to a clear breach of the Charter.477

Similarly, the HRLC submitted:

The 2015 review of the Victorian Charter identified key problems with this model which prevents access to appropriate legal action, court oversight and judicial remedies. The lack of consequences and a clear way to remedy a breach of someone’s human rights means that the impact of the Charter is weakened. The Charter provides indirect and inadequate access to remedies for someone whose rights are breached. Access to justice can be out of reach as the only way for a person to have their human rights considered is to have their matter considered in a superior court. The ‘piggy back’ provision leads to convoluted litigation which raises complex jurisdictional questions heard in the Supreme Court.478

The ADCQ referred to the review of the Victorian Charter which noted that the similar provision regarding remedies was found to be ‘drafted in terms that are convoluted and extraordinarily difficult to follow’. The ADCQ stated that ‘Where a provision such as clause 59 is not clear, the focus of legal proceedings is likely to shift to the interpretation of the provision, rather than the substantive human rights issue.’479

CYDA advised in their submission that feedback from young Victorians with disability and families indicates that the lack of a stand-alone cause of action under the Victorian Charter has made accessing remedies an extremely difficult, frustrating and convoluted process which often prevents people from ensuring their rights are upheld. The Victorian experience, as reported to CYDA, was also suggested to
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demonstrate that the absence of strong, enforceable consequences for unlawful actions has not resulted in significant cultural change among public entities.\footnote{Submission 71, pp 5-6.}

In addition, CLC advised that the review of the Victorian Charter observed that the ‘confusing and limited availability of remedies under the Charter has held back the development of a human rights culture’ and observed that ‘providing for human rights without corresponding remedies sends mixed messages to the public sector and the community about the importance of those rights.’\footnote{Submission 75, p 6.}

To address potential concerns about the resulting litigation if a stand-alone cause of action was to be included in the Bill, submitters referred to the experience of other jurisdictions whose human rights acts contain provision for a stand-alone cause of action, stating there has not been a resulting flood of litigation. For example, Professor Williams AO and Dr Boughey advised that there is no evidence that the freestanding cause of action in s 40 of the ACT’s Human Rights Act has resulted in a flood of human rights litigation.\footnote{Submission 24, p 14.}

The QCCL similarly advised:

\begin{quote}
In 2008, the ACT introduced section 40C(2) into their Charter which permitted an individual right of action. Based on research conducted by Professor George Williams AO, while there was a spike in the number of cases concerning breach of the Charter in 2009, this was not sustained. Prior to the introduction of section 40C(2), the percentage of ACT cases mentioning the Charter was just below 8%, and as of 2015 it sits just below 10%. This refutes arguments that an individual cause of action in a human rights charter would lead to a flood of litigation.\footnote{Submission 93, p 2.}
\end{quote}

Dr Louis Schetzer of the ALA advised that the option of a stand-alone cause of action in the ACT has ‘facilitated early dispute negotiation.’\footnote{Public hearing transcript, Brisbane, 4 December 2018, p 54.}

In terms of an appetite for litigation, Ms McVeigh from A Human Rights Act for Queensland told the committee:

\begin{quote}
In terms of remedies, I think it is really important to say up-front that most of the clients I have acted for in this type of area are not after damages; what they are after is for the problem to be fixed. For example, my client in the child protection proceedings wanted supports made available to her so she could keep her baby with her. People dealing with public housing issues just want a safe and comfortable place to live. In relation to the example out of Victoria where a woman with a disability living in supported accommodation was being showered in full view of all the other residents, all she wanted was a shower curtain. People are after practical solutions to the issues that mean that their lives are not characterised by dignity. I guess what I am trying to say is that it will be in some small instances that damages are the appropriate remedy, and that is where there is no other way of fixing the problem.\footnote{Public hearing transcript, Brisbane, 4 December 2018, p 10.}
\end{quote}

In the absence of a stand-alone cause of action, it was submitted that the first review of the legislation should consider whether such a cause should be introduced (and also allow for compensation).\footnote{See for example submissions 41 and 103.} The CLC submitted that if a standalone cause of action is not included in the Bill, then a 12-month statutory review should be inserted into the Bill for the purpose of considering a standalone cause of action and
remedies or that it be a requirement of the first statutory review that the inclusion of a standalone cause of action and damages be considered.\textsuperscript{487}

The Local Government Association of Queensland (LGAQ) raised a concern that a person may seek relief or remedy in relation to an act or decision of a public entity on a relatively speculative basis, simply for the purpose of triggering a right to seek relief or remedy on the ground of unlawfulness arising under cl 58. The LGAQ recommended the Bill be amended to tighten the threshold for legal proceedings against a public entity, to prevent a person from seeking relief or remedy in relation to an act or decision of a public entity on a relatively speculative basis.\textsuperscript{488}

2.6.6.10 \textit{Departmental response}

In response to the call by submitters for a stand-alone cause of action, the department advised:

\textit{Consistent with the Victorian Charter, the Bill does not provide a stand-alone (or ‘independent’) cause of action for a breach of the HR Act. The Bill does however establish a new ground of unlawfulness under the HR Act which is available whenever an applicant has an existing right to claim a remedy on a separate ground of unlawfulness (a ‘piggy-back’ claim). The remedy available for a ‘piggy-back’ claim is the one the person would have been entitled to on the basis of the existing claim.}

\textit{This approach is consistent with the regulatory model established under the HR Act which aims to build a human rights culture in the Queensland public sector. It favours discussion, awareness raising and education to encourage compliance with human rights – rather than a strong enforcement and compliance model.}

\textit{Unlike the Victorian Charter, the Bill provides another avenue for people to have their human rights complaints dealt with by the Queensland Human Rights Commission (QHRC).}

\textit{The QHRC on accepting a complaint, may require a complainant and respondent to attend a conciliation conference. This model of disputes resolution aims to provide an accessible, independent and appropriate avenue for members of the community to raise human rights concerns with public entities with a view to reaching a practical resolution.}\textsuperscript{489}

Committee comment

The committee notes the concerns raised by submitters regarding the absence in the Bill of a stand-alone cause of action, however considers that, in keeping with the dialogue model utilised by the Bill, the Bill provides a sufficiently effective mechanism to address grievances.

2.6.6.11 \textit{Issues raised – legal proceedings (jurisprudence)}

Some submissions suggested that the ability for a court or tribunal to make a legal ruling with respect to alleged human rights violations via a stand-alone cause of action would assist in establishing a body of jurisprudence on the application of the Bill, including clarifying the scope of human rights protected in the Bill and a public entity’s functions under the Bill.\textsuperscript{490}

The ADCQ submitted:

\textit{The primary cause of action for unlawfulness of an act or a decision of a public entity is judicial review under the Judicial Review Act 1991. Judicial review will be the primary means of developing jurisprudence on the application of the Bill. Queensland’s Supreme Court is best placed to develop jurisprudence on Queensland law. Restricting judicial review to cases where there is another ground...}
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of unlawfulness to the relevant act or decision will unnecessarily impede the development of human rights jurisprudence, and the Commission and stakeholders can only rely on jurisprudence from other jurisdictions, where the provisions are not necessarily the same as the Bill.\textsuperscript{491}

At the public hearing, the ADCQ further stated:

...the commission is concerned that clause 59, which is closely modelled on section 39 of the Victorian charter, will unnecessarily and unduly restrict access to the Queensland Supreme Court, which stands to play an important role in the development of a high-quality human rights jurisprudence in Queensland.

That jurisprudence will be important in establishing the nature and scope of particular human rights and in providing guidance to public entities about how to act and make decisions that are compatible with human rights in the context of Queensland’s prevailing contemporary standards. The commission has recommended amendments that would provide for a direct cause of action to the Supreme Court for a breach of clause 58 and by clarifying that a breach of clause 58 would fall within the ‘otherwise contrary to law’ ground for review under the Judicial Review Act 1991.\textsuperscript{492}

Submitters from the ILGG research program contended that ‘judicial interpretation of the rights and responsibilities found in the Act will enable application of the Act to keep pace and adapt with developments in Queensland society, and build a practical understanding of what human rights require in particular contexts.’\textsuperscript{493}

2.6.6.12 Issues raised – legal proceedings (remedies)

Entwined with the call for a stand-alone cause of action, a significant number of submitters contended that effective remedies should form part of the provisions in the Bill as a means of enforcing and protecting human rights.\textsuperscript{494} For example, ALHR submitted that enabling the court to order remedies will have significant symbolic and practical impact, including in deterring future contraventions of the legislation.\textsuperscript{495}

Some submitters stated that under international human rights law people who have suffered a violation of their human rights have the right to seek remedies.\textsuperscript{496} A number of these submitters referred to Article 2 of the ICCPR to support this statement, which provides:

Each State Party to the present Covenant undertakes:

a) To ensure that any person whose rights or freedoms as herein recognized are violated shall have an effective remedy, notwithstanding that the violation has been committed by persons acting in an official capacity;

b) To ensure that any person claiming such a remedy shall have his right thereto determined by competent judicial, administrative or legislative authorities, or by any other competent authority provided for by the legal system of the State, and to develop the possibilities of judicial remedy;

c) To ensure that the competent authorities shall enforce such remedies when granted.\textsuperscript{497}
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UNICEF Australia stated that in addition to the ICCPR, remedies are required under the Universal Declaration of Human Rights and are also implicit in the Convention on the Rights of the Child, including for breaches of economic, social and cultural rights.\textsuperscript{498}

The HRLC submitted:

\textit{It is important to recognise that access to remedies is a matter of last resort where other mechanisms and processes have failed to give proper consideration to human rights. In these instances, access to an effective remedy is an essential aspect of protecting and promoting human rights, including by operating as an incentive and deterrent for public entities to ensure that human rights breaches do not occur in the first place.}\textsuperscript{499}

Submitters stated that remedies should be determined by a tribunal or court so they are enforceable, and a range of remedies should be made available to prevent, stop or provide redress for rights abuses.\textsuperscript{500} For example, submitters from the ILGG research program stated that an ‘effective’ remedy will vary according to the circumstances, but submitted that to ensure an effective remedy can be awarded, the Act must empower a court or tribunal to provide a range of remedies. They also contended that the remedies granted by a court or tribunal need to be enforceable and that without enforceability, human rights protections are at risk of being trivialised or ignored. They contended that the Bill should empower a court or tribunal to issue enforcement orders in relation to a remedy issued for a human rights violation.\textsuperscript{501}

In relation to the types of remedies that should be available, specific mention was made by a number of submitters of the need for the Bill to enable a court or tribunal to award compensation or damages to a person who has not been treated fairly in accordance with their human rights.\textsuperscript{502} In addition to recognising when someone has not been treated fairly, the CLC submitted that the availability of damages is crucial to driving cultural change within public entities.\textsuperscript{503} Micah Projects suggested that a cap could be placed on compensation and remedies,\textsuperscript{504} while the CCHRL recommended the Bill allow access to damages after a ‘cooling off’ period giving public authorities time to adjust.\textsuperscript{505}

In support of awarding damages, ALHR submitted:

\textit{Monetary remedies may be necessary where violations of rights have caused ongoing damage, and where financial compensation will have a real impact on an individual’s life. For example, where breaches of human rights have resulted in serious loss of quality of life due to factors such as lack of access to appropriate health services or safe accommodation, violation of rights to security or liberty, or discrimination based on religious beliefs or cultural practices, financial compensation will be a remedy that is fair and necessary to support that individual to overcome the loss of quality of life that a breach of their human rights has directly caused.}\textsuperscript{506}

The ALA referred to the policy underpinning this provision from the establishment of the Victorian Charter, which was that remedies should focus on practical outcomes rather than monetary compensation. The ALA advised that it supports the position of the Law Institute of Victoria which
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highlighted that, while practical outcomes are important, damages are sometimes the only way to fairly compensate a person for a breach of their human rights.\textsuperscript{507}

The ILGG research program suggested that awarding compensation or damages could be modelled on the approach taken by the European Court of Human Rights, which can issue interim measures it considers appropriate where there is an imminent risk of irreparable harm.\textsuperscript{508}

The HRLC advised that such judicial remedies are available under domestic human rights frameworks in South Africa, Canada, New Zealand, the United States and the United Kingdom, and stated ‘The experience from the United Kingdom under its similar human rights legislation, is that judges have used the power to award damages carefully and conservatively’.\textsuperscript{509} Dr Debeljak submitted that the Bill should model the remedies available against public entities for unlawfulness on the human rights legislation from the ACT or the United Kingdom.\textsuperscript{510}

Other types of remedies suggested by submitters included:

- an order to cease conduct which is infringing human rights
- halting a proposed law or action which would breach human rights
- an order requiring that a public entity reconsider its decision having regard to human rights
- a provisional or preventative order to prevent the materialisation of a risk to human rights.\textsuperscript{511}

LawRight submitted that reparation can also include restitution, rehabilitation, and measures of satisfaction such as public apologies, public memorials, guarantees of non-repetition, changes in relevant laws and practices, as well as bringing perpetrators to justice.\textsuperscript{512}

LawRight and academics from UQ’s TC Beirne School of Law suggested that the Bill be amended to provide a non-exhaustive list of examples of specific remedies to which victims of human rights breaches may be entitled.\textsuperscript{513}

2.6.6.13 Departmental response

The department, in response to the call for remedies including damages/compensation, advised the following:

\textit{Consistent with the Victorian Charter, the Bill does not provide a right to monetary damages or compensation on the grounds of a breach of the HR Act alone.}

\textit{This reflects a measured approach to the introduction of a new human rights framework in Queensland and the regulatory model of the Bill - which aims to build a human rights culture in the Queensland public sector. It favours discussion, awareness raising and education to encourage compliance with human rights – rather than a strong enforcement and compliance model.}

\textit{The provisions in respect of proceedings and remedies are identified as provisions to be considered in the first review of the HR Act in 2023.}\textsuperscript{514}
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2.6.6.14 Issues raised – legal proceedings (exemptions to unlawful conduct of public entities)

Professors Aroney and Ekins raised the provision regarding bodies established for religious purposes, submitting that the religious exemption raises two issues: firstly it implies that some religious bodies may fall within the definition of public entity; further it colours the interpretation of the right to freedom of religion. Professors Aroney and Ekins asked:

*If the body acts in accordance with its religious doctrine why is that not sufficient to justify its action? Why also require the need to avoid offence? Although Australian legislation sometimes makes provision along these lines in particular contexts, there is no warrant in international human rights law for it.*

The HRLC noted that the current drafting in the Bill regarding an exemption for a body established for religious purposes is very similar to an exemption in the *Anti-Discrimination Act 1991*, although the exemption in the *Anti-Discrimination Act 1991* does not allow religious schools to discriminate against students, teachers or staff on the basis of sexual orientation, gender identity, relationship or marital status or pregnancy. The HRLC submitted that the religious exemption in cl 58(3) of the Bill should be removed because religious bodies that perform public functions should be required to comply with human rights when performing those functions and should only be lawfully allowed to limit human rights to the extent that is reasonable and demonstrably justifiable.

The ADCQ submitted that it is unclear what is covered by the exemption for acts or decisions of a private nature and the Bill should clarify the exemption. The ADCQ advised that it considers that the exceptions to the obligation regarding acts or decisions of a private nature do not include the acts and decisions of the core public entities in employment matters, and if it is not the intention of Parliament that the obligations in cl 58 are to apply to the acts and decisions of core public entities in employment matters, the Bill should be amended to clarify this intention.

2.6.6.15 Departmental response

Regarding exemptions for acts or decisions of a private nature, the department advised:

*...the obligations on public entities will only apply when they are acting or making decisions of a public nature, as distinct from decisions of a private nature (for example decisions that a public servant decision maker may make about how they spend their personal time; or a decision of a private company operating a prison about another aspect of their business unrelated to their public functions).*

In response to the issues raised regarding exemptions for religious bodies from the obligations, the department advised:

*This exception is consistent with the exception contained in other Queensland legislation, i.e. the Anti-Discrimination Act 1991. In Victoria, a similar exemption for religious bodies has received some criticism. However the 2015 review of the Charter (the Young review) recognised the need for a consistent approach across legislation, and recommended that the issue be considered alongside a review of the religious exemptions in the Victorian Equal Opportunity Act 2010. To ensure consistency with other Queensland laws, it is not proposed to remove the exemption at this stage.*
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2.6.6.16 **Issues raised - resourcing**

Many submitters raised the importance of adequate resources being allocated to the implementation of the Bill to ensure public entities meet their obligations and the community understands these obligations and their rights. For example, the Griffith Law School and A Human Rights Act for Queensland submitted that the Bill will only have real impact if each arm of government and the community understands how the act applies to them.  

Some submitters referred to the amount being allocated to the implementation of the Bill. For example, academics from UQ’s TC Beirne School of Law submitted that without sufficient resourcing during the first few years ‘there is a risk that a human rights culture will be slow to develop which will lead to significant spending on ‘compliance’ costs such as internal legal advice and fighting legitimate claims’.  

The ICJ Qld raised concerns about the specific amount being allocated, submitting that the QHRC is receiving approximately one third of the funds received by the Victorian equivalent on the introduction of the Victorian Charter more than 10 years ago, and in circumstances where the Victorian equivalent did not have the additional function of conducting conciliations. They argued that sufficient funding for the QHRC in its pivotal, foundational years is vital to ensure (1) that proper training occurs which facilitates the embedding of a human rights culture in the government departments bound by the new obligations; and (2) the success of the new Act including through the efficient resolution of complaints.  

A number of submissions recommended that adequate resourcing be provided to government departments to support the development of a human rights culture, including training and education within government. The QLS supported the view of the Law Institute of Victoria which found that it is necessary to raise awareness and provide information to enable all types of government ‘duty-holders’ to engage with and apply the Human Rights Act in their work (duty holders being: elected representatives and unelected government officers and employees developing and making laws and policy); and public authorities (across central government, statutory authorities and outsourced service providers).  

A Human Rights Act for Queensland also submitted that the Queensland Government must allocate sufficient resources to ensure that each government department reviews their laws, policies and practices to ensure their compliance with human rights.  

The Public Advocate advised that the legislative reviews conducted in the ACT and Victoria (at five and eight years respectively) found that government agencies demonstrated inconsistent engagement with, and understanding of, their obligations under human rights legislation, and stated ‘A significant amount of time and an ongoing commitment of resources are required to build a human rights culture throughout government.’  

The LGAQ referred in its submission to the expense that will be incurred by local governments and the disruption to their normal processes if each councillor and local government employee is subjected to a new obligation to make sure that each act and decision undertaken for or on behalf of a local government is compatible with human rights, and gives proper consideration to human rights.  

---
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LGAQ recommended that the Government should allocate resources or funding to the local government sector to facilitate discussion, awareness raising, or education about human rights.527

Submitters also recommended that resources be allocated to assisting support services, such as community legal centres, advocates and community groups, to enable those groups to provide advice and assistance to people whose legal rights may have been infringed.528 For example, CLCQ stated that community legal centres and other advocates need to be resourced to provide advice to people whose rights are infringed, and to provide representation in conciliations.529

QCOSS similarly submitted that resources and training should be devoted specifically to ensuring people experiencing vulnerability understand their rights and the mechanisms available to ensure those rights are protected. To achieve this QCOSS advised that an awareness of the legislation and its implications will need to be embedded throughout the community service sector, community sector organisations must be clear on their obligations under the legislation, and staff must receive targeted training to enable an embedding of human rights principles in organisational planning and practice.530

Yourtown submitted that organisations that are recognised as public entities under the Bill because they provide some services funded by government may need assistance with recognising their status under the Bill and their roles and responsibilities in light of that status. Yourtown advised that feedback from the Victorian Council of Social Services in 2015 showed that some non-government organisations continued to be unaware of the Human Rights’ Charter and its implications for them. Yourtown also noted that ‘a potential implementation concern that needs to be monitored and addressed relates to the associated compliance costs for public entities.’531

Academics from UQ’s TC Beirne School of Law also submitted that there should be provision for specific necessary outlays within the first four years of the life of the Act, in addition to the $2.4 million to the QHRC. These resourcing concerns include the following:

- the resourcing of several specialist lawyers within Community Legal Centres
- that resources be allocated to provide for the development and maintenance of: a searchable database of all Human Rights Act cases, a Bench Book, judicial training, and policy guidelines
- the resourcing of strategic partnerships between government and experts.532

The importance of educating the community on human rights was also raised by submitters.533 The AASW(Qld) recommended that the Queensland Government develop a robust implementation strategy that is informed by experts in the relevant fields to ensure the whole community understands the implications of the Act, using a universal education framework which is culturally appropriate and is accompanied by appropriate resources.534

Similarly, Mr Eugene White and Brisbane North Community Legal Service submitted:

Beyond the legal framework, human rights recognition requires social acceptance and cultural change. There needs to be sufficient resourcing to include a comprehensive public education program which will facilitate a substantive permanent cultural and social growth which in itself will ultimately lead to less complaints or at least earlier and better resolution to them. Prevention
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and early intervention before escalation of issues will lead to revenue saving plus nonfinancial benefits [such] as greater social and community harmony.535

Training for the courts and the judiciary was also raised as an issue relating to resourcing.536 The Public Advocate advised that following the implementation of human rights legislation in the ACT and Victoria, follow-up reviews found that further training of the judiciary on the legislation was needed due to a lack of training when the legislation was first implemented and a subsequent lack of engagement with the legislation. Opportunities for further training were also identified in Victoria for the legal profession generally, especially in relation to building human rights components into existing forums on various areas of law, such as criminal law.537

2.6.6.17 Issues raised - opt in provision

Submitters also commented on the provision allowing entities not captured by the definition of a public entity to opt-in to the obligations of a public entity. Support was expressed by a few submitters for the provision.538 For example, the ALA stated that the opt-in provision can:

Assist in promoting cultural change by developing a ‘rights consciousness’ across Queensland, encouraging broader, voluntary compliance with human rights standards, promoting a meaningful human rights dialogue within the community and cultural change by developing human rights consciousness within Queensland. 539

The ALA also submitted that the opt-in provision contained in the ACT Charter, while having only attracted non-government, not-for-profit organisations that have a long-standing commitment to human rights values so far, has had an important influence in the development of a human rights culture within the ACT, given the example provided by the opt-in organisations to other organisations in terms of practical incorporation of human rights practice into their operations. 540

The ALA made recommendations to strengthen the influence of the provision, including:

• comprehensive promotion and encouragement of the opportunity to voluntarily elect to be subject to the Human Rights Act under s 60, in order to enhance corporate social responsibility within the operations of private and corporate bodies;
• developing a government tender pre-qualification process in which prospective tenderers for government contracts have to satisfy, among other things, their capacity to adhere to the Human Rights Act, with an exemption to this requirement provided for organisations that voluntarily elect to be subject to the Act under s 60.541

The Queensland Mental Health Commission (QMHC) raised a concern regarding whether the opt-in provision of the Bill is sufficient to ensure, for example, the human rights protection of people being treated in private hospital settings.542

In contrast, Professors Aroney and Ekins submitted that the opt-in provision ‘would have unpredictable consequences on the law applicable to such bodies, for it would engage the interpretive obligation and the procedural obligations concerning human rights litigation.’ They also described the provision as ‘unnecessary and perverse’, and stated that private bodies:
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should not be invited to bind themselves to the state, even with the option of withdrawal, in ways that invite and require further state supervision and control, often by way of adjudication. Inevitably this would place political pressure on private bodies to bind themselves in this way, with the false inference being that unless they submitted to state control in this way they disdained human rights.\(^{543}\)

### 2.7 Queensland Human Rights Commission

#### 2.7.1 Proposed law

Part 7 Division 2 of the Bill amends the *Anti-Discrimination Act 1991* to rename the Anti-Discrimination Commission Queensland (ADCQ) as the Queensland Human Rights Commission (the QHRC or the commission), with the current Anti-Discrimination Commissioner becoming the Human Rights Commissioner (the commissioner).\(^{544}\)

#### 2.7.2 Functions and powers

The current ADCQ is a statutory authority with functions that include:

*promoting an understanding, acceptance, and public discussion of human rights in Queensland, and dealing with complaints alleging contraventions of the *Anti-Discrimination Act 1991* and of reprisal under the *Public Interest Disclosure Act 2010*. Complaints that are not resolved through conciliation can be referred to a tribunal for hearing and determination. For work-related complaints the tribunal is the *Queensland Industrial Relations Commission*, and for all other complaints the tribunal is the *Queensland Civil and Administrative Tribunal*.\(^{545}\)

The Bill broadens the functions of the ADCQ/new QHRC to include dealing with human rights complaints, monitoring and reporting.

Part 4 of the Bill gives the commissioner power to do all things necessary or convenient in performing the commission’s functions under the Act. Those commission functions are set out in Part 4 cl 61 as:

- (a) to deal with human rights complaints under this part;
- (b) if asked by the Attorney-General, to review the effect of Acts, statutory instruments and the common law on human rights and give the Attorney-General a written report about the outcome of the review;
- (c) to review public entities’ policies, programs, procedures, practices and services in relation to their compatibility with human rights;
- (d) to promote an understanding and acceptance, and the public discussion, of human rights and this Act in Queensland;
- (e) to make information about human rights available to the community;
- (f) to provide education about human rights and this Act;
- (g) to assist the Attorney-General in reviews of this Act under sections 95 and 96;
- (h) to advise the Attorney-General about matters relevant to the operation of this Act;
- (i) another function conferred on the commission under this Act or another Act.

\(^{543}\) Submission 107, p 6.
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2.7.2.1 Issues raised in submissions – functions and powers

The submission from the ADCQ ‘supports the objectives of the Bill and the new functions that the Commission would have under the Bill.’\(^{546}\)

The Environmental Defenders Office (EDO) submitted that ‘the Human Rights Commission will assist in increasing access to justice for those not willing or able to bring actions before the court. A broader range of complaints will therefore be considered than that which would potentially be brought before a court. It will also help to filter complaints so that fewer matters are likely to be taken to the court.’\(^{547}\)

Submitters from the ILGG research group noted that:

*The establishment and funding of a Human Rights Commission in Queensland is an important contribution of the Bill, highly consistent with international human rights norms and should be commended. The mandate of the Commission set out in Part 4, Division 1, goes a long way to ensuring that human rights are respected in Queensland.*

*In particular, the power of the Commission to receive complaints from individuals whose human rights have been affected by the act or decision of a public entity (cl 64) represents an important improvement on the Victorian model, upon which the Queensland legislation is based. This role is strengthened by the ability of the Commission to compel the provision of information by public entities (cl 78) and attendance at a conciliation conference (cl 81).*\(^{548}\)

ALHR was also supportive of the intended functions of the QHRC:

*ALHR strongly commends the inclusion of a complaints mechanism in the Bill. A complaints mechanism is essential in ensuring that individuals are provided with the opportunity to enforce their rights under a human rights legislative framework, as well as necessary in providing substance and weight to a Human Rights Act as a meaningful and operative law. The establishment of the Queensland Human Rights Commission as the body to receive and conciliate complaints offers an accessible and inexpensive way for a person who has experienced a human rights violation to have this issue heard and responded to.*

*ALHR also supports the role of the Human Rights Commissioner under the Bill including their power to examine and report on human rights issues and their authority to request or direct a public entity to provide the Commissioner with information about a complaint. The Bill will effectively allow the Human Rights Commission to call into question government or public entity actions or decisions which have potentially breached human rights. These powers, coupled with the educative functions of the Commissioner, will be instrumental in the creation of a human rights culture in Queensland.*\(^{549}\)

The submission from the Public Advocate also favoured creation of a human rights commission:

*The Public Advocate welcomes the creation of the Human Rights Commission in Queensland and the unique powers and functions established by the Bill. Neither the ACT nor Victoria has created a single entity that deals with issues regarding human rights in terms of complaints, education and promotion, as well as reviewing public entities’ policies and practices in relation to their compatibility with human rights.*\(^{550}\)

PeakCare Queensland Inc., was supportive, but was concerned about the limits to the powers of the commission:
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PeakCare strongly supports and commends provisions contained within the Bill that allow for the establishment and empowerment of a Human Rights Commission to:

- investigate, report on and conciliate human rights complaints
- intervene in relevant legal proceedings
- conduct conciliation, and
- conduct research and publicly report on compliance and reform

PeakCare recognises the benefits to be achieved by allowing parties access to non-judicial avenues to resolve disputes about breaches of human rights. Whilst doing so, PeakCare also contends that the Bill unnecessarily limits powers of the Commission by not allowing it to:

- make a legally binding finding about whether a government agency or body, or a particular law, breaches human rights, or
- award remedies to address the harms caused by a breach of human rights.\textsuperscript{551}

Dr Nicky Jones and Dr Jeremy Patrick of the USQ School of Law and Justice recommended additional powers for the QHRC:

We recommend that robust enforcement mechanisms should be added to the legislation. For example, the Queensland Human Rights Commission should be given powers to issue binding orders (judicially reviewable) to circumscribe unlawful practices or policies and to refer unresolved complaints to a court or tribunal for resolution, along similar lines to complaint resolution procedures under Queensland anti-discrimination law.

A successful complainant would benefit from a range of remedies similar to those available in section 209 of the Anti-Discrimination Act 1991 (Qld). Appropriate remedies could include the award of compensation for loss or damage caused by a human rights breach (statutorily capped if necessary), orders requiring a public entity not to commit a further human rights breach against a complainant or other specified persons, orders requiring a public entity to do specified things to redress loss or damage suffered by a complainant or other persons because of a breach, orders requiring a public entity to make a private or public apology or retraction in relation to a breach, orders requiring a public entity to implement programs to increase human rights awareness and compliance, and mandated training in human rights for employees of public entities found to have acted unlawfully under the legislation.\textsuperscript{552}

The QLS commented on the proposed functions and powers of the commissioner:

Clause 61(b) and (c) state that two of the Commissioner’s functions are ‘if asked by the Attorney-General, to review the effect of Acts, statutory instruments and the common law on human rights and give the Attorney-General a written report about the outcome of the review’ and ‘review public entities’ policies, programs, procedures, practices and services in relation to their compatibility with human rights’. However, there is no accountability following such reviews. All Queensland legislation should be reviewed by the Commissioner against the Human Rights Act, and the Commissioner’s recommendations based on such a review should be sent to the Attorney-General for consideration. Similarly, all Queensland government agencies should be required to submit a compatibility statement to the Commissioner and receive recommendations from the Commissioner regarding their compliance.

Clause 62 lists the Commissioner’s powers but it is too vague. We recommend a list all of the Commissioner’s powers, as they are currently understood, and lastly include a catch all phrase.
as per what is currently listed in clause 62 of the Bill, such as ‘and to do all things necessary and convenient to be done for the performance of the commission’s functions under the Act’.\textsuperscript{553}

LawRight recommended that the commission be given an own-initiative investigative function in respect of suspected systemic human rights violations, noting:

We also recommend that the Queensland Human Rights Commission should have the power to instigate investigations into, and prepare independent reports on, systemic human rights violations. Our experience is that many vulnerable cohorts are unable to self-represent or are not likely to pursue legal claims or complaints that may be available to them. It is important that human rights violations are nonetheless attended to by the Commission.\textsuperscript{554}

The Office of the Public Guardian supported additional investigative powers for the commission:

While not addressed in the Bill for consideration, the OPG considers that a human rights framework in Queensland would be strengthened by the QHRC being provided with additional investigative powers under the Act. This could entail the QHRC having the authority to respond to reports of alleged breaches of the Act by public entities, in the absence of formal action being taken by a member of the public. This would be of particular value should members of the public, specifically more vulnerable Queenslanders, be fearful of, or daunted by, the process of taking formal action regarding a decision made by a public entity. It would also serve as a strong incentive for public entities to ensure human rights are properly considered in decision making.\textsuperscript{555}

CYDA also supported enabling systemic complaints to be received and investigated by the commission:

In addition, it appears from the wording of clause 64, that a systemic human rights complaint could not be made to the commissioner under this Bill. CYDA believes this could be further clarified and that consideration should be given to allowing organisations and others to raise systemic complaints with the commissioner as a means of facilitating broader, system wide change.\textsuperscript{556}

2.7.2.2 Departmental response

The powers and functions of the QHRC in the Bill are those considered necessary and appropriate in order to fulfil the intended purpose of the legislation, that is, to provide an accessible, independent and appropriate avenue for individuals to raise human rights concerns with public entities with a view to reaching a practical resolution.

Once a complaint has been accepted, the QHRC may require a public entity to attend a conciliation conference. If the complaint is not resolved, there is no appeal or review mechanism, however, the Commissioner may publish information about the complaint, including any action taken to try to resolve an unresolved complaint (clause 90). In addition, in its annual report, the Commissioner may name public entities and provide details (without revealing personal information) of human rights complaints that have not been resolved (clause 91).

Funding of $2.298 million over four years ($0.6 million per year ongoing) has been committed as part of the 2018-19 Budget process for the ADCQ (to be rebranded as the QHRC) to support the operation and administration of the HR Act.\textsuperscript{557}
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2.7.3 Human rights complaints

2.7.3.1 Proposed law

Proposed s 58(1) makes it unlawful for a public entity –

(a) to act or make a decision in a way that is not compatible with human rights; or

(b) in making a decision, to fail to give proper consideration to a human right relevant to the decision.

That prohibition does not apply where the entity could not reasonably have acted differently or made a different decision because of a statutory provision, a law of the Commonwealth or another State or otherwise under law.\(^{558}\)

Proposed s 63 of the Bill allows a ‘human rights complaint’ to be made to the commissioner when a complainant alleges that there has been a contravention of s 58(1) by a public entity, in relation to an act or decision of that entity.

2.7.3.2 Issues raised in submissions – human rights complaint function

A number of submissions were in favour of the complaints function proposed for the QHRC.

Aimee McVeigh from A Human Rights Act for Queensland contended that:

> Queenslander want rights that can be enforced. The incorporation of a complaints mechanism in the Bill, allowing people to complain to Queensland’s Human Rights Commission (‘the Commission’), makes the Bill the most powerful human rights legislation in Australia.\(^{559}\)

The submission of the ALA similarly supported the complaints mechanism initiative, noting:

> The ALA also welcomes the inclusion of an accessible complaints mechanism for alleged contraventions by a public entity (Part 4, Division 2). The ALA notes that the statutory eight-year review of the Victorian Charter recommended that the Charter be amended to include such a complaints mechanism. The Review accepted the statement from the Victorian Equal Opportunity and Human Rights Commission’s submission that the confusing and limited availability of remedies under the Charter has held back the development of a human rights culture, and creates a disincentive for compliance as there are no obvious consequences of a breach. The provision in the Bill for a complaint to be made to the Human Rights Commissioner (the Commissioner) is a significant advancement on the Charter and the ACT HRA, and will encourage the development of a human rights culture across government and the community in Queensland.\(^{560}\)

Professor Williams AO and Dr Boughey also supported the QHRC complaints function, noting:

> Effective independent oversight and complaints mechanisms are important to ensure that public entities comply with their human rights obligations.

> The Bill recognises this by providing for two avenues for members of the public to seek redress where they believe a ‘public entity’ has unlawfully infringed their rights: a complaint to the Queensland Human Rights Commissioner; and review by the Supreme Court.

> One of the main problems with the Victorian and ACT human rights Acts is the absence of an accessible, affordable and effective complaints mechanism. The Bill overcomes this problem by

\(^{558}\) Clause 58(2). Subclause (1) will also not apply to a body established for a religious purpose if the act or decision is done or made in accordance with the doctrine of the religion concerned and it is necessary to avoid offending the religious sensitivities of the people of the religion (see cl 58(3)).
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providing for a low-cost mechanism of resolving complaints through the Human Rights Commission. This is an excellent feature of the Bill.\textsuperscript{561}

Similarly, YAC ‘welcomes the ability to lodge complaints with the new Human Rights Commission as well as the ability to include human rights breaches in any proceedings where they may be relevant, thus improving on both the Victorian and ACT models.’\textsuperscript{562}

The submission from People with Disability Australia (PDA) noted that (even with the complaints function), the QHRC cannot make a legally binding finding about whether a government agency, body or a particular law breaches human rights nor can it award remedies to address the harms caused by a breach of human rights.\textsuperscript{563}

2.7.3.3 Departmental response

The powers and functions of the QHRC in the Bill are those considered necessary and appropriate in order to fulfil the intended purpose of the legislation, that is, to provide an accessible, independent and appropriate avenue for individuals to raise human rights concerns with public entities with a view to reaching a practical resolution.

Once a complaint has been accepted, the QHRC may require a public entity to attend a conciliation conference. If the complaint is not resolved, there is no appeal or review mechanism, however, the Commissioner may publish information about the complaint, including any action taken to try to resolve an unresolved complaint (clause 90). In addition, in its annual report, the Commissioner may name public entities and provide details (without revealing personal information) of human rights complaints that have not been resolved (clause 91).

Funding of $2.298 million over four years ($0.6 million per year ongoing) has been committed as part of the 2018-19 Budget process for the ADCQ (to be rebranded as the QHRC) to support the operation and administration of the HR Act.\textsuperscript{564}

2.7.4 Making a human rights complaint

2.7.4.1 Proposed law

Persons who may make a complaint include the individual who is the subject of the action or decision, an agent of that individual, or another person authorised to make the complaint on the individual’s behalf. Two or more persons may jointly make a human rights complaint.\textsuperscript{565} Complaints must be written and, if needed, the commissioner must give reasonable help to a complainant to enable them to put their complaint in writing.\textsuperscript{566}

Complaints can only be made to the commissioner where the complainant has already complained to the public entity about the alleged contravention, at least 45 business days prior, and is either yet to receive a response to the complaint or has received a response the complainant considers to be inadequate.\textsuperscript{567}

2.7.4.2 Issues raised in submissions – making a human rights complaint

CYDA submitted in respect of who may make a human rights complaint under cl 64:

\textsuperscript{561} Submission 8, p 4.
\textsuperscript{562} Submission 41, p 8.
\textsuperscript{563} Submission 67, p 3.
\textsuperscript{564} Department of Justice and Attorney General, correspondence dated 3 December 2018, attachment, pp 62-63
\textsuperscript{565} Clause 64.
\textsuperscript{566} Clause 67.
\textsuperscript{567} Subclause 65(1).
CYDA believes that the term ‘agent of the individual’ under subcl (1)(b) lacks clarity and that a definition of the term should be provided.

In addition, it appears from the wording of cl 64, that a systemic human rights complaint could not be made to the commissioner under this Bill. CYDA believes this could be further clarified and that consideration should be given to allowing organisations and others to raise systemic complaints with the commissioner as a means of facilitating broader, system wide change.\(^5\)

The QLS noted the absence of a direct complaints avenue to the commission:

Clause 65 provides that there is no avenue for making a human rights complaint directly to the QHRC. We recognise the desirability, in most cases, of allowing a relevant government department to receive and try to resolve human rights complaints. However, in some circumstances, a person should be able to make a human rights complaint directly to the QHRC. The requirement that a person must first make a complaint to the public entity may deter potential complainants from making such complaints due to fear of reprisal from the entity alleged to have contravened the Human Rights Act.

A requirement imposed by cl 65(1)(b) \([\text{is}]\) that a person must first make a complaint with the relevant public entity and then after a period of 45 days make a complaint to the QHRC. It is our submission that this will cause significant and unnecessary delays. The only exception to this is if there is ‘exceptional circumstances’. In our view, the term ‘special reasons’ would be preferable to the phrase ‘exceptional circumstances’. We also suggest reducing the timeframe from 45 days to 28 days, in line with other review timeframes. Administrative review processes generally have 21 days or 28 days review and appeal timeframes.\(^6\)

Sisters Inside submitted that the unique vulnerabilities of persons in prison warrants their being able to make complaints direct to the QHRC, rather than first going through the relevant public entity:

We support the establishment of the Human Rights Commission and the procedure for the Commission to resolve complaints.

We note cl 65 of the Bill does not allow for direct complaints to the Human Rights Commission, unless the complainant has first made a complaint to the relevant public entity and 45 days has elapsed since the internal complaint was made. In exceptional circumstances, the Commission may consider complaints before the 45 day internal complaint period has elapsed.

In our submission, women and girls in prison experience significant difficulties making complaints and raising issues about human rights violations. The requirement to make an internal complaint may unreasonably limit the Commission’s flexibility and ability to consider important complaints from adults and children in prison.

We recommend the Bill is amended to allow complaints by adults and children in youth and adult prisons and police watch houses to be raised directly with the Commission, without the need for an internal complaint first. This would recognise the uniquely vulnerable position of people in these situations and the need for a prompt, flexible and independent mechanism to address emerging issues.

Alternatively, the timeframe for a response to an internal complaint must be significantly reduced from 45 days; the timeframe must be aligned with decision making timeframes for Government agencies in other legislation (generally between 21-28 days).\(^7\)

---

\(^{5}\) Submission 71, p 7.

\(^{6}\) Submission 103, p 16.

\(^{7}\) Submission 127, p 2.
The HRLC was concerned that the stipulated processes and outcomes in the complaint framework may discourage complainants, noting:

If the Human Rights Commission is unable to resolve a complaint by mediation, a person should be able to take legal action in a court or tribunal. The Commission’s inability to deliver binding outcomes and lack of enforcement mechanisms, combined with the absence of accessible recourse to other legal avenues, may produce a structural disincentive for people to engage with the Commission’s complaint mechanism.

As noted in the CLCQ submission, the stipulated processes and outcomes within the current framework may deter people from bringing a complaint, especially if complainants are forced to independently seek a solution directly with the relevant public entity beforehand. Further, complainant’s engagement with the Commission and their ability to get satisfactory outcomes would be assisted by allowing people to have legal representation present during the Commission’s processes.571

Academics from UQ’s TC Beirne School of Law were concerned about the efficacy of the proposed complaints mechanism, commenting:

We commend the inclusion of a complaints mechanism in the Bill. This inclusion overcomes one of the primary weaknesses in the ACT and Victorian Acts and sets the Queensland Human Rights Bill apart as a more effective form of rights protection.

However, we have strong reservations about a model focused only on dialogue with no independent cause of action and no clear remedy range. The efficacy of the complaints mechanism depends upon individuals engaging with it and on its effectiveness at achieving the aims of the legislation, namely, the enhancement of human rights across Queensland.

The emotional burden placed on complainants in all human rights matters is high. They are already aggrieved by a deeply felt breach of their basic rights, they may have suffered distress, humiliation or economic loss, and they must then agitate within a hostile system to achieve change.

... In the absence of an effective remedy, complainants may be reluctant to engage with the complaints process.

Further, by the time a breach comes to the Human Rights Commission it will already have been subject to an internal complaint and all efforts at a negotiated outcome will necessarily have failed. It is ambitious, and perhaps unreasonable, to expect a process focused on dialogue with no clear cause of action or remedial outcome to turn that failure around.572

The Ethnic Communities Council of Queensland (ECCQ) was supportive of the provisions requiring the commissioner to offer assistance in making a complaint to people if required and the ability to use interpreters in conciliation conferences. The ECCQ submitted:

Section 67(2) (Form of human rights complaint): ECCQ is particularly pleased to see in s 67(2) that the Commissioner must give reasonable help to the complainant to put the complaint in writing - this is potentially very valuable to people from a culturally and linguistically diverse background and is strongly supported.

Section 84 (Use of interpreters and other persons): ECCQ strongly endorses this section as a valuable means of ensuring complainants from multicultural backgrounds are provided with the

571 Submission 101, p 15.
572 Submission 39, p 2.
relevant assistance to fully articulate their complaint by way of an interpreter or other person with the appropriate cultural or social knowledge and experience.\textsuperscript{573}

2.7.4.3 Departmental response

It is not intended to extend the complaints process to matters outside the scope of the HR Act. Issues raised by submitters that are non-legislative in nature but may improve the disputes resolution process, will be raised with the QHRC, once established, for their consideration.\textsuperscript{574}

2.7.5 Dealing with or referring a human rights complaint

2.7.5.1 Proposed law

The commissioner must refuse to deal with complaints the commissioner considers to be frivolous, trivial, vexatious, misconceived or lacking in substance.\textsuperscript{575} The commissioner also has discretion to refuse to deal with complaints that the commissioner considers have been appropriately dealt with by another entity, where the requirements for making a complaint have not been met, or where the complaint was not made or referred to the commissioner within one year after the alleged contravention the subject of the complaint happened.\textsuperscript{576}

If other entities such as the ombudsman, the health ombudsman, the information commissioner or the crime and corruption commission receive a complaint that they consider may also be a human rights complaint, those entities may deal with the complaint under their legislation or, with the consent of the complainant, may refer the complaint to the (human rights) commissioner.\textsuperscript{577} Conversely, if a complaint about a subject relevant to one of those entities, or a complaint under the National Disability Insurance Scheme, is made to the (human rights) commissioner, and the commissioner considers it would be more appropriately dealt with by the other relevant entity, the commissioner may refer the human rights complaint to that entity and provide the entity with information obtained about the complaint, but again this is only possible with the complainant’s consent.\textsuperscript{578}

If the commissioner considers a human rights complaint would be more appropriately dealt with as a complaint against the \textit{Anti-Discrimination Act 1991} the commissioner may, with the complainant’s consent, deal with the complaint under s 141 of that Act, as an alleged contravention of that Act.\textsuperscript{579}

Where a human rights complaint is accepted for QHRC resolution, notice of the acceptance is given by the commissioner to the complainant and to the respondent. The notice must advise of the role of the commission in trying to resolve the complaint and the powers the commission may exercise in trying to resolve the complaint. The notice to the respondent must also advise the substance of the complaint, and that the respondent will have an opportunity to make written submissions in response to the complaint. The respondent is also advised that the commission may seek information or documents from them in relation to the complaint.\textsuperscript{580}

If the commissioner decides to accept a human rights complaint for resolution by the commission, the commissioner may take appropriate action to try to resolve the complaint, including seeking submissions in response to the complaint from the respondent, seeking further information from the

\textsuperscript{573} Submission 152, pp 1-2.
\textsuperscript{574} Department of Justice and Attorney General, correspondence dated 3 December 2018, attachment, p 70.
\textsuperscript{575} Clause 69.
\textsuperscript{576} Clause 70(2).
\textsuperscript{577} Clause 66.
\textsuperscript{578} Clause 73; and see also cl 74 which permits the commissioner to enter into arrangements with other entities for how they will deal with complaints that are relevant to both the entity and the QHRC.
\textsuperscript{579} Clause 75.
\textsuperscript{580} Clause 76.
complainant or respondent, making enquiries of and discussing the complaint with the parties, or causing the complaint to be conciliated.\textsuperscript{581}

### 2.7.5.2 Issues raised in submissions – dealing with or referring a human rights complaint

The QLS submitted in respect of both the issue of complaint referrals and the timeframe for making a complaint, noting:

\textit{We are concerned that clause 66(2) provides potential for the referral avenue to be a mechanism for relevant referral entities delaying or avoiding consideration of a complaint. We recommend including a clause that safeguards the interests of the complainant and ensures due process before any referral, particularly since the referral entity must seek consent from the complainant to refer the complaint to the Commissioner.}

\textit{Clause 70(1)(d) limits the timeframe for making a complaint or referral to the commissioner within one year after the alleged contravention to which the complaint relates. Vulnerable and marginalised persons may not have the resources to facilitate making a complaint within such a short time frame, particularly if they have been required to wait significant time to receive a response from the relevant public entity. Placing such a restrictive timeframe on the making of complaints is likely to be a prohibitive barrier for vulnerable and marginalised populations. In turn undermining the purpose of the bill. We recommend extending the period of time from one year after the alleged contravention to at least five years.}\textsuperscript{582}

CYDA was concerned that there might be no review of, or appeal from, the commissioner’s decision to not deal with a complaint:

\textit{Under clause 69 the commissioner ‘must’ refuse to deal with particular complaints which it considers to be ‘trivial, vexatious, misconceived or lacking in substance’. Additionally, clause 70 provides that the commissioner ‘may’ refuse to deal or continue to deal, or defer dealing, with a complaint under certain circumstances. For example, if the commissioner considers that the complaint has been appropriately dealt with by another entity.}

\textit{From available information, it appears as though there is no explicit process set out for appealing a decision made by the commissioner under these sections. CYDA maintains it is critical to ensuring fair process, that a decision by the commissioner to not deal with a complaint can be appealed/reviewed.}\textsuperscript{583}

### 2.7.5.3 Departmental response

Once a complaint has been accepted, the QHRC may require a public entity to attend a conciliation conference. If the complaint is not resolved, there is no appeal or review mechanism, however, the Commissioner may publish information about the complaint, including any action taken to try to resolve an unresolved complaint (clause 90). In addition, in its annual report, the Commissioner may name public entities and provide details (without revealing personal information) of human rights complaints that have not been resolved (clause 91).\textsuperscript{584}

\textsuperscript{581} Clause 77
\textsuperscript{582} Submission 103, p 16.
\textsuperscript{583} Submission 71, p 7.
\textsuperscript{584} Department of Justice and Attorney General, correspondence dated 3 December 2018, attachment, pp 62-63
2.7.6 Conciliation of a human rights complaint

2.7.6.1 Proposed law

If the commissioner decides to accept a human rights complaint for resolution by the commission, the commissioner may conduct a conciliation conference to conciliate the complaint. The purpose of conciliation is ‘to promote the resolution of the complaint in a way that is informal, quick and efficient’.

The commissioner may direct a person to participate in a conciliation conference. The direction can become enforceable by the commissioner filing it with a court of competent jurisdiction. Adult complainants with capacity must attend the conciliation conference in person and may, with the commissioner’s consent, be accompanied by a support person.

A person may be represented by another person (a representative) at a conciliation conference, with the commissioner’s consent, where the commissioner is satisfied that it is appropriate in the circumstances for the person to be represented, the person’s representation by the representative would help the conciliation, and provided that the representative has sufficient knowledge of matters relating to the complaint to effectively represent the person. A person may also be helped at a conciliation conference by an interpreter or another person with appropriate cultural or social knowledge and experience to make the conciliation conference intelligible to the person.

Conciliation conferences must be held in private and are not bound by the rules of evidence. Nothing said or done in the course of a conciliation conference is admissible in any criminal, civil or administrative proceeding, unless the complainant and the respondent agree. Participation in a conciliation conference does not affect the right of a person to seek any relief or remedy they may have in relation to a contravention of s 58(1) (a public entity unlawfully acting or making a decision in a way that is incompatible with human rights, or, in making a decision, failing to give proper consideration to a human right relevant to the decision).

2.7.6.2 Issues raised in submissions – conciliation conferences

The submission from the Office of the Public Guardian looked at issues regarding representation at conciliation conferences, noting:

Clause 82 – Attendance by complainant: The OPG supports the specific exceptions in clauses 82(a) and (b) for a child or a person with impaired capacity to the requirement that a person must attend a conciliation conference in person. However, while schedule 4 of the Guardianship and Administration Act 2000 (GAA) is noted in the context of a definition of impaired capacity, there is no mention of the role of a guardian in such proceedings. We believe it would be prudent to make specific reference to the provisions of the GAA regarding the presence of a guardian in such matters to provide guidance on this process.
Clause 83 – Representation: Clarification will be required as to whether the Commissioner’s consent to representation by another person would extend to legal representation and/or a legal guardian. A further issue concerns the interaction between clauses 82 and 83, namely whether a person represented by another at a conciliation conference will still be required to attend in person as dictated by cl 82(1).\textsuperscript{594}

The submission from the Immigrant Women’s Support Service argued that cl 84 should ‘be amended to stipulate that a person who has limited or no proficiency in English must be helped at a conciliation conference by a credentialed interpreter, while anyone who is not a credentialed interpreter should not assist communication in a conciliation conference due to potential conflict of interest, unequal power dynamics and lack of knowledge of legal terminology’.\textsuperscript{595}

The submission from the QUT School of Law acknowledged that successful conciliation relies on the good faith participation of parties to the conciliation:

For many human rights issues, conciliation can be an effective means of dispute resolution. However, conciliation ultimately relies on the good faith participation of parties. The nature of human rights complaints tends to imply a power imbalance between the parties, and many complainants may already be from marginalised or disadvantaged groups. For these and other reasons, it may not always be possible for conciliation to lead to a resolution.

Further, a complaint to a court or tribunal ought to be available without a requirement for conciliation to first be attempted in a situation of an imminent human rights risk. We make this suggestion because there may be circumstances where an act or decision of a public entity, or a proposed act or decision by an entity, creates a risk of a serious human rights violation. Rather than require a person to first complain to the Human Rights Commission and go through the conciliation process, it should be possible for a legal action to be taken which could prevent the materialisation of that risk to human rights. This would also recognise the fact that some breaches of human rights, particularly those characterised by violations of dignity, cannot easily be compensated for after they have occurred, and should be prevented wherever possible.\textsuperscript{596}

ALA was supportive of the complaints mechanism –

The ALA welcomes the provision in s64(1) for an individual who has been the subject of an alleged contravention of protected human rights to make a complaint to the Queensland Human Rights Commission (the Commission). The ALA also welcomes the provision for a human rights complaint that is accepted by the Commissioner to be referred to a conciliation conference (s79). As noted above, this is a significant advancement on the Charter and the ACT HRA.

But concerned about the absence of binding outcomes from the conciliation process:

The ALA notes that under s80, the purpose of conciliation of a human rights complaint is to promote the resolution of the complaint in an informal, quick and efficient manner. However, the ALA is concerned that the process of conciliation is deficient as there is no binding or clear outcome from a complaint being brought to the Commission. Even if the outcome of the conciliation is an acknowledgment by the respondent public entity that it has acted unlawfully under s58(1), there is no provision in the Bill that obliges the public entity, or gives powers to the Commission to compel the entity, to remedy the breach or provide some redress to the complainant.

\textsuperscript{594} Submission 90, p 8.
\textsuperscript{595} Submission 132, p 4.
\textsuperscript{596} Submission 89, pp 3-4.
The ALA notes that if the conciliation fails to resolve the complaint, the Bill states that the Commissioner must prepare a report about the complaint for the complainant and the respondent, which sets out the substance of the complaint and the actions taken to try and resolve the complaint (s88). The ALA submits that the Commissioner should have the power to direct a public entity to address the issues raised in the complaint that have been acknowledged by the respondent or which the Commissioner considers to have been substantiated.

The ALA is concerned that a complaints and conciliation process that does not provide for a clear or binding outcome, or provide for enforcement of the rights that are protected in the legislation, will result in individuals who allege human rights abuses losing confidence in the complaints and conciliation process and ultimately the Commission itself. This will undermine the role of the Commission and the ability of the Act to fulfil its main object as outlined in s 3.\(^{597}\)

ICJ (Qld) supported the complaints process but was concerned in the event of an unsuccessful conciliation:

\begin{quote}
    ICJ Qld commends the inclusion of the complaint and conciliation processes to be conducted by the Human Rights Commission. This is a significant, and commendable, inclusion in the Human Rights Bill 2018, which will provide for cheap and efficient resolution of complaints.
\end{quote}

\begin{quote}
    Further, ICJ Qld submits that additional mechanisms need to be included in the Bill in the event that the conciliation process does not resolve a dispute.
\end{quote}

\begin{quote}
    It must be remembered that many persons who seek to protect their human rights are often vulnerable and marginalised. They may not come to a conciliation process in an equal position of power (whether through knowledge, ability to communicate etc) to the sophisticated government respondent to their complaint. A lack of ability to enforce their rights before a judicial body if the conciliation fails puts a complainant in an even more vulnerable position. There is no incentive for a respondent to seek a consensual resolution of the dispute.
\end{quote}

\begin{quote}
    For any conciliation process to have the greatest chance to result in consensual resolution, there must exist an ability for a complainant to initiate proceedings before a judicial body, such as QCAT and/or the Supreme Court if the conciliation fails.\(^{598}\)
\end{quote}

Academics from UQ’s TC Beirne School of Law expressed this concern about conciliation conferences:

\begin{quote}
    Section 87 of the Bill rightly asserts that other legal rights cannot be compromised by participation in a conciliation conference. This is an important protection that should extend to agreements reached in conciliation conferences as the Bill currently does not create a cause of action. However, the Bill is silent on this protection.
\end{quote}

\begin{quote}
    We recommend the amendment of section 87 of the Bill to provide that no settlement agreement entered into in resolution of a human rights complaint is capable of limiting, excluding or releasing the parties from any legal rights, obligations or causes of action.\(^{599}\)
\end{quote}

CLCQ was concerned about the absence of binding outcomes from the conciliation process:

\begin{quote}
    We are concerned the Bill’s conciliation provisions do not deliver binding outcomes or provide for enforcement of the rights set out in the Bill in any way. Specifically, if a conciliation fails, the Bill merely provides that the Commissioner is required to prepare a report for the complainant and the respondent setting out the substance of the complaint and the actions taken to resolve the complaint.
\end{quote}

\(^{597}\) Submission 24, pp 18-19.
\(^{598}\) Submission 105, pp 4-5.
\(^{599}\) Submission 39, p 3.
We believe where there is no binding or clear outcome from a complaint being brought to the Human Rights Commission, aggrieved individuals will be disincentivised from raising concerns about breaches of their human rights by public entities. This is particularly the case given the structural power imbalance that naturally exists between individuals (who have human rights) and public entities with significant power (including the coercive power of the State).\(^{600}\)

Some submitters expressed concern about perceived ambiguities in respect of the right to representation during a conciliation conference.

CYDA noted, in respect of clause 83:

Under this clause, people may be represented by another person at the conciliation conference. CYDA understands from the Department of Justice and Attorney General Briefing Paper that this includes legal representation. CYDA is aware through feedback from young people with disability, families and advocates that the use of legal representation in similar circumstances by government departments and agencies can often undermine procedural fairness. Experiences reported to CYDA include government departments sending multiple lawyers to attend dispute resolution where the complainant was representing themselves. This is reported to CYDA as an incredibly intimidating experience which creates significant power imbalances. Many people undertaking the conciliation process will not have the resources to access legal representation.\(^{601}\)

The Office of the Public Guardian noted in respect of clauses 82 and 83:

Clause 82 – Attendance by complainant: The OPG supports the specific exceptions in clauses 82(a) and (b) for a child or a person with impaired capacity to the requirement that a person must attend a conciliation conference in person. However, while schedule 4 of the Guardianship and Administration Act 2000 (GAA) is noted in the context of a definition of impaired capacity, there is no mention of the role of a guardian in such proceedings. We believe it would be prudent to make specific reference to the provisions of the GAA regarding the presence of a guardian in such matters to provide guidance on this process.

Clause 83 – Representation: Clarification will be required as to whether the Commissioner’s consent to representation by another person would extend to legal representation and/or a legal guardian. A further issue concerns the interaction between clauses 82 and 83, namely whether a person represented by another at a conciliation conference will still be required to attend in person as dictated by clause 82(1).\(^{602}\)

2.7.6.3 Departmental response

The QHRC will have the discretion to allow a complainant to be legally represented at a conciliation conference.

A complainant must attend a conciliation conference in person unless they are a child or a person of impaired capacity, or if the commissioner consents to another person attending for the complainant.

The commissioner may give consent for the complainant to be represented at a conciliation conference if it is appropriate in the circumstances; the representation would help the conciliation and the representative has sufficient knowledge of matters relating to the complaint to effectively represent the complainant.

---

\(^{600}\) Submission 117, p 4.

\(^{601}\) Submission 71, p 7.

\(^{602}\) Submission 90, p 8.
The commissioner may give consent for a complainant to be represented subject to conditions the commissioner considers reasonable and may withdraw the consent if the conditions are not complied with.

This approach to legal representation is considered appropriate, as it is intended that conciliation is a relatively informal process where vulnerable parties are not disadvantaged by the formality of the proceedings.

In addition to a representative, a person may be helped at a conciliation conference by an interpreter, or another person necessary or desirable to make the conference intelligible to the person (for example, a person with appropriate cultural or social knowledge). (see clauses 82, 83, and 84).

The impact of any agreement made at a conciliation conference conducted by the QHRC under the HR Act on the legal rights of the parties will be determined by the nature and terms of the agreement. However, the Bill expressly provides (cl 87) that a person’s participation in conciliation does not affect a right the person may have in relation to a contravention of section 58(1).

It is not intended to extend the complaints process to matters outside the scope of the HR Act.

Issues raised by submitters that are non-legislative in nature but may improve the disputes resolution process, will be raised with the QHRC, once established, for their consideration.\(^{603}\)

### 2.7.7 Giving Information for complaints

#### 2.7.7.1 Proposed law

Where the commission is making preliminary inquiries about a human rights complaint or dealing with such a complaint, the commissioner may, by notice to a relevant entity\(^{604}\) for the complaint, ask or direct the entity to give the commissioner information about the complaint within the reasonable period specified in the notice. The notice must state the purpose for the request. An entity is required to comply with a direction unless they have a reasonable excuse for failing to comply, such as, where compliance with the direction would require the entity to disclose information that is the subject of legal professional privilege. The commissioner may enforce a direction by filing a copy of it with a court of competent jurisdiction. The direction is then enforceable as it if were an order of that court.\(^{605}\)

A person who gives information to the commissioner or another entity in relation to a human rights complaint is not liable, civilly, criminally or under an administrative process, for giving the information, provided they have acted honestly in giving that information. Also, the mere giving of the information is not grounds to find that the person has breached any code of professional etiquette or ethics, or departed from accepted standards of professional conduct.\(^{606}\)

If the commissioner considers that the preservation of anonymity of a person involved with a complaint (whether as complainant, respondent or information provider) is necessary to protect the work security, privacy or any human right of the person, the commissioner may give a direction prohibiting the disclosure of information that identifies, or is likely to lead to the identification of, the person. Compliance with such a direction is mandatory, absent reasonable excuse for a failure to

---

\(^{603}\) Department of Justice and Attorney-General, correspondence dated 3 December 2018, attachment, pp 69-70.

\(^{604}\) A relevant entity for a human rights complaint means the complainant or respondent for the complaint, or another entity the commissioner considers has information relevant to the complaint in the entity’s possession or control. (cl 78(9)).

\(^{605}\) Clause 78.

\(^{606}\) Clause 99.
comply. The maximum penalty for non-compliance is 35 penalty units for an individual, or 170 penalty units for a corporation.607

2.7.7.2 Issues raised in submissions – giving information for complaints

The Public Advocate discussed information seeking powers of the commission:

The Human Rights Commissioner has legislated powers to require further information from public entities in order to exercise the Commissioner’s complaints functions, however, the Commission’s functions go beyond dealing with human rights complaints. They have a more systemic function to ‘review public entities’ policies, programs, procedures, practices and services in relation to their compatibility with human rights’. This would require the Commission to obtain information from public entities when conducting such reviews, and given that such entities include service providers and contractors, they may not necessarily be cooperative in providing all relevant information unless compelled to do so.

The Bill should extend the information powers available to the Commissioner to apply to all functions of the Commission that may require information to be obtained, not simply its complaints functions. This would be similar to the scope of the information power given to the Public Advocate under the Guardianship and Administration Act.608

The ECCQ submitted:

Section 90 (2)(c) (Commissioner may publish information): ECCQ is pleased the protection of identity within this section has been included and this may encourage genuine complainants who might otherwise be reluctant to complain if their identity is published.

Section 99 (Giving of information protected) and Section 100 (Anonymity): These sections are strongly supported as they are particularly pertinent to many newly arrived settlers who are often reluctant to report complaints due to their experiences and fear of reprisal by authorities or offenders.609

2.7.7.3 Departmental response

The department’s response did not address the issue of information seeking powers.

2.7.8 Resolved and unresolved human rights complaints

2.7.8.1 Proposed law

Clause 88 requires the commissioner to prepare a report about a human rights complaint if the commissioner accepts the complaint for resolution and considers that the complaint has not been resolved by conciliation or otherwise:

Subclause (2) requires that the report is prepared as soon as practicable after the commissioner has finished dealing with the complaint.

Subclause (3) provides that the report must include:

- the substance of the complaint (paragraph (a)); and
- the actions taken to try to resolve the complaint (paragraph (b)).

---

607 Clause 100. The value of a penalty unit in Queensland as of January 2019 is $130.55, with yearly increases for inflation from 1 July. See s 5A(1) Penalties and Sentences Act 1992 and s 3 Penalties and Sentences Regulation 2015.

608 Submission 88, p 3.

609 Submission 152, p 2.
Subclause (4) provides that the report may include details of the action the commissioner considers should be taken by the respondent, to ensure its acts and decisions are compatible with human rights.

Subclause (5) requires the commissioner to give a copy of the report to the complainant and respondent.

Subclause (6) provides that the report is not admissible in a proceeding in relation to a contravention of the Bill, unless the complainant and respondent agree.610

Clause 89 provides that if the commissioner considers that a human rights complaint has been resolved, the commissioner must, as soon as practicable after dealing with the complaint, give the complainant and respondent a notice stating the outcome of the resolution of the complaint and that the commissioner has finished dealing with the complaint.611

Clause 90 allows the commissioner to publish information about a human rights complaint that the commission has finished dealing with:

Subclause (2) provides that the publication may include the substance of the complaint and may draw on information about the complaint contained in a report prepared under cl 88 or a notice given under cl 89 (paragraphs (a) and (b)). However, the publication must not include personal information about an individual unless the information has previously been published, or given for the purpose of publication, by the individual (paragraph (c)).612

2.7.8.2 Issues raised in submissions – resolved and unresolved human rights complaints

The submission from the BAQ noted that the powers of the QHRC to deal with an unresolved complaint are limited to reporting to the parties to the unresolved complaint, limited public reporting and annual reporting to the Attorney-General, with no provision for an unresolved complaint to be referred on, for example, to QCAT for determination and/or remedy.613

CYDA observed that requirements placed on the commissioner in subclauses (2) and (5) of cl 88, to prepare a report and to provide a copy of the report, respectively, include a timeframe that utilises the words ‘as soon as practicable’.614 It felt that the term ‘as soon as practicable’ lacks clarity: ‘Feedback from young people with disability and families indicates that the use of clear timeframes is critical to ensuring prompt action and providing certainty for all involved’.615 CYDA recommended that ‘...cl 88 and cl 89 are amended to include clear timeframes for the provision of reports and notices to complainants and respondents’.616

QLS commented that the requirement in cl 89 that the Commissioner must give notice to the human rights complainant and respondent that the complaint has been resolved is an important natural justice safeguard:

This section should be amended to include that the notice to the human rights complainant and respondent that the complaint has been resolved must be provided in writing to the complainant to ensure accountability and support the complainant’s access to justice.617
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The academics from UQ’s TC Beirne School of Law suggested a number of reforms to enable meaningful monitoring, research and review of the complaint mechanism in particular:

First, section 90 should be amended to require the Commissioner to publish information concerning human rights complaints, subject to the existing exclusion of personal information under section 90(2)(c). Reporting all outcomes is also necessary for the development of a culture of human rights and to avoid inappropriate and unnecessary complaints from being made repeatedly. The requirement for monitoring and reporting should be extended to the implementation of agreed outcomes.

Finally, the Commission should be required and appropriately resourced to maintain a searchable database of all Human Rights Act cases (as distinct from complaints). This database could be similar to the Charter Case Audit database hosted by the Law Institute of Victoria. It is unlikely that this sort of database could be created or managed by any existing Queensland institution or entity without specific funding.  

The TC Beirne School of Law academics also made the following recommendations:

We recommend that section 90 of the Bill be amended to replace all instances of the word ‘may’ with ‘must’.

We recommend that [the] Bill be amended to impose an obligation on the Commissioner to contact complainants and respondents at a specified interval after agreements are reached, in order to monitor the implementation of agreed outcomes, and section 90 should be amended to provide for reporting on same.

We recommend the Commission be required and resourced to maintain a searchable database of all Human Rights Act cases.  

Although supportive of the requirements for reporting and providing notice by the commissioner in clauses 89 and 90, the CLC considered that: ‘…the Commissioner should be required to publish a de-identified summary of all mediated matters in an easily searchable database of problems and outcomes’. It identified the Australian Human Rights Commission conciliation register as:

...an excellent example of a simple to use register which manages to balance confidentiality with appropriate reporting. The AHRC has indicated the benefits of the register include assisting potential complaints to make decisions about options for resolving a complaint, increase the transparency of the conciliation process and assist people to prepare for conciliation ‘by giving them information on how other similar matters have been resolved.’ Such a register would ensure transparency and accountability and would also assist complainants to understand possible remedies and what to expect in mediation.

2.7.8.3 Departmental response

It is not intended to extend the complaints process to matters outside the scope of the HR Act. Issues raised by submitters that are non-legislative in nature but may improve the disputes resolution process, will be raised with the QHRC, once established, for their consideration.

---
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2.7.9 Reporting requirements

2.7.9.1 Proposed law

Clause 91 requires the commission to prepare an annual report for the Attorney-General on the operation of the HR Act as soon as practicable after the end of each financial year: ‘This report will provide a resource for government, parliament and the community on the operationalisation of the HR Act and the degree to which it is achieving its objectives’. 623

Subclause (2) sets out the following information that must be included in the annual report for the financial year:

- details of any examination of the interaction between the HR Act and other Acts, statutory instruments and the common law (paragraph (a))
- details of all declarations of incompatibility (paragraph (b))
- details of all override declarations (paragraph (c))
- details of all interventions by the Attorney-General or the commission under cl 50 or 51 (paragraph (d))
- the number of human rights complaints made or referred to the commissioner (paragraph (e))
- the outcome of human rights complaints accepted by the commissioner, including the numbers resolved and the number of conciliation conferences (paragraphs (f), (g) and (h))
- the number of public entities that were asked or directed to take part in a conciliation conference and the number that failed to comply with a direction to take part (paragraph (i)), and
- the number of human rights complaints received by particular public entities decided by the commissioner (paragraph (j)). 624

The explanatory notes state that the report:

...may include other information that the commissioner considers appropriate and may include the names of public entities and details of action, mentioned in cl 88(4), relating to human rights complaints that have not been resolved (subcl (3)). However, the report must not include personal information about an individual unless the information has previously been published, or the information was given for the purpose of publication, by the individual (subcl (4)).

Subclause (5) requires the commissioner to give the report to the Attorney-General as soon as practicable after it is prepared. 625

Clause 92 provides that the commissioner may report to the Attorney-General as required about any matter relevant to the performance of the commission’s or the commissioner’s functions under the Bill.

Clause 93 requires the commissioner to:

...provide a person with the opportunity to make submissions about any adverse comment which the commissioner proposes to make in a report about an unresolved human rights complaint (cl 88) or another report prepared under division 3 (subclauses (1) and (2)). If the person makes submissions and the commissioner still proposes to make the adverse comments, the

---
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commissioner must ensure that the person’s submissions are fairly stated in the report (subcl (3)).

Subclause (4) provides that for cl 93, an adverse comment does not include a statement that a public entity did not participate in resolving a human rights complaint. 626

The commission’s annual report and reports prepared under cl 92 must be tabled by the Attorney-General (see cl 94).

2.7.9.2 Issues raised in submissions – reporting requirements

CYDA submitted that it appears the commissioner does not have the power to direct public entities to take action either as a part of, or separate to, the conciliation process:

Further, the Bill appears not to include any processes or consequences if public entities fail to implement actions they have agreed to during the conciliation process.

Without clear enforcement mechanisms and without clear consequences for failing to adhere to agreements made during conciliation, CYDA is of the view that this could limit incentives for public entities to change their practices. 627

CYDA therefore recommended that:

...clause 91 is amended to include an obligation to include information regarding entities that have failed to adhere to actions agreed to during conciliation as part of reporting requirements. 628

ECCQ stated that the content and detail of cl 91 appears comprehensive and is very much supported, and that:

The possibility of a data base of de-identified cases searchable in a variety of ways such as date, issue, etc. and placed on a website for public access is seen as a valuable addition with the recommendation that this material be kept up to date. 629

Endeavour Foundation supported the requirement of the commission to prepare a report or notice of the outcome of human rights complaints, which it believed serves public transparency and will provide a small deterrent to human rights abuses: ‘Combined with powers to obtain relevant information from public entities, the Human Rights Commissioner will be well situated to drive cultural change in Queensland’. 630

PACT supported the proposed reporting requirements as outlined in clauses 91 to 94. 631

2.8 Amendment of legislation

Part 7 of the Bill provides for amendments of other legislation, including Acts, Regulations and Rules, in relation to the operation of the proposed Human Rights Act.

The Bill proposes to amend:

- Anti-Discrimination Act 1991
- Corrective Services Act 2006
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• Corrective Services Regulation 2017
• Disability Services Act 2006
• Family and Child Commission Act 2014
• Financial Accountability Act 2009
• Health Ombudsman Act 2013
• Industrial Relations Act 2016
• Industrial Relations (Tribunals) Rules 2011
• Information Privacy Act 2009
• Integrity Act 2009
• Ombudsman Act 2001
• Parliament of Queensland Act 2001
• Prostitution Regulation 2014
• Public Guardian Act 2014
• Public Sector Ethics Regulation 2010
• Public Service Act 2008
• Public Service Regulation 2018
• Queensland Civil and Administrative Tribunal Rules 2009
• Statutory Bodies Financial Arrangements Regulation 2007
• Statutory Instruments Act 1992, and

2.8.1 Proposed amendments
Many of the proposed amendments are consequential and relate to the replacing of existing references to:

• the ‘Anti-Discrimination Commission’ with the ‘Queensland Human Rights Commission’, and
• the ‘anti-discrimination commissioner’ with the ‘human rights commissioner’.

The remaining proposed amendments, some of which are also consequential, are:

• amendment of the Anti-Discrimination Act 1991 (detailed below)
• amendment of the Corrective Services Act 2006 (detailed below)
• clause 137 of the Bill amends s 63(1) of the Financial Accountability Act 2009 to insert a note to the provision referring to s 97 of the proposed Human Rights Act for ‘particular information relating to human rights that must be included in an annual report’\textsuperscript{632}
• clause 160 inserts a new subsection in s 93 of the Parliament of Queensland Act 2001 to reflect the responsibilities of the portfolio committee under the Bill, i.e. considering Bills, subordinate legislation and other laws and matters as required under the Bill, clauses 39 (Scrutiny of Bills

\textsuperscript{632} Explanatory notes, p 51.
and statements of compatibility), 40 (Scrutiny of non-Queensland laws), and 57 (Action by portfolio committee on declaration of incompatibility) and clause 168 amends s 219A(3) of the Public Service Act 2008 to insert a note to the provision which provides that details of customer complaints that are human rights complaints must, under s 97 of the HR Act, be included in the department’s annual report, and amendment of the Youth Justice Act 1992 (detailed below).

2.8.2 Amendment of Anti-Discrimination Act 1991

According to the explanatory notes, the Bill’s proposed amendments to the Anti-Discrimination Act 1991 are consequential in nature. In addition to updating terminology to refer to the proposed commission and commissioner, the amendments include:

- inserting various references to the proposed HR Act, in addition to existing references to the Anti-Discrimination Act 1991,
- clause 120 amends s 244 to replace references to ‘power’ with ‘power or function’,
- clause 121 amends s 263C to replace the reference to ‘post office box address’ with ‘post office box address or an email address’,
- clause 123 inserts a new chapter 11, part 6 in (ss 277 and 278) to insert transitional provisions that provide continuity for the commission and commissioner in the transition from being the Anti-Discrimination Commission to the Queensland Human Rights Commission.

Additionally, cl 113 inserts a new s 140A to provide for dealing with a complaint under the proposed HR Act:

New section 140A provides that the commissioner may, with the consent of the complainant, deal with a complaint under the HR Act as an alleged contravention of the HR Act if the commissioner considers that a complaint made or referred to the commissioner under the Anti-Discrimination Act 1991 would be more appropriately dealt with as an alleged contravention of the HR Act.

Subclause (3) provides that, if the commissioner decides to deal with the complaint in this way, the complaint:

- is taken to be a complaint about an alleged contravention of the HR Act that is accepted by the commissioner under s 76 (paragraph (a)); and
- is taken to be made on the day the complaint was made or referred under the Anti-Discrimination Act 1991 (paragraph (b)).

---
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2.8.3 Amendment of Corrective Services Act 2006 and Youth Justice Act 1992

Amendments to the Youth Justice Act 1992 (YJA) and the Corrective Services Act 2006 (CSA) are intended to:

...clarify that other factors, relevant to determining how to act or make a decision under the YJA or the CSA, may be taken into account in addition to human rights considerations under the Bill.

The effect of the amendments to both the YJA and the CSA will mean that an act or decision made under these Acts, taking into consideration the additional factors, will not be unlawful under the HR Bill, only because these additional factors were considered.  

2.8.3.1 Proposed law

Clause 126 inserts a new s 5A in the CSA:

New section 5A(1) provides that section 5A applies to the chief executive’s or a corrective services officer’s consideration of section 30(2) of the HR Act in relation to a prisoner admitted to a corrective services facility for detention on remand or a prisoner detained without charge; or section 30 of the HR Act in relation to managing a prisoner in a corrective services facility where it is not practicable for the prisoner to be provided with the prisoner’s own room under section 18.

New section 5A(2) provides that, to remove any doubt, it is declared that the chief executive or officer does not contravene section 58(1) of the HR Act only because the chief executive’s or officer’s consideration takes into account:

- the security and good management of corrective services facilities; or
- the safe custody and welfare of all prisoners.

Clause 183 inserts new subsections (7) and (8) in s 263 of the YJA:

New section 263(7) provides that subsection (8) applies in relation to the chief executive’s consideration of:

- section 30(2) of the HR Act in relation to a child detained in a detention centre on remand; and
- the segregation of a child mentioned in paragraph (a) from a child detained on sentence.

New section 263(8) provides that, to remove any doubt, it is declared that the chief executive does not contravene cl 58(1) of the HR Act only because the chief executive’s consideration takes into account:

- the safety and wellbeing of the child on remand and other detainees (paragraph (a)); and
- the chief executive’s responsibilities and obligations under section 263 (paragraph (b)).

The chief executive’s responsibilities and obligations under existing section 263 include providing services that promote the health and wellbeing of children detained at the centre; maintaining the security and management of the centre; and ensuring certain principles of the Charter of youth justice principles under the Youth Justice Act 1992 are complied with.

---
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2.8.3.2 Issues raised in submissions – amendment of Corrective Services Act 2006 and Youth Justice Act 1992

In relation to the proposed amendments set out in Part 7 of the Bill, PACT stated that: ‘We appreciate the need to amend aspects of the identified existing Acts to ensure they reflect human rights considerations and are supportive of this legislative reform’.645

However, numerous submitters expressed views and concerns in relation to the amendments to the CSA and/or the YJA.646

The ALA expressed concern about the wording of cl 126 of the Bill, contending that ‘…new section 5A of the CSA will have the effect of diminishing the rights of prisoners who come within the circumstances detailed in section 5A(1)(a) and (b)’.647

It argued that under the current wording, the new s 5A(2) of the CSA may be interpreted in a fashion that will mean that:

...prisoners that come within the circumstances of s5A(1)(a) and (b) will have their rights diminished, as decisions affecting their circumstances will not specifically be subject to human rights considerations in the same way as will be the case for other Queensland citizens.648

The ALA recommended that the wording of the new s 5A(2) of the CSA be amended as follows:

- that the word ‘or’ at the end of s 5A(2)(a) be replaced with the word ‘and’ – so that the chief executive is compelled to consider the safe custody and the welfare of all prisoners when making decisions, and
- that the word ‘also’ be inserted into s 5A(2) after the word ‘consideration’- so that the chief executive or officer does not contravene cl 58(1) ‘only because the chief executive’s or officer’s consideration also takes into account’ the factors listed in (2)(a) and (b), together with the factors in cl 13 of the Bill.649

CLCQ made similar recommendations.650

The ALA expressed similar concern in relation to the amendments to the YJA, asserting that, as the new s 263 currently reads: ‘...the effect will be to diminish the rights of child detainees who come within the circumstances detailed in s 263(7)(a) and (b)’.651

It suggested that:

...the word ‘also’ should be inserted in cl 263(8) after the word ‘consideration’, to ensure that the chief executive does not contravene cl 58(1) ‘only because the chief executive’s consideration also takes into account the factors listed in (8) (a) and (b) together with the factors in cl 13 of the Bill.652

However, CLCQ did not share the same concerns, noting that proposed amendments to the YJA are:

...limited only to the chief executive, which can be specifically and clearly delegated (such that the exemption is much more narrowly applied) We also appreciate there are instances in which

---
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it is appropriate to segregate children for their own protection, such as separating younger offenders from older offenders. However... the Bill should be amended to provide that detention is a last resort for children, as set out in article 37 of the Convention on the Rights of the Child, which is otherwise incorporated into the Bill.653

QNNU submitted that proposed s 5A(2)(b) of the CSA should be extended to allow consideration of safe custody and welfare of all prisoners, ‘...staff, visitors and volunteers’.654

The BAQ opposed the amendments to the CSA and YJA, submitting that cl 13 (the general limitations provision) already permits relevant decision-makers to consider these factors:

The Association is of the view that the proposed amendments are thus effectively unnecessary. Their inclusion might provide a false impression that relevant decision-makers are not subject to the same human rights obligations as other public entities or that, unlike the other human rights provided by the Queensland Bill, the right of humane treatment when deprived of liberty provided by cl 30 is especially qualified and lessened. Their inclusion might also set an unnecessary and unfortunate precedent for further such qualifications of other human rights in the future. The Association is of the view that these clauses should be removed.655

QCCL also submitted that cl 13 of the Bill was sufficient, but that if the amendments were to remain, they should be subject to a sunset clause:

We understand, that both these provisions are designed to deal with particular difficulties facing the government at the current time. Section 183 deals with the need to segregate some children in detention centres and section 126 is to deal with the current overcrowding in prisons.

We accept that the government has some difficulties in these areas. The argument has been put, that if these provisions do not exist, the government will have no choice but to build more prisons. We would certainly not want that result.

Having said all that, it seems to us that the factors which these provisions allow the relevant decision makers to take into account, are fully accommodated in section 13 of the Bill. For that reason, our starting point is that the specific provisions are unnecessary. Having said that, we acknowledge that these provisions are narrowly tailored.

However, if they are to remain, it is our submission that the committee should recommend that the sections be limited to a specific time period by a sunset clause and that the government should commit itself to a clear program for overcoming the issues which have made these provisions necessary during that period of time.656

Similarly, YAC supported a sunset date for the proposed amendments to the YJA:

...we note the exemption in relation to the segregation of children on remand from those who are on sentence. We would have preferred to see a sunset clause on this provision and in its absence, the first Review must consider the need for segregation to occur as a priority.657

In relation to the amendments, HRLC stated that neither Victoria nor the ACT have created similar carve outs for corrections or youth justice:

---
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On the contrary, a human rights framework has assisted both jurisdictions to improve their practice. This framework recognises that governments can limit human rights but only in a manner which is reasonable and demonstrably justified.

The proposed youth justice and corrections exemptions in the Bill would undermine this framework. While it is very difficult to predict how a court would interpret the clauses given it is unclear what they intend to do, there is a real risk that a court might rule that normal human rights considerations are significantly limited or excluded in the relevant prescribed contexts, seriously undermining human rights in those contexts.⁶⁵⁸

HRLC suggested the amendments be removed, or if they remain, be redrafted so that the decision maker must also take into account the safe custody and welfare of all prisoners when considering the security and good management of corrective services facilities.⁶⁵⁹

Other submitters who objected to the amendments to the CSA and/or YJA, included:

- ALHR, QAC, QLS and Sisters Inside, who considered that the amendments are not necessary and/or appropriate, due to cl 13⁶⁶⁰
- CLC, who submitted that the amendments should be removed to avoid the erosion of rights of prisoners, or, alternatively, should be time-limited, and⁶⁶¹
- QFCC, who recommended ‘...clear policy and procedural frameworks be established for chief executive decision making in the best interests of the child’.⁶⁶²

2.8.3.3 Departmental response

In response to issues raised in submissions, DJAG advised that:

The Bill proposes to amend the YJA and the CSA to clarify that other factors, relevant to determining how to act or make a decision under the YJA or the CSA, may be taken into account in addition to human rights considerations under the Bill.

The intended effect of the amendments to both the YJA and the CSA is that an act or decision made under these Acts, taking into consideration the additional factors, will not be unlawful under the HR Bill, only because these additional factors were considered.

The submissions indicating a view that the amendments are not necessary in light of cl 13 (the general limitations provision) in the Bill are noted.

The specific recommendations to amend the drafting of the proposed amendments to the CSA and the YJA contained in clauses 126 and 183 of the Bill will be further considered.

The first review of the HR Act requires consideration of the amendments to the YJA and CSA (see cl 95(4)) and in particular whether the amendments are operating effectively, or further or different provision should be made for the interrelationship between this Act and those Acts.⁶⁶³

2.9 Stakeholder views on expanding human rights protected by the Bill

Numerous submitters sought to expand the scope and type of human rights protected under the Bill.
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2.9.1 Issues raised in submissions

Submissions sought to include:

- all economic, social and cultural rights in the ICESCR
- all rights in the ICESCR
- all rights in the ICCPR
- additional rights from the United Nations Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples (UNDRIP)
- principles of the UDHR in its entirety
- all of the human rights prescribed by the international covenants and conventions to which Australia is a signatory, in particular:
  - the right to work
  - the right to just and favourable conditions of work
  - the right to social security
  - the right to an adequate standard of living
  - the right to enjoy the highest attainable standard of physical and mental health, and
  - the right to take part in cultural life and benefit from scientific progress
- the Convention on the Rights of Persons with Disabilities
- Articles 37 and 40 of the United Nations Convention on the Rights of the Child (UNCRC) to protect children from corporal punishment and to protect children in the penal system
- the Yogyakarta Principles in the meaning of human rights in cl 12 of the Bill
- the right to a healthy environment
- rights of victims (see this report at 2.4.18.4)
- workplace rights, including specific rights for public servants

---
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• all human rights, and
• other specific rights, including:
  o the right to self-determination
  o the right to education on human rights
  o procedural rights
  o the right to protection from domestic and family violence
  o the rights of trans and gender diverse people
  o the right to housing
  o rights of people with disability or mental illness
  o rights of older persons and persons with disabilities, particularly the right to participate in decisions which affect them
  o access to palliative care and appropriate pain relief
  o rights of older persons in aged care, and a right to freedom from violence, abuse and neglect
  o protection from the reversal of the onus of proof in criminal proceedings, search or seizure without a warrant or being compelled to provide information to a government body
  o protection against unlawful Indigenous incarceration
  o compensation for miscarriages of justice/wrongful conviction
  o right to an adequate standard of living, including adequate housing, food and water
  o right to freedom from violence, abuse and neglect
  o right to autonomy and independence
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right to legal assistance\textsuperscript{692}
right to adequate food and clothing\textsuperscript{693}
right to judicial hearing and legal representation\textsuperscript{694}
right to overturn a wrongful conviction\textsuperscript{695}
right of a person to live free from gender based violence\textsuperscript{696}
cultural rights of Australian South Sea Islanders\textsuperscript{697}
rights of twins and higher order multiples, and\textsuperscript{698}
rights of LGBTQIP people to ensure they are not discriminated against.\textsuperscript{699}

\subsection*{2.9.2 Departmental response}

In response to issues raised in submissions, DJAG advised that:

Like the Charter of Human Rights and Responsibilities Act 2006 (Victorian Charter), the rights in the Bill are primarily drawn from the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights (ICCPR).

The protection of civil and political rights is often the first step in human rights Acts, therefore human rights legislation usually protect a common selection of those rights enumerated in the ICCPR. Many of the civil and political rights in the ICCPR are also recognised as important common law rights (such as the right to liberty and security).

The Bill goes beyond the Victorian Charter by including the rights to health services and education drawn from the International Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights, and a stand-alone provision recognising the cultural rights of Aboriginal peoples and Torres Strait Islander peoples, which is informed by provisions in the United Nations Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples (UNDRIP).

Clause 12 clarifies that the human rights included in the Bill are in addition to other rights and freedoms included in other laws, for example rights and freedoms included in the common law, a law of the Commonwealth, or under international conventions. These existing rights and freedoms should not be taken to be abrogated or limited only because they are not included in the Bill.

The first review of the operation of the Human Rights Act (HR Act), as soon as practicable after 1 July 2023, and the further review of the Act, must include consideration of whether additional human rights should be included under the Act.\textsuperscript{700}

In response to submissions which sought the inclusion of the right to a healthy environment, DJAG advised that:
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While based closely on the Victorian Charter the Bill includes some modest additions including the distinct cultural rights of Aboriginal Peoples and Torres Strait Islander Peoples and the right to Health Services and the right to Education.

The first review of the operation of the Human Rights Act (HR Act), as soon as practicable after 1 July 2023, and the further review of the Act, must include consideration of whether additional human rights should be included under the Act.\footnote{Department of Justice and Attorney General, correspondence dated 3 December 2018, attachment, p 16.}

In response to submissions which sought the inclusion of workplace rights, DJAG advised that:

Clause 12 clarifies that the human rights included in the Bill are in addition to other rights and freedoms included in other laws. This means that existing rights in legislation such as the Industrial Relations Act 2016, the Work Health and Safety Act 2011 and the Anti-Discrimination Act 1991 will continue to be protected.

The first review of the operation of the Human Rights Act (HR Act), as soon as practicable after 1 July 2023, and the further review of the Act, must include consideration of whether additional human rights should be included under the Act.\footnote{Department of Justice and Attorney General, correspondence dated 3 December 2018, attachment, p 20.}

In response to submissions which sought the inclusion of specific workplace rights for public servants, DJAG advised that:

Clause 23 of the Bill provides the right to take part in public life, including the right for every eligible person to have the opportunity, without discrimination to have access, on general terms of equality, to the public service and to public office (cl 23(2)(b)). In the case of Hermoza v Peru, a member of the UN Human Rights Committee observed that suspension and discharge of someone arbitrarily, from public service and refusal to reinstate was a violation of the person’s right under the equivalent provision in the Convention (i.e. article 25(c) of the ICCPR).\footnote{Department of Justice and Attorney General, correspondence dated 3 December 2018, attachment, pp 20-21.}

In response to submissions which sought the inclusion of other specific rights, DJAG advised that:

…the Bill primarily seeks to protect a selection of fundamental civil and political rights drawn from the ICCPR. The protection of these civil and political rights is often a first step in human rights legislation.

These rights are in addition to other rights and freedoms included in other laws, for example rights and freedoms included in the common law, a law of the Commonwealth, or under international conventions. These existing rights and freedoms are not abrogated or limited only because they are not included in the Bill.

With the exception of the right for children in the criminal process and cultural rights for Aboriginal peoples and Torres Strait Islander peoples, the Bill does not contain specific rights for groups of people, nor are particular groups of people, such as women, people with a disability, victims of crime or others specifically named. The Bill does however include the right to recognition and equality before the law and this right to equality permeates all human rights in the Bill.

The first review of the operation of the HR Act, as soon as practicable after 1 July 2023, and the further review of the Act, must include consideration of whether additional human rights should be included under the Act.\footnote{Department of Justice and Attorney General, correspondence dated 3 December 2018, attachment, pp 21-22.}
3 Compliance with the Legislative Standards Act 1992

3.1 Fundamental legislative principles

Section 4 of the Legislative Standards Act 1992 (LSA) states that ‘fundamental legislative principles’ are the ‘principles relating to legislation that underlie a parliamentary democracy based on the rule of law’. The principles include that legislation has sufficient regard to:

- the rights and liberties of individuals, and
- the institution of Parliament.

The committee has examined the application of the fundamental legislative principles (FLPs) to the Bill. The committee brings the following to the attention of the Legislative Assembly.

3.1.1 Rights and liberties of individuals

Section 4(2)(a) of the LSA requires that legislation has sufficient regard to the rights and liberties of individuals.

3.1.1.1 Immunity from proceedings

Clause 99 applies where a person, acting honestly, gives information under the proposed HR Act to the commissioner or another entity in relation to a human rights complaint. The clause provides that such a person is not liable - civilly, criminally or under an administrative process - for giving the information.

Further, the person cannot, by the mere giving of the information, be held to have breached any code of professional ethics or departed from accepted standards of professional conduct.

Clause 122 extends the scope of the existing immunity provision in s 265 of the Anti-Discrimination Act 1991. Section 265 currently gives to the commissioner and commission staff immunity from civil action for any honest act or omission in the performance (or purported performance) of functions or powers under the Anti-Discrimination Act 1991. Any liability that would otherwise arise in the absence of this immunity attaches instead to the State. Clause 122 extends this immunity to apply to acts done in exercise of the powers and functions conferred under the Bill.

Generally, legislation should not confer immunity from proceeding or prosecution without adequate justification. The OQPC Notebook states:

... a person who commits a wrong when acting without authority should not be granted immunity. Generally a provision attempting to protect an entity from liability should not extend to liability for dishonesty or negligence. The entity should remain liable for damage caused by the dishonesty or negligence of itself, its officers and employees. The preferred provision provides immunity for action done honestly and without negligence ... and if liability is removed it is usually shifted to the State.

Committee comment

The committee notes that immunity clauses such as the above are quite common in legislation. They generally serve to allow public servants, officials, statutory officers and the like, to make decisions and exercise powers and functions without being unduly concerned that they may be held personally liable for acts done or omissions made in the course of carrying out their duties (providing that those actions or omissions are made honestly and without negligence or malice).

The explanatory notes make no reference to this FLP issue.

---

705 Legislative Standards Act 1992, s 4(3)(h).
706 Office of the Queensland Parliamentary Counsel, Fundamental Legislative Principles: The OQPC Notebook, p 64.
The committee notes that the shifting of liability to the State for actions or omissions of officials means aggrieved persons are able to make a claim against the State for loss or damage suffered as a result of actions taken by officials under the proposed HR Act. This is a feature of the cl 122 immunity, but is absent from the cl 99 provision.

Both provisions are predicated on a person acting honestly. There is no requirement for the action to be done without negligence. The OQPC notebook states:

\[\text{The preferred provision provides immunity for action done honestly and without negligence ... and if liability is removed it is usually shifted to the State.}\]  

The committee considers that the Bill’s immunity provisions are adequately justified in the circumstances.

### 3.1.2 Institution of Parliament

Section 4(2)(b) of the LSA requires legislation to have sufficient regard to the institution of Parliament.

#### 3.1.2.1 Delegation of legislative power

Clause 9(1) provides for the meaning of the term ‘public entity’. It sets out a number of specific bodies, classes of bodies, and individuals who are to be ‘public entities’. Clause 9(1)(j) provides that the term includes ‘an entity prescribed by regulation to be a public entity’.

Clause 9(4) sets out some bodies that are not included in the term ‘public entity’. Clause 9(4)(c) provides that the term does not include ‘an entity prescribed by regulation not to be a public entity’.

Clause 105 confers a regulation-making power. It is in these very wide and general terms: ‘The Governor in Council may make regulations under this Act’.

Section 4(4) of the LSA provides that whether a bill has sufficient regard to the institution of Parliament depends on whether, for example, the bill:

- \( (a) \) allows the delegation of legislative power only in appropriate cases and to appropriate persons; and
- \( (c) \) authorises the amendment of an Act only by another Act.

The Office of the Queensland Parliamentary Counsel’s notebook regarding fundamental legislative principles states:

- This matter is concerned with the level at which delegated legislative power is used.
- The greater the level of political interference with individual rights and liberties, or the institution of Parliament, the greater the likelihood that the power should be prescribed in an Act of Parliament and not delegated below Parliament.

Committee comment

In considering cl 9, it can be noted that, in relation to lists set out in a statute being able to be varied by regulation, the notebook states:

- It is often convenient to insert in an Act a list of matters to which the Act relates together with a power to insert more by a statutory instrument, for example, a regulation. The effect is to delegate to an entity other than Parliament a power to change the application or effect of the legislation. This obviously gives rise to issues about the institution of Parliament. Good reasons

---


are therefore required to include the power, for example, the impracticality of listing everything in the Act and safety concerns if the ability to add is not included.\(^\text{709}\)

Such an approach has caused committees to be more particularly concerned: ‘...when relevant powers in the legislation would mean that any addition to a pivotal list by statutory instrument would have far reaching consequences’.\(^\text{710}\)

In relation to cl 105, the breadth of the provision raises the possibility that it might be regarded as a ‘Henry VIII clause’. Such clauses have been criticised by Parliamentary committees on the basis that they inappropriately authorise changes to the application of legislation by means of regulation.\(^\text{711}\)

The explanatory notes make no comment on these FLP issues.

The committee notes that any regulation that might be made under these clauses is subject to scrutiny of the Parliament though the disallowance procedure.\(^\text{712}\)

The committee considers that, on balance, the proposed delegation of legislative power is appropriate and the clauses thus have sufficient regard to the institution of Parliament.

### 3.2 Explanatory notes

Part 4 of the LSA requires that an explanatory note be circulated when a bill is introduced into the Legislative Assembly, and sets out the information an explanatory note should contain. Explanatory notes were tabled with the introduction of the Bill. The notes are fairly detailed and contain the information required by Part 4 and a reasonable level of background information and commentary to facilitate understanding of the Bill’s aims and origins.

However the committee notes that, under the heading ‘Consistency with fundamental legislative principles’ the following statement appears: ‘The Bill is generally consistent with fundamental legislative principles’.\(^\text{713}\)

Such an imprecise statement as ‘generally consistent’ implies that the Bill is not wholly consistent with the FLPs. In this respect, the statement does not meet the requirement in section 23(1)(f) of the LSA that explanatory notes for a bill include:

> [A] brief assessment of the consistency of the Bill with fundamental legislative principles and, if it is inconsistent with fundamental legislative principles, the reasons for the inconsistency.

To comply with this statutory requirement, the committee notes that explanatory notes should either state that a bill is consistent with fundamental legislative principles, or set out any areas of inconsistency, with reasons for any inconsistency.

---


\(^\text{711}\) See the discussion in the Office of the Queensland Parliamentary Counsel, *Fundamental Legislative Principles: The OQPC Notebook* at pp 159-161 and the Scrutiny of Legislation Committee’s report *The Use of “Henry VIII Clauses” in Queensland Legislation*, January 1997.

\(^\text{712}\) See s 50 of the *Statutory Instruments Act 1992*.

\(^\text{713}\) Explanatory notes, p 10.
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Cherish Life Queensland
  • Teeshan Johnson, Executive Director

Women’s Legal Service Queensland
  • Angela Lynch, Chief Executive Officer
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Luke Geurtsen
Statement of Reservation

Opposition members of the Committee note the strong support for the Bill from the vast majority of submitters. There is no doubt that our community’s most vulnerable must be offered as much legal protection as possible. Opposition members note the existing robust system guarding the public from poor bureaucratic decision making in Queensland.

There is concern from Opposition members of the Committee as to whether the Bill appropriately adds any additional substantive legal protection for our community’s most vulnerable to what already exists in Australian law.

There are benefits to identifying certain rights but there are also concerns in connection with practical absurdities and the potential misuse of the rights that will become obvious as the Bill is implemented in the years ahead. It is imperative that there is a timely review of the operation of the Bill.

There are also concerns regarding the potential for frivolous complaints being lodged with the Human Rights Commission.

Sitting above all these concerns, is the philosophical concern that goes to the very heart of the separation of powers. The introduction of a declaration of incompatibility will significantly alter the relationship between the court, the parliament and the executive - which will distort the separation of powers. What follows is the likely politicisation of litigation and the embroiling of the judiciary in political decision making. The QLS and University Professors also raised concerns about the declarations of incompatibility and the altering of the judicial officers role.

Opposition members affirm their commitment to the protection of the most vulnerable in our community. However, questions remain in relation to the content and likely operation of the Bill as stated above.

James Lister MP
Deputy Chair
Member for Southern Downs

James (Jim) McDonald
Member for Lockyer